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Abstract

Software-Defined Networking (SDN) decouples the control and data planes of tra-
ditional networks, logically centralizing the functional properties of the network in
the SDN controller. While this centralization brought advantages such as a faster
pace of innovation, it also disrupted some of the natural defenses of traditional
architectures against different threats. Until now, SDN research has essentially
been concerned with the functional side, despite some specific works relating to
non-functional properties like ‘security’, ‘dependability’, or ‘quality of service’.

Security is an essential non-functional property of SDN. The lack of reliable
security by-design mechanisms can quickly lead to the compromise of the entire
network. For instance, most of the current security mechanisms in SDN con-
trollers lead to exploitable vulnerabilities that allow adversaries to easily control
or even shut down the entire control plane. The growing concern regarding insider
threats substantially amplifies the problem. The reason lies in the fact that cur-
rent Software-Defined Networks (SDNs) (e.g., OpenFlow-enabled networks) rely
on weak protection mechanisms. To address these crucial security issues in the
SDN control plane, it is necessary, though not sufficient, that we start by securely
identifying, authenticating, and authorizing all devices before allowing them to
become part of the network.

Though SDN security is the central tenet of this thesis, we believe that the
problem is much more generic. In essence, there is still a lack of a systematic
approach to ensuring such relevant non-functional properties as security, depend-
ability, or quality of service. Current approaches are mostly ad-hoc and piecemeal,
which has led to efficiency and effectiveness problems. This reflection led us to
claim that the successful enforcement of non-functional properties as a pillar of
SDN robustness calls for a systematic approach. We further advocate, for its
materialization, the re-iteration of the successful formula behind SDN– ‘logical
centralization’.

In consequence, we propose ANCHOR, a subsystem architecture for SDN that
promotes the logical centralization of non-functional properties. We start by pre-
senting the general concept and architectural principles, suggesting how they can
satisfactorily enhance the current state of the art with regard to any non-functional
property (security, dependability, performance, quality of service, etc.). We claim
and justify that centralizing such mechanisms is vital for their effectiveness, by
allowing us to: define and enforce global policies for those properties; reduce the
complexity of controllers and forwarding devices; ensure higher levels of robustness
for critical services; foster interoperability of the non-functional property enforce-
ment mechanisms; and finally, better foster the resilience of the architecture itself.
We focus on ‘security’ as a use case in the rest of the thesis, discussing the special-
ization of the ANCHOR architecture to logically-centralized enforcement of security
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properties. However, by presenting a principled solution to the main problem of
the thesis (SDN security), we also show the effectiveness of the general ANCHOR
concept, opening avenues for further research on its extension to other desirable
non-functional properties, such as dependability and Quality of Service (QoS).

We identify the current security gaps in SDNs, and investigate the adequate
security mechanisms that should populate the architecture middleware, globally
and consistently. ANCHOR sets out to provide — in a homogeneous manner to all
controllers and forwarding devices — essential security mechanisms such as strong
entropy, resilient pseudo-random generators, secure device registration, associa-
tion and recommendation, amongst other crucial services. We present the design
of those mechanisms and protocols. With the objective of promoting generalized
use of encryption and authentication in the control plane, we additionally pro-
pose and describe a secure control plane communication infrastructure, Keep It
Simple and Secure (KISS), based on a novel lightweight mechanism for generating
cryptographic secrets — integrated Device Verification Value (iDVV). iDVV can
be used in a number of ways, in a number of protocols, and outperforms widely
used alternatives. In the context of this thesis, the KISS infrastructure is set up
by ANCHOR and used to ensure the security of interactions amongst it, controllers
and forwarding devices.

Being conceptually logically-centralized, ANCHOR presents a single-point-of-
failure (SPoF) challenge, which we address, through incremental measures, some
of which can be selectively present in concrete designs. As a baseline, we harden
the design, by endowing it with robust functions in the different modules. We
increase assurance by discussing and informally proving correctness of all mech-
anisms and algorithms, and we also formally verify the main algorithms through
a proof-assistant. By only using symmetric cryptography, we make the system
Post-Quantum Secure (PQS). We also embed measures to achieve Perfect For-
ward Secrecy (PFS) in all algorithms, protecting pre-compromise communications
in the presence of successful attacks. Finally, for higher criticality systems, we take
additional algorithmic and architectural measures to mitigate the effects of pos-
sible security failures. We provide for Post-Compromise Security (PCS) through
the semi-automatic restart of operation after a full compromise of ANCHOR. We
present as well a design of resilience mechanisms — the continued prevention of
failure/compromise by automatic means — through fail-fast recovery techniques.

The prototypes’ implementation aspects and the evaluation of the two funda-
mental pieces of our work (ANCHOR and KISS) are performed in the respective
chapters. The above-mentioned discussion and informal proof of correctness of
all mechanisms and algorithms is given in appendices. We also formally machine-
verified the main algorithms.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In traditional computer networks, we have issues, such as vendor lock-in and het-
erogeneous devices with low interoperability, which lead to higher costs in terms of
Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) and Operational Expenditure (OPEX). Typically,
network operators try to enforce global policies by configuring networking devices
manually or with the use of device-specific scripts. And it gets challenging to keep
policies in place while networks are semi-autonomously reacting to faults and load
changes. Additionally, current networks are vertically integrated, which means
that both control and data planes are deployed inside the networking devices.
This is one of the hardest obstacles to innovation in networking infrastructures.

SDN is a paradigm that is causing a major change in the networking indus-
try. SDN has set a new pace of innovation by breaking the vertical integration of
traditional networks. Data plane devices (e.g., switches, routers) become simple
forwarding devices while the control logic is implemented outside, in a logically
centralized controller, or Network Operating System (NOS), simplifying policy en-
forcement. Running on top of a NOS, network applications (e.g., routing protocol)
have access to a global network view. From a developer perspective, it becomes
easier to think about network behavior, leading to a new pace of innovation in
networks. An overview of this decoupling of control and data planes is shown in
Figure 1.1.

1.1 Problem statement

SDN research and development has been primarily concerned with functional prop-
erties, such as improved routing and traffic engineering to avoid over-provisioning,
increase the resilience of the network data plane, provide fast recovery in case of
failures, reduce energy consumption, efficient load balancing, and reduce OPEX
and CAPEX costs [Wan+18]; [ZFC17]; [Hel+10]; [JYR11]; [Jai+13]; [RME13];
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Figure 1.1: SDN overview.

[Wan+15]; [Hua+16]; [Jin+16]; [Chi+16]; [Men+17]; [Alv+17]; [Yan+15]; [NDK16];
[PST18]; [JCL19]; [MR19]; [AMA19].

While gaps in the enforcement of non-functional properties (e.g., security, de-
pendability, QoS) are critical to the deployment and widespread use of SDN in
the enterprise [Kre+15]; [Por+15]; [Arb+16]; [TZN16]; [Sco17]; [NK19]; [IK18];
[Han+19], they have received less attention. For instance: insecure control plane
associations and communications, network information disclosure, spoofing at-
tacks, Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks on control and data planes, Transport Layer
Security (TLS) Man-in-the-Middle (MITM) attacks on control plane communica-
tions, teleportation attacks, and hijacking of devices, can easily compromise the
network operation; performance crises can escalate to affect QoS globally; unavail-
ability and lack of reliability of controllers, forwarding devices, or clock synchro-
nization parameters, can considerably degrade or even compromise the network
operation [KKS13]; [Akh+15]; [TSS17]; [Yoo+17a]; [SNS16]; [Dac+17]; [Akh+16];
[RR17]; [Jer+17b]; [AvW18]; [IK18]; [Han+19].

One of the most vital components of the SDN architecture is the communi-
cation between forwarding devices and controllers. For instance, fake forwarding
devices can easily connect to the controller and wreak havoc with the network.
A fake forwarding device can use teleportation to exploit key SDN functionalities
such as flow (re-)configuration, switch identification, and out-of-band forward-
ing [TSS17]. With teleportation, malicious forwarding devices can exploit the
logically centralized control plane to transport information, bypassing data plane
devices (e.g., other forwarding devices, middleboxes, firewalls, Intrusion Preven-
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tion System (IPS)). Similarly, fake controllers can also compromise and disrupt
the network operation.

One fundamental reason for these problems is that, in spite of the benefits
of SDN, the decoupling of control and data planes, relying on a de facto stan-
dard southbound API, namely OpenFlow, has removed crucial natural protections
of traditional networks, such as the heterogeneity of management solutions, the
diversity of configuration protocols and operations, and the diversity of security
and fault-tolerance mechanisms. For instance, on a traditional network, an at-
tacker would need to (arguably) compromise multiple protocols and different secu-
rity mechanisms of rather heterogeneous forwarding devices. Likewise, cascading
faults and performance crises would be mitigated by natural fault independence
and diversity across different architectures.

Each specific and proprietary configuration protocol, from traditional manufac-
turers such as Cisco, HP, D-Link, and Huawei, has its own set of operations, i.e.,
instructions to change the configuration of the specific device. Hence from e.g.,
a security perspective, SDN introduces new threat vectors, changing the threat
surface of networks [BCS13]; [KKS13]; [Kre+15]; [SNS16]; [Dac+17]; [Akh+16];
[AvW18]; [Han+19].

Not surprisingly, security has been recurrently pointed out as one of the major
open issues in all sorts of SDN deployments, such as Local Area Networks (LANs),
optical networks, Open and Disaggregated Transport Network (ODTN), Internet
of Things (IoT), mobile networks, transport networks, ad-hoc networks, Vehic-
ular Ad Hoc Networks (VANETs), and industrial networks [Bas+13]; [Ku+14];
[Yan+15]; [Kre+15]; [Thy+16]; [SNS16]; [Che+17]; [BMV17]; [NDK16]; [Han+19];
[Gio+20]. Whilst some authors consider security and dependability as necessary in-
herent features of the architecture of future networks and systems [PPJ11]; [Car17];
[Han+19], the fact is that most existing projects still do not consider security by
design, i.e., leave security as an afterthought [Dac+17]; [Pas14]; [Sco17]; [Dac+17];
[Han+19].

Most of the available SDN controllers, including well-known ones such as Open
Network Operating System (ONOS) and OpenDaylight (ODL), have several vul-
nerabilities such as malformed control messages, handshake without hello message,
packet-in flooding, control message drop, infinite loop, system variable manipula-
tion, system command execution, eavesdrop, application eviction, and state manip-
ulation and man-in-the-middle attacks [Lee+17]; [Sec+17]; [Noh+16]; [Yoo+17a];
[Xu+17]; [Sco17]; [Guo+16]; [Xu+17]; [Dix+18]; [Han+19]. Some of these vulner-
abilities can severely compromise the network operations, as studied in detail in
Chapter 2.

To address these challenges we need to answer the following questions: How to
securely deploy and install devices (registration, authentication, authorization, and
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association) in network infrastructures? How to ensure the dependable and secure
operation of controllers and forwarding devices, in spite of faults and attacks?

1.2 Proposal

Though SDN security is the central tenet of this thesis, we believe the problem
is more generic. In essence, there is still lack of a systematic approach to ensur-
ing such relevant non-functional properties as security, dependability, or quality of
service. Current approaches have been addressing these challenges in an ad-hoc,
piecemeal way, which may work, but will inevitably lead to efficiency and effec-
tiveness problems. Several specific works concerning non-functional properties
have recently seen the light, e.g., in dependability [Son+17]; [Kre+15]; [Ber+14];
[Akh+16]; [Men+18]; [Viz+18]; [Viz18]; [Can+18]; [NK19] or security [Shi+13a];
[Shi+13c]; [Shi+14]; [Amb+15]; [SNS16]; [Akh+16]; [Cho+17b]; [RR17]; [Sha+17];
[Yoo+17b]; [AvW18]; [Han+19]. However, these are point solutions, and a panoply
of different vulnerabilities and attacks (e.g., application eviction, lack of strong and
global authentication and authorization services to access controllers, lack of mech-
anisms for device identification and authentication, complexity, vulnerabilities and
misconfigurations of TLS implementations, Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS)
among controllers, TLS MITM attacks on control plane communications), and
Internet-scale attacks (e.g., more stealthy and sophisticated low-bandwidth DDoS
attacks [Hic17]; [Inf13]), still represent challenges in SDN infrastructures [Che+16];
[SNS16]; [Yan+16]; [MK17]; [Dac+17]; [PP17]; [Jer+17b]; [Thi+18]; [Dix+18];
[AvW18]; [Han+19].

This reflection led us to claim that the successful enforcement of non-functional
properties as a pillar of SDN robustness calls for a systematic approach. An opin-
ion seconded by recent research [KSM13]; [MDP15]; [SNS16]; [Han+19]. We fur-
ther advocate, for its materialization, the re-iteration of the successful formula
behind SDN– ‘logical centralization’. It is worth emphasizing that the centraliza-
tion of security services has been proposed a few times to solve different problems
of traditional and SDN networks. For instance, the use of centralized cryptog-
raphy schemes and sources of trust to authenticate and authorize known enti-
ties have been pointed out as a solution for improving the security of Ethernet
networks [KSM13]. Similarly, recent research suggests network security as a ser-
vice to provide the protocols and mechanisms required for enterprise-grade SDN
networks [SNS16]. However, centralization has its drawbacks, not least creating
bottlenecks and single points of failure.

In consequence, to reap the benefits of centralization and avoid its pitfalls,
we propose ANCHOR, a subsystem architecture for SDN that promotes the logical
centralization of non-functional properties, by standing aside the functional SDN
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architecture with its payload controllers and forwarding devices, not modifying but
rather adding to it. It ‘anchors’ crucial functionality and properties, and ‘hooks’
to the former components, in order to secure the desired properties. We claim
and justify that centralizing such mechanisms is vital for their effectiveness, by
allowing us (with minimal interference with the payload SDN architecture) to: (1)
define and enforce global policies for those properties; (2) reduce the complexity
of controllers and forwarding devices; (3) ensure higher levels of robustness for
critical services; (4) foster interoperability of the non-functional property enforce-
ment mechanisms; and finally, (5) better foster the resilience of the architecture
itself. We conjecture that the general concept and architectural principles can sat-
isfactorily enhance the current state of the art with regard to any non-functional
property (security, dependability, performance, quality of service, etc.).

Focusing on ‘security’ as a use case, we will thoroughly demonstrate and val-
idate our proposal, discussing the specialization of the ANCHOR architecture to
logically-centralized enforcement of security properties. By presenting a princi-
pled solution to the main problem of the thesis (SDN security), we also show the
effectiveness of the general ANCHOR concept, opening avenues for further research
on its extension to other desirable non-functional properties.

We propose to identify the current security gaps in SDN, and investigate the
adequate security mechanisms that should populate the architecture middleware
with the appropriate security mechanisms, globally and consistently. ANCHOR sets
out to provide these essential security mechanisms, in a homogeneous manner to
all controllers and forwarding devices.

With the objective of promoting generalized use of encryption and authentica-
tion in the control plane, we additionally propose a secure control plane infrastruc-
ture, KISS, which intends to bring simplicity and performance to the provision of
integrity, authenticity, and confidentiality of control plane communications, out-
performing widely used alternatives. The KISS infrastructure, set up by ANCHOR,
is crucial to ensure the security of interactions amongst it, controllers and devices.

ANCHOR being conceptually centralized, even if ’logically’ for a start, presents
a SPoF challenge. We propose to address the challenge through incremental mea-
sures, some of which can be selectively present in concrete designs. As a baseline,
we propose to harden the design, by endowing it with robust functions in the
different modules, incorporate the capacity of post-quantum security (PQS) by
only using symmetric cryptography, and also embed measures to achieve perfect
forward secrecy (PFS) in all algorithms. Finally, for higher criticality systems, we
propose to take additional stronger algorithmic and architectural measures to mit-
igate or prevent the effects of possible security failures. We will provide for PCS
through the semi-automatic restart of operation in the event of a full compromise
of ANCHOR. We will investigate as well resilience mechanisms — the continued
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prevention of failure/compromise by automatic means — through fail-fast recovery
techniques.

Besides attempting at proving the correctness of mechanisms and algorithms,
we will design all the protocols, and evaluate proof-of-concept prototype imple-
mentations.

1.3 Contributions

In short, the main contributions of our work include the following:

1. The principle of using logical centralization for the successful enforcement of
generic non-functional properties in SDN, materialized through the blueprint
of the ANCHOR architectural concept.

2. The first comprehensive study of the threat plane impending on SDN sys-
tems, identifying and organizing a systematics of threat vectors and agents,
easing the study of solutions improving security.

3. The definition and design and implementation of a specialization of the AN-
CHOR architecture to logically-centralized security, providing mechanisms
and protocols for essential security services, such as, but not only, strong
entropy, resilient pseudo-random generators, secure device registration, as-
sociation and controller recommendation.

4. The definition and design and implementation of an infrastructure, KISS,
bringing simplicity and performance to the provision of security integrity,
authenticity, and confidentiality of control plane communications, introduc-
ing cryptographic mechanisms outperforming widely used alternatives.

5. An approach to the systematic mitigation of the risk of logical centraliza-
tion, from baseline mechanisms — design hardening with robust functions,
symmetric cryptography for post-quantum security, formal verification for
increased assurance, embedding of perfect forward secrecy measures in all al-
gorithms, manual post-compromise security — to additional mechanisms in
the path of resilience, materialized by an extension of the architecture called
R-ANCHOR— mitigation of insider threats, minimization of the syndrome
of SPoF of the management site, by automatic recovery for fast turnaround
and post-compromise security after full compromise or failure.

We show that, compared to the state-of-the-art in SDN security, our solution
preserves at least the same security functionality, but achieves higher levels of
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implementation robustness, by vulnerability reduction, while providing high per-
formance. While we attempting to prove our point with security, our contribution
is generic enough to inspire further research concerning other non-functional prop-
erties (such as dependability or quality-of-service). It is also worth emphasizing
that the architectural concept that we propose in this work would require a more
significant deployment effort in traditional networks, due to the heterogeneity of
the infrastructure and its vertical integration.

The work presented in this thesis was independently validated through peer-
reviewed publications in international conferences and journals of this area. The
list of publications related to this research and chapters they refer to is:

• Diego Kreutz, Fernando M.V. Ramos, and Paulo Verissimo. “Towards se-
cure and dependable software-defined networks”. In: Proceedings of the
second ACM SIGCOMM workshop on Hot topics in software defined net-
working. HotSDN ’13. Hong Kong, China: ACM, 2013, pp. 55–60. doi:
10.1145/2491185.2491199.
Identification of the global threat plane of SDN, showing the pressing security
problems arising (Chapters 1 and 2)).

• Diego Kreutz, Fernando MV Ramos, Paulo Esteves Verissimo, Christian Es-
teve Rothenberg, Siamak Azodolmolky, and Steve Uhlig. “Software-defined
networking: A comprehensive survey”. In: Proceedings of the IEEE 103.1
(2015), pp. 14–76.
Comprehensive survey allowing a deep knowledge of the SDN problem space
and guiding towards the inception of the logical-centralisation idea (Chap-
ter 2 and 3).

• D. Kreutz, J. Yu, P. Esteves-Veríssimo, C. Magalhães, and F. M. V. Ramos.
“The KISS Principle in Software-Defined Networking: A Framework for Se-
cure Communications”. In: IEEE Security Privacy 16.5 (Sept. 2018), pp.
60–70. doi: 10.1109/MSP.2018.3761717. An extended version available on-
line at http://arxiv.org/abs/1702.04294.
Design, implementation and evaluation of the KISS infrastructure (Chap-
ter 4).

• Diego Kreutz, Jiangshan Yu, Fernando M. V. Ramos, and Paulo Esteves-
Verissimo. “ANCHOR: Logically Centralized Security for Software- Defined
Networks”. In: ACM Transactions on Privacy and Security 22.2 (Feb. 2019),
8:1–8:36. doi: 10.1145/3301305. An extended version available online at
https://arxiv.org/abs/1711.03636.
Design, implementation and evaluation of the ANCHOR architecture (Chap-
ters 3, 5 and 6).
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1.4 Structure of the Thesis

The thesis is organized as follows.

Chapter 1 — Introduction of the problem and outline of our approach to the
solution, logically-centralization of non-functional properties.

Chapter 2 — Review and analysis of landscape of security in SDN, systematiz-
ing the overall threat plane impending on it. Subsequent analyses of the
state of the art with regard to solutions to security problems in SDN.

Chapter 3 — Delineates our approach in detail. First, we present the merits
of an approach based on a logically centralized root of trust. Second, we
investigate the specialization to security, by identifying the current security
gaps in SDNs. Third, we propose the adequate security mechanisms that
should populate the architecture middleware.

Chapter 4 — Presents the design, implementation and evaluation of mecha-
nisms and protocols for a secure control plane communication infrastructure,
KISS, based on a novel lightweight mechanism for generating cryptographic
secrets (iDVV).

Chapter 5 — Presents the design, implementation and evaluation of mecha-
nisms and protocols for ANCHOR, including essential security mechanisms
such as strong entropy, resilient pseudo-random generators, secure device
registration, association and recommendation.

Chapter 6 — Presents our approach to the systematic mitigation of the risk of
logical centralization. In this chapter, we recapitulate the prevention and
assurance mechanisms promoting robustness, already incorporated in the
baseline designs of ANCHOR and KISS described in the previous chapters.
We complement those by presenting an optional extension of the architec-
ture, R-ANCHOR— for, e.g., more critical applications — with the design of
mechanisms promoting resilience, through mitigation of insider threats, as
well as automatic recovery for fast turnaround and post-compromise security
after full compromise or failure.
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Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

In this chapter, we introduce software-defined networking (Section 2.1), its threat
plane ((Section 2.2), security requirements (Section 2.3), and related work on se-
curing control plane communications (Section 2.4). The main idea of SDN is the
decoupling of the control and data planes of networking devices, introducing new
levels of flexibility by allowing simpler and more productive network programming
paradigms.

After the initial insights about SDN, we address the central tenet of this thesis,
the security problems of SDN. We present a contribution of this thesis, a compre-
hensive study of the threat plane impending on SDN systems, identifying and
organizing systematics of threat vectors and agents, easing the study of solutions
improving security. We introduce the main threat vectors and specific security
issues of SDN.

2.1 Software-Defined Networking

The term SDN was initially coined to represent the ideas and work around Open-
Flow at Stanford University [Gre09]. As initially defined, SDN refers to a network
architecture where a remote control plane manages the forwarding state of the data
plane. The networking industry has on many occasions shifted from this original
view of SDN, by referring to anything that involves software as being SDN. We,
therefore, attempt to provide a less ambiguous definition of software-defined net-
working.

We define an SDN as a network architecture with four pillars:

1. The control and data planes are decoupled. Control functionality is removed
from network devices that will become simple (packet) forwarding elements.

2. Forwarding decisions are flow-based, instead of destination-based. A flow
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is broadly defined by a set of packet field values acting as a match (filter)
criterion and a set of actions (instructions). The flow abstraction allows uni-
fying the behavior of different types of network devices, including routers,
switches, firewalls, and middleboxes. Flow programming enables unprece-
dented flexibility, limited only to the capabilities of the implemented flow
tables [McK+08].

3. Control logic is moved to an external entity, the so-called SDN controller
or NOS. The NOS is a software platform that runs on commodity server
technology and provides the essential resources and abstractions to facilitate
the programming of forwarding devices based on a logically centralized, ab-
stract network view. Its purpose is therefore similar to that of a traditional
operating system.

4. The network is programmable through software applications running on top
of the NOS that interacts with the underlying data plane devices. This is a
fundamental characteristic of SDN, considered as its main value proposition.

Note that the logical centralization of the control logic, in particular, offers
several additional benefits. First, it is simpler and less error-prone to modify net-
work policies through high-level languages and software components, compared
with low-level device-specific configurations. Second, a control program can au-
tomatically react to spurious changes of the network state and thus maintain the
high-level policies intact. Third, the centralization of the control logic in a con-
troller with a global knowledge of the network state simplifies the development of
more sophisticated networking functions, services, and applications.

Following the SDN concept [Sch11], it can be defined by three fundamental
abstractions: (i) forwarding, (ii) distribution, and (iii) specification. In fact, ab-
stractions are essential tools of research in computer science and information tech-
nology, being already a ubiquitous feature of many computer architectures and
systems [Alk+14].

Ideally, the forwarding abstraction should allow any forwarding behavior de-
sired by the network application (the control program) whilst hiding details of the
underlying hardware. OpenFlow is the first practical realization of one such ab-
straction, which can be seen as the equivalent to a “device driver” in an operating
system.

The distribution abstraction should shield SDN applications from the vagaries
of distributed state, making the distributed control problem a logically centralized
one. Its realization requires a common distribution layer, which in SDN resides
in the NOS. This segment has two essential functions. First, it is responsible for
installing the control commands on the forwarding devices. Second, it collects
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status information about the forwarding layer (network devices and links), to offer
a global network view to network applications.

The last abstraction is specification, which should allow a network application
to express the desired network behavior without being responsible for implement-
ing that behavior itself. This can be achieved through virtualization solutions,
as well as network programming languages. These approaches map the abstract
configurations that the applications express based on a simplified, abstract model
of the network, into a physical configuration for the global network view exposed
by the SDN controller. Figure 2.1 depicts the SDN architecture, concepts and
building blocks.
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Figure 2.1: SDN architecture and its fundamental abstractions.

As previously mentioned, the strong coupling amongst control and data planes
has made it difficult to add new functionality to traditional networks. The intro-
duction of new features requires the inclusion of expensive and hard-to-configure
equipment in the network – load balancers and firewalls are common examples.
These middleboxes need to be placed strategically in the network, making it even
harder to change the network topology, configuration, and functionality later. This
can be observed in Figure 2.2. For instance, a Network Intrusion Detection System
(NIDS) might need to receive a cloned copy of the traffic of all switching devices
of the network through specific physical and or logical links.

In contrast, introducing new functionality in SDN is made simply by adding
a new software application to run on top of the NOS. This approach has several
advantages:

• It becomes easier to program these applications since the abstractions pro-
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Figure 2.2: Traditional networks versus Software-Defined Networks.

vided by the control platform or the network programming languages can be
shared.

• All applications can take advantage of the same network information (the
global network view), leading (arguably) to more consistent and effective
policy decisions whilst re-using control plane software modules.

• These applications can take actions (i.e., reconfigure forwarding devices) from
any part of the network. There is, therefore, no need to devise a precise
strategy about the location of the new functionality.

• The integration of different applications becomes more straightforward. For
instance, load balancing and routing applications can be combined sequen-
tially, with load balancing decisions having precedence over routing policies.

For further details about the SDN deployment scenarios and infrastructures
(e.g., Local Area Network (LAN), Wide Area Network (WAN), optical networks,
wireless networks, mobile networks, transport networks, ODTN, IoT, cloud com-
puting) and SDN layers and components such as southbound APIs, northbound
APIs, west-/eastbound APIs, network operating systems, programming languages,
debugging and troubleshooting, and a vast ecosystem of applications (e.g., rout-
ing, traffic engineering, load balancing, firewalls, anomaly detection, monitoring,
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and so forth), as well as many open challenges, the reader, can check some of
the most comprehensive surveys available online [Kre+15]; [Tro+16]; [Alv+17];
[Yan+15]; [NDK16]; [Men+17]; [Thy+16]; [BMV17]; [SNS16]; [RR17]; [Dac+17];
[Yoo+17a]; [ARS18]; [BSM18]; [Far+19]; [Xie+19]; [Sul+19]; [OO18]; [AMA19];
[MR19]; [JCL19]; [Isl+19]; [Gio+20].

2.2 The Threat Plane

Security should (arguably) be an inherent feature of future systems and Internet
architectures [Car17]; [PPJ11]. However, several projects still do not consider
security by design, i.e., security is usually implemented as an afterthought. Despite
security being of crucial importance for the deployment and widespread adoption
of SDN [Kre+15]; [Por+15]; [Arb+16]; [TZN16]; [Sco17]; [Han+19], it has been
a commonly neglected property [Pas14]; [Kre+15]; [Dac+17]; [Sco17]; [Dac+17];
[Thi+18]; [Han+19]; [Lee+20].

One of the fundamental aspects of SDN is the logical centralization of the
control plane, placing the controller at the core of these infrastructures. Its secu-
rity is though of uttermost importance to ensure the network’s correct operation.
However, currently available SDN controllers, including production-quality ones
such as ONOS and ODL, have several vulnerabilities, including malformed con-
trol messages, packet-in flooding, control message drops, infinite loops, flow rule
modification, eavesdrop, application eviction, flaws in access control, and authen-
tication components, Host Location Hijacking Attack (HLHA), and state manipu-
lation and man-in-the-middle attacks [Guo+16]; [Noh+16]; [Yoo+17a]; [Lee+17];
[Sec+17]; [Xu+17]; [Sco17]; [TNK18]; [Sec+19]; [Han+19]; [Lee+20]. Worse still,
attacks such as Persona Hijacking [Jer+17a], where a malicious host fools forward-
ing devices into believing that it is the legitimate owner of the victim’s identifiers,
affect even SDN security enforcement solutions such as TopoGuard [Hon+15],
SPHINX [Dha+15], and SE-Floodlight [Shi+13b].

Some of the existing vulnerabilities can severely compromise the network oper-
ation. For instance, application eviction allows a malicious application to unload
another application dynamically (e.g., firewall application), leaving the network
defenseless. Another example is handshake without hello message1, which leads
to weak authentication during the handshake setup. This vulnerability allows an
attacker to launch a switch identification spoofing attack [Dov17]. With such an
attack, a malicious user can either register a fake forwarding device in the network
or launch a man-in-the-middle attack. Furthermore, an attacker can use hand-
shake messages to launch a resource exhaustion attack against the internal storage

1An issue fixed in the latest versions of controllers such as ONOS and ODL [Lee+20], but
still a good example of what can happen in case of a careless handshake.
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of the controller, which can result in a controller shutdown [Lee+17].
In the past decade, several threat vectors have been identified in SDN archi-

tectures [Kre+15]; [Yoo+17a]; [Lee+20], as well as numerous security and de-
pendability weaknesses in all layers of SDNs (i.e., from forwarding devices up to
applications running on controllers) [KKS13]; [WH13]; [SG13]; [Por+12]; [BCS13];
[Yoo+17a]; [SNS16]; [Kha+17]; [Akh+16]; [LMK16]; [Dac+17]; [ZJZ17]; [Dar+17];
[AvW18]; [Par+18]; [Mat+19]; [JKK19]; [NK19]; [Sha+20]; [Lee+20]. Whilst some
threat vectors are common to traditional networks, others are more specific to
SDN, namely the attacks on control plane communications and targeting the con-
trollers. Most threats are independent of the technology or the protocol, because
they represent threats on conceptual and architectural layers of SDN itself.

2.2.1 A systematic analysis of the SDN control plane

In this section, we perform a comprehensive analysis of the threat plane of SDN,
attempting at giving a structured view of the threat vectors to SDN [KRV13];
[Kre+15]. As shown in Figure 2.3 and Table 2.1, we identify nine threats vectors
in SDN architectures. Threat vector number one consists of forged or faked traf-
fic flows in the data plane, which can be used to attack forwarding devices and
controllers. Additionally, it can lead to other specific attacks such as eavesdrop-
ping, flow rule modification, and control message drop [Lee+17]. These attacks
are made easier when control messages are sent through the data plane (using
in-band control plane communication channels), which is usually the case in SDN
deployments.

Threat vector number two allows an attacker to exploit vulnerabilities of for-
warding devices, and consequently wreak havoc with the network or use the de-
vice to outsmart network security, steal sensitive information, and so forth. For
instance, a malicious switch can be used by an adversary to outsmart network secu-
rity, i.e., bypassing middleboxes in the data plane (e.g., firewalls, NIDS) [TSS17].

Threat vectors three, four, and five are arguably the most critical ones. Attacks
on control plane communications, controllers, and applications can readily grant
an attacker control of the network. For instance, a faulty or malicious controller
can be used to reprogram the entire network for data theft purposes.

One specific threat vector we address in this thesis (Chapter 5) is threat num-
ber three, which is fundamentally related to the lack of reliable security services
and properties, such as device identification, device authentication, device autho-
rization, device association, and confidentiality, integrity, and authenticity of com-
munications. This threat vector opens the doors for different kinds of attacks such
as switch identification spoofing, eavesdropping, man-in-the-middle, DoS, flow rule
modification, and control message drop [Lee+17]; [Lee+20].
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Figure 2.3: Threat vectors of SDN architectures

Threat vector number six is linked to attacks on and vulnerabilities in admin-
istrative stations. A compromised critical computer, directly connected to the
control network, will empower the attacker with resources to launch more easily
an attack to the controller, for instance. Threat vector number seven represents
the lack of trusted resources for forensics and remediation, which can compromise
investigations (e.g., forensic analysis) and preclude fast and secure recovery modes
for bringing the network back into a safe operating condition.

Finally, threat vectors numbers eight and nine represent insider threats such as
malicious employees with physical access or special authorizations inside the enter-
prise infrastructure. Whilst the control plane can be physically isolated, making
it harder for most insiders to get access, the data plane is usually accessible to
employees of the company and visitors, even though the latter may have access
restrictions.

In this thesis we also pay special attention to threat vector nine, particularly
the ability to add fake devices (e.g., controllers, switches) in the network. These
devices can be used to cause harm to the network (e.g., launch DoS attacks on the
control plane, create forwarding loops with the goal of flooding specific links in
the network), steal sensitive information, compromise critical systems by evading
security mechanisms, and so forth.

It is worth emphasizing that attacks carried out by malicious insiders are partic-
ularly dangerous because they are typically done by people who have the required
access, knowledge, and know-how for launching effective attacks, leading to severe
implications for data security [Nur+14]; [MHP14]; [Kee+05]; [SD16]; [Liu+18];
[Ver19]; [Hom+19]. A malicious insider who has access to the control and man-
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agement planes (threat vector eight) can easily compromise the entire network. For
instance, s/he can launch DoS attacks that can shut down the controller, exploit
physical and logical vulnerabilities to get access to the controller to start other
kinds of attacks such as application eviction, system command execution, memory
exhaustion, internal storage misuse, and system variable manipulation [Lee+17].

Table 2.1: SDN specific vs. non-specific threats

Threat

vector

Specific

to SDN?

Consequences in software-defined networks

Vector 1 no Open door for DDoS attacks, eavesdropping, control message
drop, etc.

Vector 2 no Potential attack inflation.

Vector 3 yes Exploiting logically centralized controllers.

Vector 4 yes Compromised controller may compromise the entire network.

Vector 5 yes Development and deployment of malicious applications on
controllers.

Vector 6 no Potential attack inflation.

Vector 7 no Negative impact on fast recovery and fault diagnosis.

Vector 8 no Exploiting control plane communications channels, protocols
and systems.

Vector 9 no Exploiting data plane resources by compromising or adding
fake forwarding devices.

As can be observed in Table 2.1, threat vectors three to five are specific to
SDN as they stem from the separation of the control and data planes and the
consequent introduction of a new entity in these networks — the logically central-
ized controller. The other vectors were already present in traditional networks.
However, the impact of these threats could be larger than today — or at least it
may be expressed differently — and as a consequence, it may need to be dealt
with differently. For instance, threat vector eight is easier to exploit (e.g., by an
insider) in SDN than in traditional networks. Whilst in the latter the attacker
has to compromise different vertically integrated control planes, from different
manufacturers, in SDN s/he needs to compromise just one single entity, the con-
troller. Other examples of increased impact are threat vectors two and nine. The
consequences of attacks exploiting vulnerable or fake virtual switches, which are
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common on SDNs, are much higher compared to traditional switches [Thi+18].
Furthermore, as previously exemplified, OpenFlow-enabled networks are sub-

ject to a variety of security and dependability problems such as spoofing, tam-
pering, repudiation, information disclosure, denial of service, the elevation of
privileges, unauthenticated upload of applications, lack of reliability of control
plane communications, and single points of failure [KKS13]; [Kre+15]; [SNS16];
[Yoo+17a]; [JKK19]; [Sec+19]. For instance, attacks such as Know Your Enemy
(KYE) allow malicious users to gather configuration information of the network
without being detected [CDM17]. KYE exploits the on-demand installation of flow
rules of OpenFlow-enabled networks, allowing the attacker to discover which con-
ditions are triggering the installation of a given flow rule. This type of information
can be afterward used to evade the actions of security systems of the network, such
as IPS, Intrusion Detection System (IDS), and other anomaly detection systems.
For a comprehensive list of attacks and vulnerabilities on OpenFlow networks, we
refer the reader to surveys and papers such as [Kre+15]; [SNS16]; [Yoo+17a];
[TSS17]; [CDM17]; [Kha+17]; [AvW18]; [Sec+19]; [JKK19]; [Lee+20].

2.3 Security requirements of control plane commu-

nications

In this section, we summarize security requirements and principles related to se-
curing control plane communications one of the core target of our thesis. We
start with traditional security properties (Section 2.3.1), such as confidentiality,
integrity, and authenticity. Then, we discuss stronger and more advanced prop-
erties (Section 2.3.2), such as post-compromise security, perfect forward secrecy,
and post-quantum security. Finally, in Section 2.3.3 we summarize the security
principles advocated by the Open Networking Foundation (ONF) [ONF15].

2.3.1 Traditional security properties

Confidentiality, integrity, and authenticity are fundamental security properties of
any system and it is not different with SDN [Mat+19]. The lack of any of these
properties can lead to severe consequences for the communicating parties such
as controllers and forwarding devices. Without confidentiality, an adversary can
gather sensitive information such as the data plane configuration and security
policies being enforced in the network. The malicious user can use this information
to attack specific systems or evade security appliances through techniques such as
teleportation [TSS17], for instance.

The lack of integrity can lead to man-in-the-middle attacks where the adversary
changes the data being sent from C (e.g., controller) to F (e.g., forwarding device).
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Without integrity checks, the latter will have no way to know if the received data
is indeed the same sent by C. In this case, configurations sent by the controller to
a forwarding device can be changed in real-time by an adversary. Consequently,
the switch might be running the adversary’s network configuration instead of the
one defined by the network operator.

Finally, authenticity allows the receiver F to be sure whether the data was
sent by C or not. In practice, by sharing a session key, C and F can check the
authenticity of messages, using message authentication codes, as long as the ses-
sion key does not leak. No third-party will be able to forge an authentic message
without knowing the shared secret key known only by C and F. In short, confi-
dentiality, integrity, and authenticity are fundamental requirements for enforcing
security on control plane communications. However, these essential properties are
not enough for ensuring the security of present, past, and future communications.
Other properties are required as well.

2.3.2 Advanced security properties

Systems resilient to attacks from quantum computers (i.e. provide post-quantum
security (PQS) can be build using symmetric cryptography (or new quantum-
resistant cryptographic algorithms) [Ber09]. For instance, several of the current
implementations of TLS are not post-quantum secure because they rely on the clas-
sic Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) model and signature algorithms. This requires
traditional asymmetric cryptography to bootstrap the protocol, i.e., generate the
symmetric session keys. Unfortunately, a quantum computer can efficiently com-
promise this first step of the protocol, leading to a complete failure of the system
regarding the security guarantees. However, it is worth noting that organizations
such as the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) are currently
proposing new quantum-resistant cryptographic algorithms. For instance, post-
quantum signature algorithm candidates (e.g., for authentication in TLS 1.3) have
been under evaluation recently [SKD20]; [PST20].

Perfect forward secrecy (PFS) is another security property of communica-
tion protocols. When a protocol P has PFS, past short-term keys (e.g., session
keys or passwords) remain safe even if long-term keys are compromised [MVV96];
[Wu+98]. It means that recorded encrypted communications of past short-term
keys cannot be decrypted after a future compromise of the long-term keys, even if
the adversary actively interfered in the past communications. Such property is cru-
cial to safeguard the sensitive information of the network, i.e., an adversary should
not be able to decrypt past control plane communications amongst controllers and
forwarding devices. In this way, the attacker will not be able to reconstruct the
configurations of the network that were enforced before the compromise.
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Post-compromise security (PCS) is used to protect future communications,
i.e., happening after a compromise [CCG16]. Let us assume that C and F are two
communicating parties using a protocol P (e.g., TLS) and the secrets of F have
been compromised. In this case, we can say that P is post-compromise secure only
if C still has a security guarantee about the communication with F, i.e., C needs
a way to know if it is communicating with F or with an attacker in possession of
F’s secrets.

2.3.3 ONF security principles

Table 2.2 summarizes the security principles for SDN as defined by ONF [ONF15].
Security principles 2, 4, 6, and 8 are amongst the central pillars for building se-
cure systems. For instance, the properties of principle 8, such as clear security
assumptions, are fundamental when proposing new systems or protocols. The
lack of explicit assumptions can void any conclusion or proof about the security
of the system [Wan+13]; [GT16]. Similarly, other properties such as simplicity,
scalability, and automation are crucial for building robust and state of the art
systems [JSV17]; [RWW17]; [RLM19]; [VM15]. Another interesting example is
principle 2. Currently, SDN lacks services and mechanisms for robust identifica-
tion, authentication, authorization, and association of devices in the network, for
instance. This leads to several security issues as previously discussed in Section 2.2.

2.4 Securing Control Plane Communications

There are several projects addressing security issues such as user, application, and
host authentication through common Authentication, Authorization, and Account-
ing (AAA) services. In general, those projects rely essentially on password or PKI
certificate-based user as well as host authentication (e.g., Remote Authentication
Dial-In User Service (RADIUS)/802.1x) [Eng12]; [Tos+14]; [CKM16]; [RHE16];
[Kam+16]; [Wan+19a]; [MD16]; [ONO16]; [Hua+17]; [Ope18d]; [Fan+19]; [JKK19];
[Han+19]; [Mah+19]; [Mol+19]. Additionally, the 802.1x has some drawbacks,
such as the individual configuration that must be performed on each switch/host,
which can lead to human errors and security policy issues.

To avoid the drawbacks of the 802.1x, people are trying different approaches
for IoT and networks that promote the Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) concept.
For instance, SAFE proposes a new set of services for SDN, allowing a greater di-
versity of authentication mechanisms [Kam+16]. SAFE is a controller for isolating
unauthenticated hosts that connect to the network. Each non-authenticated host
is mapped to a specific network slice, using as reference the host’s Media Access
Control (MAC) address and the port on which it is connected to the SDN switch.
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Table 2.2: Security principles for SDN

# Principle Goal

1 Clearly define security depen-
dencies and trust boundaries.

Simplify risk analysis and security control evalu-
ation.

2 Assure robust identity. Provide a strong identity for authentication, au-
thorization, and accounting.

3 Build security based on open
standards.

Promote portability and interoperability of sys-
tems.

4 Protect the information secu-
rity triad.

Ensure confidentiality, integrity, and availability
(CIA) on the entire ecosystem.

5 Protect operational reference
data.

Ensure the integrity of the reference data (e.g.,
credentials and sequence numbers, nonces).

6 Make systems secure by de-
fault.

Provide multiple security levels to meet the needs
of the different system use cases.

7 Provide accountability and
traceability.

Ensure comprehensive logging data for auditing/-
forensic purposes.

8 Properties of manageable se-
curity controls.

Provide a set of properties for new security con-
trols for SDN (e.g., clear assumptions, simplicity,
scalability, automation).

Once the host has been authenticated, it can be moved to a different network slice.
However, whilst those projects are an important step to improve the security of the
network, one of the essential requirements of SDNs is secure and trustworthy au-
thentication and authorization services for the network infrastructure itself. Only
then it will be possible to ensure the security of control plane communications
amongst controllers and forwarding devices.

Recently, some works have been trying to address security issues related to
control plane communications, such as the lack of strong identification and au-
thentication amongst control plane devices [ACW16]; [LP17]; [BF18]; [Mah+19];
[Wan+19a]; [Lam+18]. For instance, lightweight authentication mechanisms, such
as HiAuth [AW19], have been proposed for protecting SDN controllers from DoS
attacks. HiAuth uses an information hiding technique to verify the legitimacy of
forwarding devices through bitwise operations on OpenFlow’s XID header filed (or
transaction identifier). At the same time that such lightweight technique can be
used to mitigate DoS attacks, it does not address other security issues of control
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plane communications – such as authenticity, integrity, confidentiality, and data
freshness.

Furthermore, a considerable number of proposals rely on PKI and TLS to
provide essential security properties and security services for control plane com-
munications [CPP15]; [Lam+16]; [Ope18c]; [ONO16]; [AS17]; [LP17]; [MT19];
[Cao+19]; [Yig+19]. Whilst they can provide security properties such as authen-
ticity, integrity, and confidentiality for messages in transit amongst forwarding
devices and controllers, it does not (by itself) solve issues such as switch iden-
tification spoofing (e.g., OpenFlow Datapath ID (DPID) overwrite), eavesdrop,
and man-in-the-middle [KPY15]; [Dov17]; [Lee+17]; [Sec+17]; [Son18]; [Lee+20].
Indeed, several open-source controllers (e.g., ODL, OpenIRIS) are prone to these
vulnerabilities. One of the problems related to DPID is that some controllers sim-
ply overwrite existing switch connections with new ones. In other cases, controllers
just send packets to all switches with the same DPID. Even though OpenFlow uses
a DPID to identify the data planes, the protocol does not provide means to au-
thenticate the switch’s DPID.

It is also worth noting that the setup process of TLS connections amongst
forwarding devices and several controllers is typically manual2. This makes them
more prone to attacks. For instance, the setup of an Open vSwitch is done by
typing a command on the command-line interface (CLI). Firstly, it means that
you can connect the forwarding device to any (fake or not) available controller.
Secondly, if an attacker spoofs the controller’s Internet Protocol (IP), then all for-
warding devices will be connecting to a fake controller instead of the real one. From
a security perspective, we might need more than the controller’s IP address, port
number, and a certificate to ensure the security of control plane communications.
In Chapters 4 and 5, we provide further information on different issues of PKI-
/TLS-based solutions, such as the complexity of the code base, that recurrently
leads to vulnerabilities being discovered and new attacks.

There are several related works in the literature, however, in what follows we
choose the ones that had a better correlation with our proposal, as summarized at
the end of this section. To do that, we analyzed HiAuth (a lightweight authentica-
tion mechanism, which was already discussed), ODL (representing controllers that
support TLS, such as ONOS, ODL, and Floodlight), R-AAA (Resilient RADIUS
for 802.1x authentication using Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP)-TLS),
PKI (needed for issuing certificates for TLS-based solutions), DECIM (detecting
the compromise of long term secret keys), PQDSS (post-quantum digital signature
schemes), Fleet (SDN controller to mitigate insider threats), as well as ANCHOR

2There are some exceptions though. For instance, the Secure Network Bootstrapping Infras-
tructure (SNBI) of the ODL controller is used to bootstrap devices through IPv6 addressing,
neighbor discovery, and 802.1AR credentials [Ope18c]; [Sco17]; [IEE18].
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and R-ANCHOR mechanisms.
Differently from most SDN controllers, ODL has a bootstrap service named

SNBI [Ope18c]. This service takes advantage of manufacturer-installed IEEE
802.1AR certificates [IEE18] to secure communications and bootstrap forward-
ing devices. In short, if the device has a valid IEEE 802.1AR certificate, it will be
identified, registered, and authorized within the controller’s domain. However, we
have to rely on PKI as well as TLS and trust the secrets and certificates issued
by the manufacturer of the forwarding devices. This might be a problem in a
post-Snowden era and because of the issues related to PKI and TLS, as we fur-
ther elaborate on the following chapters. To give an example, the IEEE 802.1AR
standard [IEE18] itself warns users about the quality of the device identification
(DevID) secret, which can impair the quality of the generated certificates. Both
poor randomness and unfitting management of the secret generation process can
compromise security. In Chapter 5, we introduce the design and implementation
of high-quality secret generators, such as strong sources of entropy and resilient
pseudorandom generators.

PKI [Mau96]; [Her+00]; [Hou+02] is required, by controllers that support TLS,
to generate and manage the certificates that can be used for device registration,
authentication, and association. However, the controller can only verify if the
certificate is valid or not, which means that we do not have fine-grained (or reliable)
control of services such as device registration (i.e., with an explicit acknowledgment
of network managers). The track record of the managers responsible for each
device added to the network can be used for accounting and auditing purposes, for
instance. One could also argue that certificate attributes can be used to identify
which controllers a forwarding device can associate with. However, this could
increase the complexity and OPEX of the network.

Perfect forward secrecy (a) of traditional solutions, such as those provided
by the different implementations of TLS, is not easy or simple to enforce. Firstly,
despite TLS providing ciphers that offer PFS, in practice, different cipher suites do
not feature it [SHS15]. This means that not all implementations and deployments
of TLS offer PFS or provide it with very low encryption grade [Hua+14]; [Nam19];
[Dig17]. To give an example, widely deployed web servers, such as Apache and
Nginx, may suffer from weak PFS configuration [Dig17]. Research findings also
show that most Diffie-Hellman key Exchange (DHE)- and Elliptic Curve Diffie-
Hellman key Exchange (ECDHE)-enabled servers use weak Diffie-Hellman (DH)
parameters or practices that greatly reduce the protection afforded by PFS, such as
private value reuse, TLS session resumption, and TLS session tickets, i.e., provide
a false sense of security [Hua+14]; [Adr+15a]; [SDH16].

Some SDN controllers, such as ONOS and ODL, offer resilience (b) in the sense
that they provide a distributed control plane. Therefore, if one controller instance
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goes down, there are still other instances capable of taking over. Nevertheless, in
practice, they are neither designed to overcome benign faults (e.g., software bugs
affecting all replicas at the same time) nor malicious faults (e.g., DoS attacks,
compromise of controller instances) yet.

R-AAA [Kre+14], or resilient RADIUS, is a new fault- and intrusion-tolerant
architecture for Authentication and Authorization Infrastructures (AAIs). It uses
trusted components and state machine replication to tolerate both crash and
Byzantine faults, such as resource exhaustion attacks [Kre+16]. RADIUS is a
traditional AAA service using third-party backend services such as OpenLDAP to
provide user registration, identification, and authentication (e). With RADIUS in
place, authenticated users are authorized (f ) by the forwarding devices to establish
an association (e.g., user/supplication <=> switch) and use networking resources
(e.g., access the intranet or Internet). In the case of R-ANCHOR (g), our initial
goal is to provide fail-fast mechanisms, i.e., a way of automatically recovering after
a failure or compromise. A full fault- and intrusion-tolerant version of ANCHOR is
an interesting future work to pursue.

Differently from the previous systems, PQDSS [Cha+17] solves rather particu-
lar issues. PQDSS is one example of a new class of post-quantum digital signature
schemes that use only symmetric-key primitives. A system based on such prim-
itives is believed to be quantum-secure. Similarly, we use only symmetric-key
primitives in ANCHOR and R-ANCHOR.

DCIM [YRC18] is a new approach for detecting the compromise of a partic-
ipant in an end-to-end communication (e.g., instant messaging applications such
as Signal [Ope19a]). It provides means for the automatic detection of compro-
mised long-term keys through a public append-only Merkle tree log. Once the
compromise is detected, users are notified and can take measures to ensure post-
compromise security, such as getting a new key/certificate from the underlying
PKI. While it does not provide automatic security to the post-compromise recov-
ery process, which is one of our goals, it does automatically detect compromises
(d).

Fleet [MHP14] proposes a new SDN controller to mitigate insider threats
(ITM), i.e., to reduce the privilege of network administrators. It uses threshold
cryptography and assumes that up to k out of n network managers can be mali-
cious without compromising data plane configuration updates on a multi-controller
scenario (e.g., one network manager per controller). In R-ANCHOR, to mitigate in-
sider threats, we require the explicit acknowledgment of f +1 managers to register
a new forwarding device in the network, for instance.

Table 2.3 summarizes the related work regarding essential security properties,
functions, and services that provide (or can be used to) secure control plane com-
munications amongst controllers and forwarding devices.
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Table 2.3: Securing control plane communications

Functionality HiAuth Fleet ODL PKI DECIM PQDSS R-AAA anchor r-anchor

Reference [ACW16] [MHP14] [Ope18a] [Mau96] [YRC18] [Cha+17] [Kre+14] [Kre+19]

Registration 7 7 3 7 7 7 3(e) 3 3

Identification 3 7 3 3 7 7 3(e) 3 3

Authentication 3 7 3 3 7 7 3(e) 3 3

Authorization 7 7 3 3(c) 7 7 3(e) 3 3

Association 7 7 7 3 7 7 3(f ) 3 3

Properties

CIA 7 7 3 7 7 7 3 3 3

PFS 7 7 3(a) 7 3 7 3(a) 3 3

PCS 7 7 7 7 3 7 7 3 3

PQS 7 7 7 7 7 3 7 3 3

Robustness

ITM 7 3 7 7 7 7 7 7 3

ReS 7 7 3(b) 7 7 7 3 7 3(g)

AuS 7 7 7 7 3(d) 7 7 7 3(h)

Encryption 7 7 3 7 3 7 3 3 3

Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability (CIA);

Insider Threat Mitigation (ITM);

Resilient Services (ReS);

Automatic Security (AuS) (e.g., automatic PCS/Post-Compromise Recovery (PCR)).

Finally, it is worth noting that works such as FortNOX [Por+12], AVANT-
GUARD [Shi+13c], LineSwitch [Amb+15], TopoGuard [Hon+15], CPMF [Son+17],
SDNsec [Sas+16], SE-Floodlight [Shi+13b], SPHINX [Dha+15], SFaaS [Kuo+18],
SODA [Kim+19], Defense4All [Ope19b], amongst others [SNS16]; [RR17]; [LMK16];
[IK18]; [Han+19], provide different security and resilience features, as well as ser-
vices, to SDN, such as protection mechanisms against DoS attacks on control and
data planes, innovative algorithms for detecting malicious switches, efficient control
path recovery, application isolation, automatic conflict resolution for concurrent
flow rules and incremental validation of network configuration updates. Others,
such as FRESCO [Shi+13a], introduce frameworks for simplifying and accelerating
the composition of new security services (e.g., firewalls) using OpenFlow. How-
ever, all these proposals are complementary to ours. In fact, there is (arguably)
an open avenue for integrating solutions such as AVANT-GUARD, LineSwitch,
FRESCO, SODA, Defense4All, and ANCHOR/R-ANCHOR, for instance.
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2.5 Final Remarks

Several attacks against the SDN infrastructure exploit different vulnerabilities of
the control plane, such as the lack of authentication, authorization, and other
security properties, namely integrity, confidentiality, and data freshness [AAS14];
[Kre+15]; [SNS16]; [Han+19]. However, despite the growing number of works ad-
dressing security issues of SDN [Por+12]; [SG13]; [SOS13]; [Shi+13a]; [Shi+14];
[WAv17]; [ANH17]; [Han+19]; [NK19]; [AAP19], not much attention has been
given to device identification, authentication, and authorization, as well as con-
trol plane associations and communication amongst devices, the major aspect we
address in this thesis.

Implementing trust amongst controllers and forwarding devices is one of the
main requirements for ensuring that malicious elements cannot harm the network
without being detected. For instance, an attacker can spoof the IP address of the
controller and make switches connect to its fake controller. This is currently the
case since most controllers and switches establish insecure Transport Control Pro-
tocol (TCP) connections or lack trust management solutions [Sam15]; [Azi+18];
[Han+19]; [Mat+19]. Moreover, even the controllers that support TLS have vul-
nerabilities that allows an adversary to launch attacks such as switch identification
spoofing [Lee+17]. One way of mitigating this lack of trust amongst controllers
and forwarding devices is by using a secure logically centralized root-of-trust, as
we propose.

Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, none of the related works provides
a comprehensive and by design approach for solving security issues of SDN effec-
tively. Our solution, ANCHOR, is designed to provide all properties and function-
alities as aforementioned. Furthermore, an architectural approach such as the one
we propose here (which ultimately led to following the SDN philosophy of “logical
centralization”) is lacking. Importantly, this approach allowed us to gain a global
perspective of the relevant gaps in SDN and the limitations of existing solutions
to the problem. This first step gave insight into one of the most relevant prob-
lems of SDN (as noted as well by ONF and MEF (MEF) security groups [ONF19];
[MEF20]): the security of the associations and communications amongst devices.

Finally, taking into account the current status-quo, it is worth emphasizing a
few recommendations and open challenges:

1. Security should be baked in from the start (i.e., security by design, as ex-
amples in the literature show [Cas+18]; [LS17]; [CHH16]; [Pas14]; [Car17];
[Dac+17]; [Han+19]; [FM19]).

2. We must make sure that the security amongst forwarding devices and con-
trollers is configured properly [Pas14].
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3. The SDN ecosystem is becoming too complex, which means that it is time
to re-think the design and modularization of the SDN architecture [TZN16];
[Guo+16]; [Dac+17]; [Lee+17]; [Sec+17]; [Sco17]; [AvW18].

4. Several OpenFlow controllers supporting TLS are vulnerable to several at-
tacks on applications and control plane communications [Noh+16]; [Lee+17];
[Sec+17]; [Yoo+17a]; [Xu+17]; [MT19].

5. Proper dynamic device registration and association, as well as trust manage-
ment amongst controllers and forwarding devices, are essential requirements
to SDN [ONF15]; [Kre+15]; [Yoo+17a]; [Par+17]; [Han+19].

6. Current OpenFlow controllers implement only a fraction of the security
mechanisms required to address the security issues introduced in previous
sections. IP check, user authentication, anti-DoS from computing capac-
ity exhaustion, closing unnecessary ports/services, authorization for access
to sensitive data, and privileged control of applications are examples of
security checks and mechanisms currently implemented in OpenFlow con-
trollers [Guo+16]; [McB+13]; [Han+19].

Our main goal is to work towards a holistic (and by design) solution for ad-
dressing recommendations and open challenges from 1 to 5. To achieve our goal,
we propose the logical centralization of non-functional properties, taking security
as our use case.
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Chapter 3

Logical Centralization Revisited

In this chapter, we start by reviewing and elaborating on the principle of using
logical centralization for the successful enforcement of generic non-functional prop-
erties in SDN, showing its advantages and presenting the generic blueprint of the
ANCHOR architectural concept (Section 3.1). Then, we apply the roadmap to spe-
cializing the architecture to a given non-functional property class. In our case,
we identify the broad security challenges of SDN and extract requirements to be
fulfilled by the architecture (Section 3.2). We conclude the chapter by present-
ing the outline of a logically-centralized security architecture based on ANCHOR
(Section 3.3), whose building blocks will be detailed in the next chapters.

3.1 anchor Blueprint

As explained in the introduction, the logical centralization of the provision of non-
functional properties allows us to: (1) define and enforce global policies for those
properties; (2) reduce the complexity of controllers and forwarding devices; (3)
ensure higher levels of robustness for critical services; (4) foster interoperability
of the non-functional property enforcement mechanisms; and finally (5) better
promote the resilience of the architecture itself. Let us explain the rationale for
these claims.

Define and enforce global policies for non-functional properties. One can en-
force non-functional properties through piecewise, partial policies. But it is easier
and less error-prone, as attested by SDN architectures with respect to the func-
tional properties, to enforce e.g., security or dependability policies, from a central
trust point, in a globally consistent way. Especially when one considers changing
policies during system lifetime.

Reduce the complexity of controllers and forwarding devices. One of the most
powerful ideas of SDN was exactly to simplify the construction of devices, by
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stripping them of functionality, centralized on controllers. We are extending the
scope of the concept, by relieving both controllers and devices from ad-hoc and
redundant implementations of sophisticated mechanisms that are bound to have
a critical impact on the entire network.

Ensure higher levels of robustness for critical services. Enforcing non-functional
properties like dependability or security has a critical scope, as it potentially affects
the entire network. Unfortunately, the robustness of devices and controllers is still
a concern, as they are becoming rather complex, which leads to several critical
vulnerabilities, as amply exemplified in [SNS16]; [Dac+17]; [Akh+16]; [Ahm+15];
[IK18]; [AAP19]; [Viz+19]. For these reasons, a single device or controller may
become a single point of failure for the network. A centralized concept as we advo-
cate might considerably improve on the situation, exactly because the enforcement
of non-functional properties would be achieved through a specialized subsystem,
minimally interfering with the SDN payload architecture. A dedicated implemen-
tation, carefully designed, would be re-usable, not re-implemented, by the payload
components.

Foster interoperability of the non-functional property enforcement mechanisms.
Different controllers require different configurations today, and a potential lack of
interoperability in terms of non-functional properties arises. Global policies and
mechanisms for non-functional property enforcement would also mean an easy path
to foster controller and device interoperability (e.g., East and Westbound APIs)
in what concerns the former. This way, mechanisms can be modified or added,
and have a global repercussion, without the challenge of having to implement
such services in each component. As another example, it is easier to ensure the
security and dependability of a modularized and small code base than a huge
controller. Differently from a controller, the “logically-centralized” non-functional
properties do not have stringent performance requirements, such as latency. This
allows us to add advanced protocols and mechanisms to ensure the resiliency of
the architecture. Moreover, similarly to control applications, new functionalities
can be added to the “logically-centralized” architecture by adding new modules. In
most cases, this could be simpler than to change an SDN controller. For instance,
ODL has already more than 3.7M lines of code [TFS19].

Better promote the resilience of the architecture itself. Having a specialized
subsystem architecture already helps for a start, since for example, its operation
is not affected by latency and throughput fluctuations of the (payload) control
platforms themselves. However, the considerable advantage of both the decoupling
and the centralization, is that it becomes straightforward to design in security and
dependability measures for the architecture itself, such as advanced techniques and
mechanisms to tolerate faults and intrusions (and in essence overcome the main
disadvantage of centralization, the potential single-point-of-failure risk).
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The means to fulfill the “logically-centralized” perspective of non-functional
property enforcement and achieve the above-mentioned objectives, is the ANCHOR
subsystem architecture, whose blueprint and general outline is depicted in Fig-
ure 3.1. ANCHOR does not modify the essence of the current SDN architecture
with its payload controllers and forwarding devices, but rather stands aside, ‘an-
chors’ (logically-centralizes) crucial functionality and properties and ‘hooks’ to the
latter components, in order to enforce the desired properties.

SDN Device 

iDVV 

Crypto 

iDVV 

Net App Net App 

SDN Controller 

Network 
Operating 

System 

Net App Net App 

FLOW TABLES 

Net App Net App 

SDN Device 

Security 

ANCHOR 

Dependability 

Quality of Service 

Performance 

Figure 3.1: Logically-centralized enforcement of non-functional properties

Thus, it acts as a centralized anchor of trust, a specific middleware whose main
aim is to ensure that certain properties – for example, the security of control plane
associations and of communication amongst controllers and forwarding devices, or
the dependability of controller operations – are met throughout the architecture.
So, on commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) forwarding devices and controllers, we just
need to add the local counterparts to the ANCHOR middleware mechanisms and
protocols, or HOOKs, to interpret and follow the ANCHOR’s instructions.

The question is now how to specialize ANCHOR for a given purpose. We iden-
tified at least four steps to achieve such goal: (a) select the class(es) of properties
to enforce (security, dependability, quality-of-service, etc.); (b) identify the cur-
rent gaps that stand in the way of achieving such properties in SDNs; (c) design
a logically-centralized subsystem architecture and middleware, with hooks to the
main SDN architectural components, in a way that they can inherit the desired
specific properties; (d) populate the middleware with the appropriate mechanisms
and protocols to enforce the desired properties/predicates, across controllers and
forwarding devices, in a global and consistent manner.

We conjecture that the general concept and architectural principles can satis-
factorily enhance the current state of the art with regard to non-functional prop-
erties (e.g., security, dependability, performance, quality of service). We are going
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to validate our proposal with logically-centralized security, and we leave it to be
validated in the future for other property classes.

3.2 Security Challenges

Our approach of using an architecture enforcing logically-centralized security, for
solving the main security problems for SDN and meets some challenges, inspired by
the comprehensive state-of-the-art review performed in Chapter 2. We organized
them around a few gaps that have to be bridged in designing the architecture.

In the following subsections, we discuss the main challenges posed by these
gaps — (i) security-performance; (ii) complexity-robustness; (iii) global security
policies; (iv) resilient roots-of-trust; (v) simplicity, automation and security by
default; and (vi) insider threats — as well as the requirements they put on such a
logically-centralized architecture for enforcing security as a non-functional system
property.

3.2.1 Security vs performance

The security-performance gap comes from the conflict between ensuring high per-
formance and using secure primitives. This gap affects directly the control plane
communication, which is the crucial link between controllers and forwarding de-
vices, allowing remote configuration of the data plane at runtime. Control channels
need to provide high performance (high throughput and low latency) while keeping
the communication secure.

The latency experienced by control plane communication is particularly critical
for SDN operation. The increased latency is a problem per se, in terms of reduced
responsiveness, but may also limit control plane scalability, which can be partic-
ularly problematic in large datacenters [BAM10]; [KDH18]. Most of the existing
commercial switches already have low control plane performance on TCP (e.g., a
few hundred flows/s [Kre+15], see Section V.A.). Adding crypto worsens the prob-
lem: previous works have demonstrated that the use of cryptographic primitives
has a perceivable impact on the latency of sensitive communication, such as Voice
over Internet Protocol (VoIP) [She+12] (e.g., TLS incurs 166% additional Central
Processing Unit (CPU) cycles compared to TCP), network operations protocols
such as Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) [SM11], Network Time
Protocol (NTP) [DSZ16], OpenFlow-enabled networks [Kre+17], and Hypertext
Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS) connections [Nay+14]. Perhaps not surpris-
ingly, the number of SDN controllers and switching hardware supporting TLS (the
protocol recommended by ONF to address security of control plane communica-
tion [ONF14]; [ONF15]) is still low [Sam15]; [ACW16]; [SNS16]; [LMK16]; [BEI19].
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Recent research has indeed suggested that one of the reasons for the slow adoption
is related to the security-performance trade-off [Kre+18].

Recent research confirms that other essential security mechanisms introduce
additional overhead on the control plane. For instance, security extensions such
as topology permission and header space permission impose an overhead of 5% to
20% on state of the art controllers such as ONOS and ODL [Yoo+17b].

Ideally, we would have both security robustness and performance on control
plane channels. Considering the current scenario of SDN, it therefore seems clear
the need to investigate lightweight alternatives for securing control plane commu-
nication. In the context of the security-performance gap, some directions that we
point to in our architectural proposal ahead are, for instance, the careful selection
of cryptographic primitives [Kre+18], and the adoption of cryptographic libraries
exhibiting a good performance-security trade-off, such as NaCl [BLS12], or of
mechanisms allowing per-message one-time-key distribution (e.g., iDVV [Kre+18]).
We return to these mechanisms later.

3.2.2 Complexity vs robustness

The complexity-robustness gap represents the conflict between the current com-
plexity of security and crypto implementations, and the negative impact this has
on robustness and hence correctness, hindering the ultimate goal.

In the past few years, studies have recurrently shown several critical misuse is-
sues of cryptographic APIs of different TLS implementations [Ege+13]; [Buh+15];
[Raz+17]; [FWC16]; [Gre17]; [Cho+17a]; [Aca+17]; [GPM15]; [AY18]; [LW18];
[Wan+19c]. One of the main root causes of these misuse issues is the inherent
complexity of traditional cryptographic APIs and the knowledge required to use
them without compromising security. For instance, more than 80% of the Android
mobile applications make at least one mistake related to cryptographic APIs.

Recent studies have also found different vulnerabilities in TLS implementa-
tions and have shown that longstanding implementations, such as OpenSSL1, in-
cluding its extensive cryptography, is unlikely to be completely verified in the
near future [Beu+15]; [FWC16]. To address this issue, a few projects, such as
miTLS [Bha+13] and Everest [Bha+17], propose new and verified implementa-
tions of TLS. Other initiatives, such as TLSAssistant [MRS19], take a different
approach. TLSAssistant tries to analyze TLS configurations and recommend ap-
propriate mitigations for viable attacks. However, different challenges remain to
be addressed before having a solution ready for wide use, such as empirically prove

1OpenSSL suffers from different fundamental issues such as too many legacy features accumu-
lated over time, too many alternative modes as result of trade-offs made in the standardization,
and too much focus on the web and Domain Name System (DNS) names.
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that verified software is better, deploy small-Trusted Computing Base (TCB) ver-
sions to demonstrate resistance to practical attacks, reconcile low level structured
memory model with “big array of bytes” view of memory, and time of (eventual)
widespread adoption (e.g., it might take one decade) [Bha+17].

While the problem persists, the number of dangerous occurrences proliferates.
Recent examples include vulnerabilities that allow recovering the secret key of
OpenSSL at a low cost [YB14], timing attacks that explore vulnerabilities in both
PolarSSL and OpenSSL [AF13]; [BT11], several fault attacks on OpenSSL’s im-
plementation of elliptic curve cryptography [TT19], secret security patches on
OpenSSL, LibreSSL, and BoringSSL with several lagging days, allowing attack-
ers to exploit “0-day” vulnerabilities for long periods of time [Wan+19b], MITM
attacks on the control plane of SDN [Jer+17b]. On the other hand, failures in
classical PKI-based authentication and authorization subsystems have been per-
sistently happening [Cro17]; [PwC14]; [Hil13]; [Meu13]; [Hil13]; [MB16]; [Hep+19];
[SHC19], with the sheer complexity of those systems being considered one of the
root causes behind these problems. Some renowned cryptographers are even argu-
ing that (in a post-Snowden era) “PKI is too flawed and dangerous. We need to
come up with something new.” [Sha15].

Considering the widely acknowledged principle that simplicity is key to ro-
bustness, especially for secure systems, we advocate and try to demonstrate that
the complexity-robustness gap can be significantly closed through a methodical ap-
proach toward less complex but equally secure alternative solutions. NaCl [BLS12],
which we mentioned in the previous section, can be rightly called again in this con-
text: it is one of the first attempts to provide a less complex, efficient, yet secure
alternative to OpenSSL-like implementations. Mechanisms simplifying key dis-
tribution, authentication and authorization, such as iDVVs [Kre+18], could help
mitigate PKI’s problems. By following this direction, we are applying the same
principle of vulnerability reduction used in other systems, such as unikernels, where
the idea is to reduce the attack surface by generating a smaller overall footprint
of the operating system and applications [WK16].

In summary, we can argue that the complexity of the most common TLS imple-
mentations (e.g., OpenSSL) and the required PKI, leads to somewhat unbalanced
complexity-robustness tradeoffs. On the other hand, less complex and equally
secure libraries, such as NaCl [BLS12], can provide the same levels of security
with high performance. Indeed, NaCl (or libsodium in Linux systems) is being
widely used in research, applications, projects, programming languages, and com-
panies [Pet+13]; [NM16]; [Akh17]; [YB14]; [The19c]; [Par19]; [VFV15]; [SDW17];
[Lua+19]; [Fre+19]; [TB19]. The community around this crypto library is pro-
liferating. The following excerpt from “the anatomy of a bad idea” [Gre12], by
cryptographer Matthew Green, defines and compares NaCl to OpenSSL in simple
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words.

“OpenSSL is the space shuttle of crypto libraries. It will get you to
space, provided you have a team of people to push the ten thousand
buttons required to do so. NaCl is more like an elevator – you just
press a button and it takes you there. No frills or options.
I like elevators”

Recent search confirms this excerpt by concluding that APIs (e.g., NaCl) de-
signed for simplicity can provide security benefits – reducing the decision space, i.e.,
preventing the choice of insecure parameters – through convenient and straightfor-
ward interfaces [Aca+17]. But, this by itself is not enough. Proper documentation
with secure and easy-to-use code examples is also a requirement.

3.2.3 Global security policies

The impact of the lack of global security policies can be illustrated with different
examples. Although ONF describes data authenticity, confidentiality, integrity,
and freshness as fundamental requirements to ensure the security of control plane
communication, it does so in an abstract way, and these measures are often ignored,
or implemented in an ad-hoc manner [SNS16]; [Han+19]. Another example is the
lack of strong authentication and authorization in the control plane. Recent reports
show that widely used controllers, such as Floodlight and OpenDaylight, employ
weak network authentication and other security mechanisms [WAv17]; [SNS16];
[Hon+15]; [Dov13]; [WW18]; [Viz+19]; [Dix+18]. This leads to any forwarding
device being able to connect to any controller. However, fake or hostile controllers
or forwarding devices should not be allowed to become part of the network, in
order to keep the network in healthy operation.

From a security perspective, it is non-controversial that device identification,
authentication and authorization should be among the forefront requirements of
any network. All data plane devices should be appropriately registered and au-
thenticated within the network domain, with each association request between any
two devices (e.g., between a switch and a controller) being strictly authorized by
a security policy enforcement point. In addition, control traffic should be secured,
since it is the fundamental vehicle for network control programmability. This begs
the question: why aren’t these mechanisms employed in most deployments?

A strong reason for the current state of affairs is the lack of global guiding and
enforcement policies. It is necessary to define and establish global policies, and
design, or adopt, the necessary mechanisms to enforce them and meet the essential
requirements in order to fill the policy gap. With policies put in place, it becomes
easier to manage all network elements, with respect to registration, authentication,
authorization, and secure communication.
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3.2.4 Resilient roots-of-trust

A globally recognized, resilient root-of-trust, could improve the global security of
SDN, since current approaches to achieve trust are ad-hoc and partial [ACW16];
[Han+19]. Solving that gap would assist in fostering global mechanisms to ensure
trustworthy registration and association between devices, as discussed previously,
but the benefits would be greater. For instance, a root-of-trust can be used to
provide fundamental mechanisms (e.g., sources of strong entropy or pseudo-random
generators), which would serve as building blocks for specific security functions.

As a first example, modern cryptography relies heavily on strong keys and
the ability to keep them secret. The core feature that defines a strong key is
its randomness. However, the randomness of keys is still a widely neglected is-
sue [VH14]; [DK16]; [Str16]; [AM18]; [MGM19]; [Wan+20], and not surprisingly,
weak entropy, and weak random number generation have been the cause of several
significant vulnerabilities in software and devices [HFH16]; [Alb+15]; [KHL13];
[Hen+12]; [Str16]; [Wan+20]. For instance, findings show that even longstanding
cryptographic libraries, such as OpenSSL, have critical security weaknesses on the
Random Number Generator (RNG) due to the lack of strong entropy [Str16]. Re-
search has also shown that there are still non-negligible problems for hosts and
networking devices [Hen+12]; [Alb+15]; [HFH16]. For instance, a common pat-
tern found in low-resource devices, such as switches, is that the random number
generator of the operating system may lack the input of external sources of en-
tropy to generate reliable cryptographic keys. Even long-standing cryptographic
libraries such as OpenSSL have been recurrently affected by this problem [KHL13];
[Ope16]. As weak seeds can compromise the output of a Pseudo Random Generator
(PRG) [VH14], it is essential to have sufficient entropy in the system. Otherwise,
weak seeds can lead to crypto systems as strong as a “wall of cards”.

Similarly, as a second example, sources of accurate time, such as the local
clock and the network time protocol, have to be secured to avoid attacks that
can compromise network operation, since time manipulation attacks (e.g., NTP
attack [Mal+16]; [Ste15]) can affect the operation of controllers and applications.
For instance, a controller can be led to deliberately disconnect forwarding devices
if it wrongly perceives the expiration of heartbeat message timeouts.

It is worth emphasizing that the resilient roots-of-trust gap lies exactly in the
relative trust that can be put in partial, local, ad-hoc implementations of criti-
cal functions by controller developers and manufacturers of forwarding devices, in
contrast to a careful, once-and-for-all architectural approach that can be reinstan-
tiated in different SDN deployments. The list not being exhaustive, we claim that
strong sources of entropy, resilient, indistinguishable-from-random number gen-
erators, and accurate, non-forgeable global time services, are fitting examples of
such critical functions to be provided by logically-centralized roots-of-trust, helping
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close the former gap.

3.2.5 Automation, simplicity, and security by default

Recurrently, reports suggest that human error is one of the main causes of network
downtime [Jun08]; [Bed16]; [Gov+16]; [Sah+17]; [Ace+18]; [Pat19]; [Niz19]. Au-
tomation and simplicity are among the core ‘tools’ to address this problem. For
instance, network operators are starting to replace higher layer devices (e.g., IP
routers) with Ethernet switches [Sof09]; [KSM13]; [Maa+18]; [Mor+18]; [Kou+19];
[MBM17]. Another example is a recent joint research between academia and in-
dustry for developing simplified methods for configuring security services in SDN-
based networks [Par+19].

The main reason for the widespread adoption of Ethernet networks is its simple
and straightforward configuration. However, Ethernet does not provide the neces-
sary mechanisms to enforce strong security in the network. To address this issue,
the use of centralized cryptography schemes and centralized sources of trust to
authenticate and authorize known entities has been pointed out as a direction for
improving the security of Ethernet networks [KSM13]. Similarly, network security
as a service as been suggested to provide the required security for enterprise SDN
networks [SNS16]; [Han+19].

As recommended by organizations such as ONF [ONF19], security should be
enforced by default in SDN. It becomes clear that networks must have and en-
force crucial services such as device registration, authentication, and authoriza-
tion. Additionally, in a post-Snowden era, it is utterly important to ensure se-
curity properties such as confidentiality, integrity, authenticity, perfect forward
secrecy, post-compromise security, and post-quantum security for control plane
communications.

Finally, the automation of security services is also fundamental. For instance,
installing a new device in the network should be as simple as to physically (or
logically) connect it to the network and provide a bootstrap authentication code,
meaning that we should have a minimal manual intervention. Other security ser-
vices, such as device association and system recovery after a compromise, should
be automated as well, avoiding error-prone manual configuration.

3.2.6 Insider threats

Insider threats (e.g., physical attacks carried out by internal employees) are al-
ready one of the top security threats [Gog17]; [Ver19]; [Ekr19]; [Bet19]; [The19a];
[Liu+18]; [Hom+19]; [Cob20]; [Pon20]. Indeed, statistics show that insider at-
tacks happen in practice more often than thought. In 2019, we saw a rise of
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31% in the cost of insider threats and an average of seventy-seven days to contain
them [Cob20]; [Pon20], for instance.

Insider attacks are particularly dangerous because they are typically done by
insiders who have the required knowledge and know-how for launching highly ef-
fective attacks, leading to severe implications for data security [Kee+05]; [SD16];
[Nur+14]; [MHP14]. Indeed, reports show that leaks of sensitive data and theft of
intellectual proprietary have become a concern for organizations of all sizes [Nur+14];
[SD16]; [Cob20]; [Pon20]. Surprisingly, more than 40% of Information Technology
(IT) professionals, with high privileges in the network and systems, see themselves
as the most significant threat to the enterprise [NOL17]. One of the main reasons
is that they usually hold the ‘keys to the kingdom’.

As a result of this scenario, security threats in SDN infrastructures are even
more concerning when taking into account malicious insiders (e.g., malicious net-
work administrators) [MHP14]; [Gar+19]; [Cho+19]. Indeed, SDN opens new
doors for malicious insiders. For instance, a malicious administrator, using a sin-
gle fake software-based forwarding device, can easily mirror internal network traffic
or attack the control plane. Therefore, it is vital to mitigate the threats posed by
malicious insiders.

3.3 Logically-Centralized Security
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Figure 3.2: anchor architecture for logically-centralized security

We now approach the last steps of specializing ANCHOR for a given purpose
— security in this case: (d) populate the middleware with the appropriate mecha-
nisms and protocols to enforce the desired properties/predicates, across controllers
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and devices, in a global and consistent manner.
Figure 3.2 gives a snapshot of the proposed logically-centralized security archi-

tecture. From the analysis made, we consider two major challenges to be met at
architectural level:

• The design and implementation of a root of trust to enforce logically-central-
ized security, providing mechanisms and protocols for essential security ser-
vices.

• The design and implementation of an infrastructure bringing simplicity and
performance to the provision of secure control plane communications.

These form the main concrete blocks of the architecture, to be discussed in
detail in Chapters 4 (KISS) and 5 (ANCHOR).

We refer to our comprehensive analysis of the threat plane of SDN presented in
Section 2.2, in order to get insight about concrete threats that have to be addressed
when responding to the general requirements reviewed in this section. Since we
assume security as our non-functional property use case, that leaves us with nine
threat vectors to attend to of which, as our initial goal, we choose threat vectors
three, eight and nine, as shown in Figure 3.3 and Table 3.1. We describe at least
nine vulnerabilities associated with these threat vectors.

SDN 
device

SDN 
device

SDN 
device

3c
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Controller
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Figure 3.3: Vulnerabilities related to threat vectors three, eight and nine.
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Table 3.1: Vulnerabilities and main consequences.

Vul. Description Main consequence

3a Weak identification, authentication,
and authorization mechanisms.

It becomes easy to add fake forwarding
devices and controllers.

3b Fake forwarding device. High impact attacks on control and
data planes.

3c Fake controller. Easy take over of the network’s control.

3d Lack of confidentiality, integrity, and
authenticity.

Leak sensitive information about the
network configuration.

3e Lack of perfect forward secrecy. Leak pre-compromise sensitive infor-
mation.

3f Lack of post-compromise security. Leak sensitive information after a com-
promise.

3g Lack of post-quantum security. Security properties become useless
against attacks using quantum com-
puters.

8a Malicious control plane insiders. The security of control plane services
and applications gets jeopardized.

9a Malicious data plane insiders. Fake and malicious forwarding devices
in the network.

Vulnerabilities 3d, 3e, 3f, and 3g are related to security properties such as
confidentiality, integrity, perfect forward secrecy, and post-compromise security.
The lack (or weak enforcement) of such properties can lead to security issues such
as the leak of sensitive information about the network configuration (see Table 3.1).
Such information can be used by adversaries to launch targeted attacks or to evade
security enforcement middleboxes. For instance, by knowing the configuration of
the network, an attacker can evade the NIDS.

In summary, we can list a few questions to be answered when designing the
concrete blocks of the architecture in Chapters 4 and 5:

1. How to provide essential security by design (and by default)?

2. How to securely add and remove devices to/from the network?

3. How to ensure the security of past communications between devices in case
of a compromise?
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4. After a post-compromise recovery, how to ensure the security of future com-
munications between devices?

5. How to mitigate insider threats?

6. How to add security to control plane communications without heavily impair-
ing performance (e.g., the throughput of 20M flows/s [Voe+13] and latency
of 10 µs [BAM10]) and without increasing CAPEX/OPEX?
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Chapter 4

Secure Control Plane

Communications

In this chapter, we introduce the KISS infrastructure, a secure SDN control plane
communications architecture, which aims to increase the robustness of control
communications whilst enhancing their performance, by decreasing the complexity
of the support infrastructure, as an alternative to current approaches based on
classic configurations of TLS and PKI. We compare our solution with traditional
ones and show how it can improve the performance without impairing security.

We have organized the chapter as follows. In Sections 4.1 and 4.2, we introduce
the KISS architecture and its core novel component, the iDVV, a deterministic but
indistinguishable-from-random secret code generation protocol. The concept was
inspired by the integrated Card Verification Values (iCVV) used in credit cards
to authenticate and authorize transactions in a secure and inexpensive way. We
develop and extend the idea for SDN, proposing a flexible method of generating
iDVVs by adapting proven one-time password-like techniques. iDVV codes allow
the safe decentralized generation/verification of keys at both ends of the channel,
at will, even on a per-message basis.

To understand and minimize the cost of security, we quantify (Section 4.3.1) the
impact of secure primitives on the performance and scalability of control plane com-
munications, through a comparison study of different implementations of TCP vs.
TLS, complemented by a deeper study of underlying hashing and Message Authen-
tication Code (MAC) primitives. This in-depth study lead to the selection of the
Networking and Cryptography library (NaCl) cryptographic library [BLS12], and
the best performing MAC and hash primitives — Poly1305 and SHA512 OpenSSL
– as the baseline secure channel technologies for KISS.

Furthermore, in Section 4.3 we evaluate the iDVV design in terms of per-
formance, security and randomness. Key generation latency of iDVV compares
favorably with common implementations of key derivation functions. On the se-
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curity side, we prove the indistinguishability-from-random and determinism of the
iDVV generator. Finally, the iDVV successfully passed several empirical random-
ness tests, further confirming its indistinguishability-from-random, and showing
its suitability for highly-robust key generation. We end the chapter with a short
discussion.

4.1 KISS architecture

In this section we present our proposal for KISS, a secure control plane communi-
cations architecture for SDN offering alternatives to classic configurations of secure
channel and authentication protocols and subsystems followed in TLS and PKI.

Figure 4.1 details the integration of the KISS infrastructure in the architec-
ture for logically-centralized security that had been suggested earlier in Chapter 3
(Figure 3.2). In the following explanations, we assume a typical SDN architecture,
composed of off-the shelf controllers and forwarding devices, and we further as-
sume that device registration and association services are in place (see Chapter 5
for further details).
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SDN Controller 
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Figure 4.1: KISS framework overview

The two components encapsulated by the KISS boxes are the crucial compo-
nents of the architecture, and the main subject of our study: a secure channel
protocol suite, composed of a judicious choice of state-of-the-art mechanisms and
protocols, which we dub Secure Component (SC) for convenience of description,
and a novel deterministic but indistinguishable-from-random secret code genera-
tion protocol, which we call iDVV (integrated device verification value).
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We have considered using TLS implementations (e.g., OpenSSL) as the baseline
protocol for SC. However, the experiments in Section 4.3.1 have alerted us to: the
sheer performance cost of cryptographic communication; and the further impact
of sub-optimal choices of cryptographic primitives. This motivated us to adopt
NaCl [BLS12], a high performance yet secure cryptographic library, as the crypto
library substrate of SC, complemented by the MAC and hash primitives with best
performance – Poly1305 and SHA512 OpenSSL.

The iDVV, a novel component we propose, helps to further enhance the security
of SC, through strong crypto material generated at a low cost (e.g., one-time
keys, per-message authentication and authorization codes) to be used by NaCl
ciphers. The indistinguishability-from-random allied to the determinism allow the
safe decentralized generation/verification of per-message keys at both ends of the
channel.

4.1.1 System and threat model

For simplicity and without loss of generality, we assume that the controllers and
forwarding devices are registered and associated through a secure and robust key
distribution service provided by a Key Distribution Center (KDC) or Key Distribu-
tion Service (KDS), such as KDCs like Kerberos Key Distribution Center [NT94]
and KDSs like ANCHOR registration, association and recovery protocols (see Chap-
ter 5).

The device registration process is by default invoked by network administrators
to the KDS, to register new devices. As a result of device registration, the device
and the KDS securely share a symmetric key. We denote Kkc the shared key
between the KDS authority and a registered controller, and Kkf the shared key
between the KDS authority and a registered forwarding device.

Registered controllers and forwarding devices must be securely associated, also
through the KDS authority, as a precondition to communicate securely. The most
common case is a forwarding device fi requesting an association to a controller
cj, through the KDS. After associating, a controller and a forwarding device share
two symmetric secrets (of size 256 bits), namely a seedij and a keyij. The key is
generated by the KDS and the seed is generated by the KDS in cooperation with
the controller. These secrets will be used to bootstrap the iDVV module, as we
discuss ahead.

As a threat model, we consider a Dolev-Yao style attacker [DY83]; [Cer01],
who has a complete control of the network, namely the attacker logs all messages,
and can arbitrarily delay, drop, reorder, insert, or modify messages. We assume
the security of the used cryptographic primitives, including MAC (i.e. Poly1305),
hash function (i.e. SHA-512), and symmetric encryption algorithm (e.g., Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES)). We will prove the security of the iDVV codes in
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Section 4.3. We also assume that the device registration and association services
can rely on robust pseudo-random number generators.

4.1.2 Security goals

The main goal of KISS is to provide security properties including authenticity,
integrity, and confidentiality for control plane communications, while minimizing
cost and complexity.

The secure communication between participants can be easily guaranteed when
a secure encryption algorithm is used, as long as the shared secret key is kept
secure. A shared key can be leaked by compromise of any of KDS, controller, or
forwarding device. Should that happen, it is our goal that a robust SDN system
must provide PFS of communications when shared long-term secrets are exposed
to an attacker. That is, secrecy of past communications from the time the key
became active, to the time it became known to the attacker.

On the devices side, we make no claim about their sheer resilience, since this
is largely dependent on vendors. More precisely, when a controller and/or a for-
warding device is compromised, we consider that the attacker is able to obtain
all knowledge of the victim device(s), including all stored secrets and the ses-
sion status. However, it is our goal to guarantee the confidentiality of all past
communications. We discuss the measures to achieve perfect forward secrecy in
Section 4.3.3.

4.2 iDVV: Keep It Simple and Secure

Integrated device verification values are sequentially generated to protect and au-
thenticate requests between two networking devices. The generator is conceived
so that its output sequence has the indistinguishability-from-random and deter-
minism properties. In consequence, the same sequence of random-looking secret
values is generated on both ends of the channel, allowing the safe decentralized
generation/verification of per-message keys at both ends. However, if the seed and
key initial values and the state of the generator are kept secret, there is no way an
adversary can know, predict or generate an iDVV. In other words, an iDVV is a
unique secret value generated by a device F (e.g., a forwarding device), which can
be locally verified by another device C (e.g., a controller). The iDVV generation
is made flexible to serve the needs of SDN. iDVVs can therefore be generated: (a)
on a per message basis; (b) for a sequence of messages; (c) for a specific interval of
time; and (d) for one communication session. The main advantages of iDVVs are
their low cost and the fact that they can be generated locally, i.e., without having
to establish any previous agreement.
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4.2.1 iDVV bootstrap

As discussed before, the association between two SDN devices, e.g., forwarding
device fi and controller cj, happens through the help of KDS, under the protection
of the long-term secret keys obtained from registration (Kkf , resp. Kkc). The
outcome of the association protocol is the distribution of two random secrets to
both devices: a seed seedij, and an association key keyij. The iDVV mechanism is
bootstrapped by installing these two secret values in both the controller and the
switch, to animate the iDVV generation algorithms, which we describe next.

Note that the set-up and generation of the iDVV values are performed in a
deterministic way, so that they can be done locally at both ends. However, as
iDVVs will be used as keys by cryptographic primitives such as MAC or encryption
functions, they have to be indistinguishable from random. Hashing primitives
are natural choices for our algorithms, since they provide indistinguishable-from-
random values if one or more of the input values are known only by the sender
and the receiver. This explains why it is crucial that seed and association key are
sent encrypted and therefore known only to the communicating devices. Moreover,
in order to prevent information leakage, all variables seed, key, and idvv in the
following algorithms should have the same length, which we chose to be 256 bits
in our design. This length is commonly considered robust, and the evaluation in
Section 4.3.4 confirms that. From our experiments reported in Section 4.3.1, the
hashing primitive to be used is SHA512, which yields 512 bits, of which we will
use the most-significant q bits if we need to reduce the output length to q (as
recommended by [Cal+07]). For example, we use the most-significant 256 bits of
the SHA512 output as the key for symmetric ciphers.

The initial iDVV value is deterministically created at both ends of the associa-
tion between two devices1, by calling function idvv_init, which performs hashing
on the concatenation of the initial seed and key, as illustrated by Algorithm 1.
After set-up, the generator is ready for first use, as described in the following
section.

Algorithm 1: iDVV set-up
1: idvv_init()
2: idvv  H(seed || key)

4.2.2 iDVV generation

After the bootstrap with the initial idvv value, the idvv_next function is invoked
on-demand (again, synchronously at both ends of the channel) to autonomously

1For readability, we omit the device-identifying subscripts in the variables.
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generate authentication or encryption keys that will be used for securing the com-
munications, as illustrated by Algorithm 2.

The key remains the only constant shared secret between the devices. The
seed evolves to a new indistinguishable-from-random value each time idvv_next
is invoked to generate a new iDVV. The new seed is the outcome of a hashing
primitive H over the current seed and current idvv (line 2). The new idvv, output of
function idvv_next, is the outcome of a hashing primitive H over the concatenation
of the new seed and association key key.

Algorithm 2: iDVV generation
1: idvv_next()
2: seed  H(seed || idvv)
3: idvv  H(seed || key)

4.2.3 iDVV synchronization

The iDVV mechanism is agnostic w.r.t. secure communication protocols, and can
be used in a number of ways, in a number of protocols, as a key-per-message or
key-per-session, etc. The only key issue about iDVV generation, is to keep it
synchronized in both extremes of the channel. So, we discuss recommendations in
this regard.

As a generic baseline robustness technique, communication should be authen-
ticated (encrypt-then-MAC recommended), such that any messages failing crypto
(decryption or MAC verification), can be simply discarded and that fact han-
dled by existing recovery mechanisms. This brings in robustness against de-
synchronization, or malicious attacks, as we show in what follows.

iDVVs can get out of sync for a number of reasons, like speed differences,
omission errors, or even DoS attacks. When de-synchronization happens, a baseline
technique consists of advancing the iDVV of the “slower” end, to catch up. This lets
us introduce another baseline robustness technique: when say, idvvk is advanced
to idvvl (k < l) to re-synchronize, and the operation is not successful (crypto fails),
the old idvvk is restored, and the message motivating the recovery, is discarded.

Suppose an attacker can forge a re-synchronization request to claim that it is in
a future state (i.e. with a more advanced iDVV), and fool the recipient to advance
its iDVV to catch up: then the attacker is able to play DoS attacks by repeatedly
asking all devices to synchronize to an advanced iDVV. This is foiled by the first
robustness technique, since the attacker cannot mimic valid crypto, so the message
is discarded, and the second robustness technique ensures that the node gets back
to the original iDVV state.
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Now we discuss some styles of using iDVVs, and possible protocol classes they
serve:

Simple iDVV- used as is, works for lock-step, or producer-consumer commu-
nication, where the advance is, respectively, either round based, alternatively dic-
tated by each end, or dictated by the producer.

If the channel is unreliable, packet losses may occur, and then the receiver
(R) gets out of sync and is not able to verify the next received message from
sender S. If the network has a bounded omission degree (maximum number of
consecutive omissions), say Od, R can perform a simple recovery process: its
iDVV is successively advanced up to Od + 1 times, until it is able to verify the
incoming message. If the process fails, the message is discarded and the iDVV
goes back to the original value (as per the techniques discussed above).

If packet losses can be unexpectedly high, or both ends send competitively
and/or in a non-synchronized way, this algorithm is not suitable.

Indexed iDVV- iDVVs are indexed by the generation number. Also, they are
operated in “one key per direction” mode, i.e., at each end, one iDVV is gener-
ated for each communication direction. This way, they support competitive, non-
synchronized correspondents. This mode also supports unreliable, connectionless
protocols like User Datagram Protocol (UDP).

Each iDVV generated is indexed by a sequence number (the initial iDVV being
idvv0) and the sequence number is included in the message where the respective
idvv is used. This way, each receiving end (this works in either direction, as we
have two pairs of iDVVs) can know the exact idvv number that should be used
and, for example, detect and recover from omissions, by generating idvv’s the
necessary number of times to resynchronize. Again, the process is robust: if it
fails, the message is discarded and the iDVV goes back to the original value.

Session iDVV- iDVVs now mark sessions, inside which sets of messages are
sent that use crypto related to the current session iDVV. It is quite suitable for
example, for connection-oriented protocols.

Each idvvj is valid for the entire session j. A session may be a standard,
long-duration session a la Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), or artificially short, rolling
session, for higher security, e.g., in a timed (e.g., 1-minute) way. Anyway, at the
end of the session and start of the next one, the idvvj is updated to idvvj+1.

Messages pertaining to a session j, labelled (j), may all use the same idvvj

key. However, this can be improved: inside a session, rolling per-message keys
may be created, based on idvvj, for example, kN = H(idvvj||N), used for message
labelled (j,N), the N-th message in the j-th session. Whenever a message with
label (j,N) is received, if j is the current session, then the device calculates the
key H(idvvj||N) and decrypts or verifies this message. Again, if the process fails,
or j does not match, the message is discarded and the iDVV goes back to the
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original value.

4.2.4 iDVV implementation and application

iDVVs require minimal resources, which means that they can be implemented on
any device, from a simple and very limited smart card to most existing devices. In
other words, they are a simple and viable solution that can be embedded in any
networking device. Just three values per association have to be securely stored
— the seed, the association key and the iDVV itself — in order to use iDVV
continuously. Furthermore, only hash functions, simple to implement and with
a very small code base, are required to generate iDVVs. Such kind of resource
is already available on all networking devices that support traditional network
protocols and basic security mechanisms.

Finally, we advocate (and demonstrate in Section 4.3.2) that iDVVs are in-
expensive and, as a result, can be used on a per-message basis to secure com-
munication. It is worth emphasizing that, from a security perspective, one fresh
iDVV per message makes it much harder for attacks such as key recovery [HP08],
advanced side channel attacks [BP10], among other general Hash-based Message
Authentication Code (HMAC) attacks [Kim+06], to succeed. In fact, the one-time
key approach was initially used for generating MACs. Yet, it was let aside (i.e.
replaced by keys with a longer lifetime) due to performance reasons. However, as
the iDVV generation has a low cost (see Section 4.3), we incur a lower penalty.

4.3 iDVV Evaluation

In this section, we provide performance and complexity evaluation of the KISS-
iDVV infrastructure. Informal proofs of security and correctness proofs of Algo-
rithms 1 and 2 can be found in Appendix A.

4.3.1 On the cost of security

In this section we provide a quantitative analysis of the impact of cryptographic
primitives on control plane communication. Although the number of use cases
is expanding, SDN has been mainly targeting data centers. As such, SDN con-
trollers have to be capable of dealing with the challenging workloads of these
large-scale infrastructures. In these environments new flows2 can arrive at a given
forwarding device every 10 µs, with a great majority of mice traffic lasting less
than 100ms [BAM10]. This means that current data centers need to handle peak

2In spite of the fact that there are several definitions of flow in SDN [Kre+15], we equate
SDN flow with TCP flow for the sake of simplicity.
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loads of tens of millions of new flows/s. The control plane has to meet both the
network latencies and throughputs required to sustain these high rates. Existing
controllers are capable of achieving a throughput of several million flows/s using
TCP [Voe+13]; [Kre+15]; [Sal+16].

So any effort to systematically secure control plane communications has to
meet these challenges. In the following we try to put the problem in perspective,
by analysing the effect of including even the most basic security primitives to
ensure authenticity, confidentiality and integrity when considering peak loads of
this magnitude.

We start by analyzing the latency impact of TLS, relative to TCP, and then
we focus on hashes and MACs as they are the essential primitives for authen-
ticity and integrity of communication. To measure the latency of control plane
communication3 we used Linux’s resource usage system call (getrusage()) to get
the user CPU execution time. This function is commonly used to measure the
performance of cryptographic primitives [VAM15]. Then, we compare the perfor-
mance of 50+ hashing and MAC primitives, including different implementations
such as those provided by OpenSSL (version 1.0.0) and PolarSSL (version 1.3.9),
two of the most widely used SSL libraries. We evaluate these primitives using a
hardware platform that includes two quad-core Intel Xeon E5620 2.4GHz, with
2x4x256KB L2 / 2x12MB L3 cache, 32GB Dual In-Line Memory Module (DIMM)
at 1066MHz, with hyper-threading enabled and overclocking and dynamic CPU
frequency scaling disabled. These machines run Ubuntu Server 14.04 Long Term
Support (LTS) and were connected via Gigabit Ethernet.

The cost of secure channels

Our first experiments assess the compared average latency of TCP and TLS on
control plane communication. We analyse the latency of connection setup and
of OpenFlow PACKET_IN/FLOW_MOD messages. The OpenFlow PACKET_IN message
is used by switches to send packets to the controller (e.g., when there is no rule
matching the packet received in the switch). FLOW_MOD messages allow the con-
troller to modify the state of an OpenFlow switch. One of the two nodes of the
evaluation platform emulates the controller, whereas the other assumes the role
of the forwarding devices. The emulation removes the overhead specific to the
controller’s implementation, for instance. In practice, there is a huge performance
gap among different controllers, most of which is due to the chosen technologies
and implementation details. Similarly, the performance of switching devices varies
also a lot due to implementation details. To eliminate the implementation-specific
performance penalty, we wrote a multi-threaded controller and forwarding devices

3Time required to send a PACKET_IN message and receive a FLOW_MOD message without taking
into account any further processing time of the controller.
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that just send and receive PACKET_IN and FLOW_MOD messages. This also means
that the controller sends FLOW_MOD messages in parallel to the forwarding devices.

The emulated controllers and forwarding devices are implemented in C, using
the OpenSSL and PolarSSL TLS implementations in their standard configuration
(i.e. no library-specific optimizations were applied). Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the
median of the measured latency over 40k executions. The standard deviation is
below 3% so we do not include it in the figures.
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Figure 4.2: TCP and TLS connection setup times (in log scale)

Figure 4.2 shows the connection setup time (per forwarding device). The higher
costs of the two TLS implementations are due to the execution of a more elaborate
handshake protocol between the devices. While TCP uses a simple three-way
handshake, TLS requires a nine message handshake for mutual authentication of
the communicating entities. As expected, the overhead increases with the number
of forwarding devices. Interestingly, our results also suggest that the choice of
implementation has a non-negligible performance impact. For connection setup,
PolarSSL induces nearly twice the overhead of OpenSSL.

Although important, a high connection cost can be amortized by maintaining
persistent connections. As such, the communications cost is usually considered
more relevant. Figure 4.3 shows the latency of FLOW_MOD messages (56 bytes, as
specified in OpenFlow 1.4 [ONF13]), averaged over 10k messages. The results
with PACKET_IN messages (32 bytes) were similar so we omit them for clarity.
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Figure 4.3: FLOW_MOD latency (in log scale)

The costs of TCP, OpenSSL and PolarSSL grow nearly linearly with the number
of forwarding devices. OpenSSL latency is approximately 3x higher than TCP.
This is explained by the high overhead of cryptographic primitives, as we further
analyse in the next section. PolarSSL is significantly worse, increasing the latency
by up to 7x when compared with TCP.

Conclusions: The main findings of this analysis can be summarised in two
points. First, different implementations of TLS present very different performance
penalties. Second, the additional computation required by the cryptographic prim-
itives used in TLS leads anyway to a non-negligible performance penalty in the
control plane. In consequence, we turn to lightweight cryptographic libraries, such
as NaCl [BLS12] and TweetNaCl [Ber+15], which are starting to be used in dif-
ferent applications. NaCl has been designed to be secure and to be embedded
in any system [Alm+13], taking a clean slate approach and avoiding most of the
pitfalls of other libraries (e.g., OpenSSL – misuse issues). First, it exposes a simple
and high-level API, with a reduced set of functions for each operation. Second,
it uses high-speed and highly-secure primitives, carefully implemented to avoid
side-channel attacks. Third, NaCl is deprived of low-security options and makes
conservative choices of cryptographic primitives. One of the most important take-
aways of NaCl is its reduced size and its minimal complexity in terms of interface
(less error prone) and sub-protocols (if any). Likewise, TweetNaCl (a part of NaCl)
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was announced as the smallest implementation of a high-security cryptographic li-
brary, which makes it a good candidate for inclusion into trusted code bases of
computer systems.

A closer look at the cost of cryptography

To understand in more detail the cause of the previous findings we now perform
a fine-grained analysis of two main classes of security primitives used in secure
channel protocols: hashing and MAC.

To measure the overhead of these primitives we disabled hyper-threading, in
order to remove noise and randomness due to the implied resource sharing. As
commodity switching devices do not implement direct cache access, we have en-
sured that the data to be hashed resides in main memory. This avoids artificial
performance boosts when operating on cached data4. To mimic the behaviour of
a switch, we circulated over an input buffer that is twice as large as the last-level
cache (L3) to ensure that every read resulted in a cache miss. The numbers in the
following graphs represent the median of 1M executions, with a standard deviation
below 3%.
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Figure 4.4: Hashing primitives

4With cached data, we observed artificial gains of up to 20% for hashing and of 12% for MAC
primitives.
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We analyze the performance of nine hashing primitives. The results are pre-
sented in Figure 4.4. The red bars represent primitives that are provided by
OpenSSL, while white bars (BLAKE and KECCAK) indicate the original imple-
mentation of primitives that are not part of OpenSSL. From Figure 4.4, we observe
that the primitives with smaller digest sizes (SHA-1 and MD5) achieve better per-
formance, as expected. The stronger versions of the SHA and BLAKE families
achieve comparable performance (slightly slower), with higher security guaran-
tees. Interestingly, SHA-512 outperforms SHA-256. This behavior is explained by
the fact that the former performs 80 rounds of its compression function, over 1024
bits of data at a time, while the latter, though doing only 64 rounds, does them
over just 512 bits of data. In the case of KECCAK the difference in performance
is due to the additional computational complexity of the mechanisms employed.
For instance, this solution requires 24 rounds of permutation on each compression
step, while BLAKE requires up to 16 rounds.
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To understand the variance between different implementations, we present in
Figure 4.5 the costs of the five hashing primitives for which different implemen-
tations were available. OpenSSL implementations are the ones showing the best
performance for hashing primitives. The PolarSSL implementation always pre-
sented higher message latencies. In addition to OpenSSL and PolarSSL, we in-
cluded EVP (https://wiki.openssl.org/index.php/EVP), a library that pro-
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vides a high-level interface to cryptographic functions. Its main purpose is the
ability to replace cryptographic algorithms without having to modify applications.
The added flexibility comes at a cost, as we can observe in the results. The same
OpenSSL primitives used through an EVP interface experience a penalty between
3% and 15%.

Finally, Figure 4.6 shows the results of the latency analysis of six MAC prim-
itives. It is clear that Poly1305 outperformed all other primitives, being approx-
imately two times faster than OpenSSL’s HMAC-SHA1, and close to four times
faster than HMAC-SHA512, for instance. For MAC primitives, the choice of spe-
cific implementations remains relevant. Curiously, in this case the PolarSSL im-
plementation always outperformed the equivalent OpenSSL implementation. The
reason may lie in the fact that OpenSSL does not provide native HMAC imple-
mentations, but rather highly configurable HMACs through EVP interfaces. These
primitives thus carry the overhead of EVP and the extra costs of configurability.
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Conclusions: From the results of Figure 4.6, considering the MAC primi-
tive with best performance in the analysis (Poly1305 with 0.001ms per message),
around 20 dedicated cores are needed to compute a MAC in order to maintain
a rate of 20M flows/s. To understand the importance of judiciously selecting
the security primitives implementation, the HMAC-SHA512 OpenSSL (worst case
performance in the analysis) would require over three times more cores (up to 65)
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to compute MACs at these rates. From the hashing primitives analysis, we con-
clude that SHA-512 performs best, even better than SHA-256. Concerning MAC
primitives, the performance of HMAC-SHA512 disappoints, and it is clear that
Poly1305 outperformed all other primitives, providing security with high speed
and low per-message overhead.

In summary, our findings in this section indicate that (i) the inclusion of cryp-
tographic primitives results in a non-negligible performance impact on the latency
and throughput of the control plane; and that (ii) a careful choice of the prim-
itives used and their respective implementations can significantly contribute to
reduce this performance penalty and enable feasible solutions in certain scenarios.
Taking the outcome of our analysis into consideration, we have selected the NaCl
lightweight cryptographic library, and the MAC and hash primitives with best per-
formance – Poly1305 and SHA512 OpenSSL – as the baseline SC secure channel
component technologies. Taken together they provide, as per our evaluation, the
best trade-off between security and performance for control plane communications
in SDN. NaCl is complemented in our architecture with the iDVV mechanism, as
we show ahead, to generate crypto material (e.g., keys) used by NaCl ciphers. We
evaluate the overall result in the next section.

4.3.2 iDVV Performance Evaluation

Figure 4.7 shows the performance of different primitives for generating crypto-
graphic material. We compare the iDVV generator using SHA512 (iDVV-S5),
with an implementation of a common Key Derivation Function (KDF) with differ-
ent values for the exponent c (128, 64, 32, and 16, respectively), the Diffie-Hellman
implementation used by OpenSSL (DH-OSSL), and the randombytes() function
(NaCl-R) provided by NaCl. The latency of a KDF is very high, increasing lin-
early with the number of iterations. Our results for DH are compatible with other
publicly available performance measurements done on service providers such as
Amazon [Mav11], showing a latency several times higher than the iDVV gener-
ator. The randombytes() primitive of NaCl, used to generate random keys, is
the second fastest after iDVV, but still results in a latency at least 2.6x higher.
NaCl-R’s main latency lies in I/O operations required to read the special random
number generator device of the Linux kernel, the /dev/urandom. Last, but not
least, it is worth emphasizing that NaCl-R cannot be used for the same purposes
of iDVVs, since it only generates non-sequential random values, i.e., the values
would be different on both ends of the communication channel, defeating our ini-
tial purpose.
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Figure 4.7: Latency to generate keys

4.3.3 Perfect forward secrecy

In this section, we provide a discussion about the perfect forward secrecy properties
of our protocols, in face of compromise of any of KDS, controller, forwarding device.
We re-state our goal in that case: safeguard secrecy of past communications from
the time the key became active, to the time it became known to the attacker.

Note that when the assumed key distribution authority is compromised, then
the attacker is able to obtain all the shared secrets Kkc (resp. Kkf ) between
the authority and every controller (resp. every forwarding device). In this case,
the attacker would be able to decrypt the past communication that delivered the
initial seed and key to the associated devices, and in consequence, decrypt past
conversations, since the generation of iDVVs is deterministic from the initial state
(see idvv_init in Section 4.2.1).

Although providing secure and robust key distribution services is an open chal-
lenge and orthogonal to KISS, we provide a simple mechanism for providing PFS
even when the authority is compromised. We achieve it by updating the shared
key (between the authority and registered devices) each time a forwarding device
is associated with a controller. The key is updated as follows: Kkc  H(Kkc)
and Kkf  H(Kkf ). This way, a shared key captured cannot decrypt any past
messages, since they have been encrypted with previous generations of that key,
which have been “forgotten” in the system, given the irreversible nature of hashes.
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As far as devices are concerned, when they are compromised, the current values
of seed, key and idvv are captured. However, note that seed is rolled forward
everytime a new iDVV is generated. Only key stays as the original secret, but short
of having as well the initial seed as sent at the end of the association procedure,
the attacker will also not be able to synthesize any past iDVVs since day one and
so, cannot also decrypt past conversations, achieving PFS, as we sought.

4.3.4 Randomness

We empirically assessed the quality and confidence of the iDVV generator using
two techniques. First, we generated more than 200 billion iDVVs to verify if there
was any repetition, i.e., the same iDVV generated more than once. There was not
a single repeated iDVV. This indicates that our solution is (indeed) suitable for
short term iDVVs (e.g., one per message).

Second, pseudorandom generators should be always empirically tested [Bas+10].
Again, we used NIST’s test suite [NIS18] to statistically assess the confidence of
the iDVV generator. For the sake of our tests, we generated 1M iDVVs of 64 bytes.
The file, containing 1M iDVVs, was used as input for the test suite. The streams
of bits corresponding to the iDVVs passed all tests, i.e., there was no single failure.
This gives us a good level of confidence on the robustness of the iDVV generator.

We also used ent [Wal08], which is a pseudorandom number sequence test
program, to evaluate the serial correlation coefficient of our implementation. While
non-random and predictable sequences of bytes have a serial correlation coefficient
of approximately 0.5 and 1.0, respectively, a random byte stream should have
a coefficient near to zero. Our implementation, featuring SHA512, had a serial
correlation coefficient of 0.0004. Alternative implementations, using MD5 and
SHA1, presented the worst case coefficients, as high as 0.035. Typical pseudo-
random functions or methods provided by a programming language, such as rand()
from C and SecureRandom from Java, have a serial correlation of approximately
0.0148 and 0.0127, respectively. This shows us that SHA512 is indeed a strong
candidate to securely generate iDVVs.

4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 On the cost of the infrastructure

Our proposal compares well with traditional solutions such as EJBCA (http:
//www.ejbca.org/) and OpenSSL, two popular implementations of PKI and TLS,
respectively.

The first interesting take away is that our solution has nearly one order of
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magnitude fewer Lines Of Code (LOC) (85k) and uses four times fewer external
libraries and only four programming languages. This makes a huge difference from
a security and dependability perspective. For instance, to formally prove more
than 717k LOC (OpenSSL + EJBCA) is by itself a tremendous challenge. And it
gets considerably worse if we take into account eighty external libraries and eleven
programming languages. Moreover, it is worth emphasizing that libraries such as
OpenSSL suffer from different fundamental issues such as too many legacy features
accumulated over time, too many alternative modes as result of trade-offs made
in the standardization, and too much focus on the web and DNS names.

Second, OpenSSL is complex and highly configurable. This leads not only
to performance penalties as shown in Section 4.3.1 (e.g., HMAC primitives imple-
mented using EVP), but it has been also the source of many security incidents, i.e.,
developers and users frequently use the library in an inappropriate way [Ege+13];
[Fah+12]. It has also been shown that the majority of the security incidents are
still caused by errors and misconfiguration of systems [Zha+14]; [Raw15]; [Sym16];
[Sch19]; [Hel19]; [SOP20]. Lastly, recent research has uncovered new vulnerabili-
ties in TLS implementations [Beu+15].

In contrast, our proposed architecture exhibits gains in both performance and
robustness, contributing to solving the dilemma we outlined in the introduction.
By having fewer LOC, we significantly reduce the threat surface – by one order
of magnitude – and by combining NaCl and the iDVV mechanism, we provide a
potentially equivalent level of security, but quite increased performance/robustness
product, as keys can be rolled even on a per message basis.

4.4.2 Size and complexity matter

The more complex the system, the higher the probability of having vulnerabili-
ties and hence a broader attack surface. Nowadays, this is still one of the major
problems faced by the technology industry. Specialized security reports have recur-
rently highlighted the complexity and size of systems as one of the most important
security challenges [Cis14]. The time for re-thinking the security of communication
channels may have come, and that is also the position we take in proposing the
KISS framework.

Renowned cryptographers and security experts have been claiming that sim-
plicity is one of the keys in securing computer systems [BLS12]; [Gre12]; [Sta15];
[Pre15]. In fact, the trusted computing community has been advocating simple
interfaces and concerned with the size and complexity of components for a long
time [HMK12]; [Raj+11].

These positions have in essence been echoed in our KISS work (starting with
the name metaphor, keep it simple, stupid). We methodically selected high per-
formance MAC and hashing primitives for KISS– Poly1305 and SHA512 OpenSSL
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– and actually showed the penalty to be paid by less attentive choices. We also
turned to lightweight but comparatively secure cryptographic libraries for secure
channel support, like NaCl. NaCl was complemented in our architecture with the
iDVV mechanism, to generate secrets to be used for example by NaCl ciphers,
again in a fast, very simple and decentralized way.

4.4.3 On the cost of iDVV

Similarly to iCVVs, iDVVs are a low overhead solution that requires minimal re-
sources. This solution is thus feasible to be integrated into compute-constrained
devices as commodity switches. Our preliminary evaluation has revealed that the
iDVV mechanism is faster than traditional solutions, namely, the key-exchange
algorithms embedded in the OpenSSL implementation. Considering a setup with
128 switching devices, our results show our proposed solution (iDVV + NaCl’s
ciphers) to be more than 30% faster than an OpenSSL-based implementation us-
ing AES256-SHA (the most common high performance cipher suite, used by IT
companies such as Google, Facebook, Microsoft, and Amazon). Importantly, we
were able to outperform OpenSSL-based deployments while still providing the
same security properties: authenticity, integrity, and confidentiality. In addition,
we achieved this result not only while offering the same properties, but also with
stronger security guarantees: the tests were made by generating one iDVVper
packet, while the OpenSSL-based implementation uses a single key (for symmetric
ciphering) for the entire communication session.

4.5 Final remarks

In this chapter, we set out to explore and confirm our intuition for the possible
reasons behind a slower than expected adoption of security mechanisms in SDN,
and based on those findings, we proposed KISS, a modular secure SDN control
plane communications architecture.

We started by investigating the impact of essential cryptographic primitives
and TLS implementations on the control plane performance. We showed that
whilst even the most basic security primitives add a non-negligible degradation of
performance, a judicious choice of these primitives and their specific implementa-
tions can mitigate the penalty significantly. This is particularly important for the
typical SDN scenario that resorts to commodity hardware, sometimes with modest
computing capabilities.

The second problem we explored was the complexity of the centralized sup-
port infrastructure for authentication and key distribution. We proposed iDVV,
a simple and robust decentralized mechanism for generating and verifying the
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secrets necessary for secure communications between network devices. iDVVs
team-up with NaCl, in order to safely replace the cryptographic primitives and
key-exchange protocols and key derivation functions commonly used in TLS. As a
result, the NaCl-iDVV compound, while achieving the same functional level of se-
curity, is simpler, potentially leading to a higher level of implementation robustness
by vulnerability reduction. In fact, we estimate the proposed security architecture
footprint to be smaller than TLS-PKI alternatives with traditional protocols, by
an order of magnitude, in terms of the number of lines of code (LOC). Such a
differential also points to reducing the cyclomatic complexity [GK91]; [TK14];
[EC16]. These metrics are used to assess the robustness and estimate verifiability
of software systems.

Our results are encouraging in terms of an increase of performance — 30%
improvement over OpenSSL — and robustness — an order of magnitude reduction
in the number of LOC, and implied cyclomatic complexity. This also means that
formal verification is more tractable.

We believe that this is one first step towards lightweight but effective security
for control plane communication, and potentially for SDN in general. We make
a “call to arms” to foster developments on securing SDN communications without
impairing performance, a fundamental precondition for widespread adoption by
future SDN deployments.
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Chapter 5

anchor: Design and

Implementation

In this Chapter we introduce the design, implementation and evaluation of mech-
anisms and protocols for ANCHOR, including essential security mechanisms such
as strong entropy, resilient pseudo-random generators, secure device registration,
association and recommendation. We show that compared to the state-of-the-art
in SDN security, our solution preserves at least the same security functionality,
but achieves higher levels of implementation robustness, by vulnerability reduc-
tion, while providing high performance. Whilst we try to prove our point with
security, our contribution is generic enough to inspire further research concerning
other non-functional properties (such as dependability or quality-of-service).

We have structured the chapter as follows. Section 5.1 describes the enforce-
ment of the logically-centralized security approach that we propose, by populating
the ANCHOR architecture with the adequate functionality, and describing the de-
sign of its mechanisms and algorithms. Then, in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, we discuss
implementation aspects of the architecture, and present evaluation results. In
Section 5.4, we do a critique of our choices, discuss some design options of the
architecture, and make some final remarks about ANCHOR.

5.1 Enforcing Logically-centralized Security

In this section we present our proposal for the specialization of the ANCHOR ar-
chitecture for logically-centralized security. Figure 5.1 details the integration of
the ANCHOR blocks in the global architecture for logically-centralized security that
had been suggested earlier in Chapter 3 (Figure 3.2). In the following explana-
tions, we assume a typical SDN architecture, composed of off-the shelf controllers
and forwarding devices, and we further assume that KISS mechanisms are in place
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(see Chapter 4 for further details).
Our main goal is to provide security properties such as authenticity, integrity,

and confidentiality for control plane communication. To achieve this goal, the
ANCHOR provides mechanisms and services (e.g., registration, authentication, rec-
ommendation, a source of strong entropy, a resilient pseudo-random number gen-
erator) required to fulfill some of the major security requirements of SDNs.

As illustrated in Figure 5.1, we “anchor” the enforcement of security properties
on ANCHOR. That is, it is a central point for enforcing security policies, which are
materialized by means of the above-mentioned mechanisms and services, thereby
reducing the burden on controllers and forwarding devices, which just need the
local HOOKs, protocol elements that interpret and follow the ANCHOR’s instruc-
tions. Furthermore, this centralized implementation of crucial mechanisms and
protocols, reduces the probability of vulnerabilities in ad-hoc, vendor-specific im-
plementations.
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Figure 5.1: anchor: logically-centralized security

Next, we review the components and essential security services provided by
ANCHOR.

We propose a source of strong entropy and a resilient pseudo random generator
for generating security-sensitive materials. These are crucial components, as at-
tested by the impact of vulnerabilities discovered in the recent past, in sub-optimal
implementations of the former in several software packages [BLN16]; [Mim16];
[ZET15]; [Sch12]. We implement and evaluate the robustness of these mecha-
nisms.

After defining system roles and their setup, we present two essential services
for secure network operation — device registration and device association. We
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describe how the above mechanisms interplay with our secure device-to-device
communication approach (Section 5.1.8), leveraging the integrated device verifica-
tion value (iDVV) infrastructure. We implement and evaluate iDVV generators
for OpenFlow-enabled control plane communication.

The roster of services of ANCHOR is not closed, and one can think of other
functionalities, not described here, including keeping track of forwarding devices
association, generating alerts in case of strange behaviors (e.g., recurrent recon-
nections, connections with multiple controllers), and so forth. These ancillary
management tasks are important to keep track of the network operation status.

In what follows, we describe the main ANCHOR services in detail. To help
the reader following our descriptions, we summarize the most important notations
used in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Summary of notations

Notation Description Example

H Cryptographic hash function SHA512

MAC Message Authentication Code algorithm Poly1305

X,Y One entity belonging to {A, Di, M, C, F} Device (e.g., switch) i

KeXY Encryption secret key. XY denotes: referring
to X and Y entities sharing; or the usage the
key refers to

256 bits random key

KhXY MAC/HMAC secret key. XY denotes: refer-
ring to X and Y entities sharing; or the usage
the key refers to

256 bits random key

EXY Encryption primitive using secret key KeXY AES

[],HMACXY keyed-Hash MAC of message [] using secret
key KhXY

HMAC-SHA512

KDF Key Derivation Function OpenSSL PBKDF2

5.1.1 A source of strong entropy

Entropy still represents a challenge for modern computers because they have been
designed to behave deterministically [VH14]. Sources of true randomness (e.g.,
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physical phenomena such as atmospheric noise) can be difficult to use because
they work differently from a typical computer.

To avoid the pitfalls of weak sources of entropy, in particular in networking
devices, ANCHOR provides a source of strong entropy to ensure the randomness re-
quired to generate seeds, pseudorandom values, secrets, among other cryptographic
material. The strong source of entropy has the following property:

Strong Entropy - Every value entropy returned by entropy_get is indistinguish-
able from random.

Algorithm 3 shows how the external (from other devices) and internal (from
the local operating system) sources of entropy are kept updated and used to gener-
ate random bytes per function call (entropy_get()). The state of the internal and
external entropy is initially set by calling the entropy_setup(data). This function
requires an input data, which can be a combination of current system time, pro-
cess number, bytes from special devices, among other things, and random bytes
(rand_bytes()) from a local (deterministic) source of entropy (e.g., /dev/urandom)
to initialize the state of the entropy generator. As we cannot assume anything
regarding the predictability of the input data, we use it in conjunction with a
rand_bytes() function call (line 2). A call to rand_bytes() is assumed to return
(by default) 64 bytes of random data.

Algorithm 3: Source of strong entropy
1: entropy_setup(data)
2: e_entropy  rand_bytes() � H(data)
3: i_entropy  rand_bytes() � e_entropy

4: entropy_update()
5: e_entropy  H(Pi||Pj) � i_entropy
6: e_counter  0

7: entropy_get()
8: if e_counter >= MAX_LONG call entropy_update()
9: i_entropy  H(rand_bytes() || e_counter)

10: entropy  e_entropy � i_entropy

Function entropy_update() uses as input the statistics of external sources and
the ANCHOR’s own packet arrival rate to update the external entropy. The noise
(events) of the external sources of entropy is stored in 32 pools (P0, P1, P2, P3,
..., P31), as suggested by previous work [FSK11]. Each pool has an event counter,
which is reset to zero once the pool is used to update the external entropy. At
every update, two different pools of noise (Pi and Pj) are used as input of a hashing
function H. The two pools of noise can be randomly selected, for instance. The
output of this function is XORed with the internal entropy to generate the new
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state of the external entropy. It is worth emphasizing that entropy_update() is
automatically called when e_counter (the global event counter) reaches its maxi-
mum value and whenever needed, i.e., the user can define when to do the function
call.

The resulting 64 bytes of entropy, indistinguishable-from-random bytes (en-
tropy_get()), are the outcome of an XOR operation between the external and in-
ternal entropy. While the external entropy provides the unpredictability required
by strong entropy, the internal source provides a good, yet predictable [VH14],
continuous source of entropy. At each time the entropy_get() function is called,
the internal entropy is updated by using a local source of random data, which is
typically provided by a library or by the operating system itself, and the global
number of events currently in the 32 pools of noise (e_counter). These two values
are used as input of a hashing function H.

Such sources of strong entropy can be achieved in practice by combining dif-
ferent sources of noise, such as the unpredictability of network traffic [Gre+09],
the unpredictability of idleness of links [Ben+10], packet arrival rate of network
controllers, and sources of entropy provided by operating systems. We provide im-
plementation details in § 5.2.1. A discussion about the correctness of Algorithm 3
can be found in §B.2 of Appendix B.

5.1.2 Pseudorandom generator

A source of entropy is necessary but not sufficient. Most cryptographic algorithms
are highly vulnerable to weaknesses of random generators [Dod+13]. For instance,
nonces generated with weak pseudo-random generators can lead to attacks capable
of recovering secret keys. Different security properties need to be ensured when
building strong pseudo-random generators, such as resilience, forward security,
backward security and recovering security. In particular, the latter was proposed
as a measure to recover the internal state of a PRG [Dod+13]. We propose a
PRG that uses our source of strong entropy and implements a refresh function to
increase its resilience and recovery capability. The pseudo-random generator has
the following property:

Robust PRG- Every value nprd returned by the function PRG_next is indis-
tinguishable from random.

A robust PRG needs three well-defined constructions, namely setup(), refresh()
(or re-seed), and next(), as described in Algorithm 4. The internal state of our
PRG is represented by three variables, the SEED, the counter and the next pseudo-
random data nprd. The setup process generates a new seed, by using our strong
source of entropy, which is used to update the internal state (line 2). In line
3, we initialize the counter by calling the long_uint() function, which returns
a long unsigned int value that will be used to re-seed and to generate the next
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pseudorandom value. In line 4, we call entropy_update() to make sure that the
external entropy gets updated before calling one more time the entropy_get()
function. The first nprd is the outcome of an XOR operation between the newly
generated seed and a second call to our source of entropy. It is worth emphasizing
that the set up of the initial state of the PRG does not require any intervention
or interaction with the end user. We provide strong and reliable entropy to set
up the initial values of all three variables. This ensures that our PRG is non-
sensitive to the initial state. For instance, in a traditional PRG the user could
provide an initial seed, or other setup values, that could compromise the quality of
the generator’s output. The counter, which is concatenated with the nprd (lines
9 and 13), gives the idea of an unbounded state space [Sta17]. This is possible
because we are using cryptographically strong primitives such as a hash function H
and the MAC function HMAC. Thus, in theory, we have unbounded state spaces,
i.e., we can keep concatenating values to the input of these primitives.

Algorithm 4: Pseudo-random generator
1: PRG_setup()
2: seed  entropy_get()
3: counter  long_uint(entropy_get())
4: call entropy_update()
5: nprd  seed � entropy_get()

6: PRG_refresh()
7: seed  entropy_get()
8: counter  long_uint(entropy_get())
9: nprd  H(seed k nprd k counter)

10: PRG_next()
11: counter  counter - 1
12: if counter <= 0 call PRG_refresh()
13: nprd  HMAC(seed, nprd k counter)

The PRG_refresh() function updates the internal state, i.e., the SEED, the
counter and the nprd. It uses H to update the state of the nprd. Finally, the
PRG_next() function outputs a new, indistinguishable-from-random stream of
bytes, applying HMAC on the internal state. In this function, the counter is
decremented by one. The idea is for it to start with a very large unsigned 8-
bytes value, which is used until it reaches zero. At this point, the PRG_refresh()
function will be called to update the internal state of the generator. The newly
generated nprd is the outcome of an HMAC function with a dimension of 128 bits.

The main motivation for having a PRG along with a strong source of entropy is
speed. Studies have shown that entropy generation can be rather slow, such as 1.5 s
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to 2min for generating 128 bits of entropy [MDP15]. Our source of entropy uses
external entropy and random bytes from special devices, whereas the PRG uses an
HMAC function, in order to have a fast and reliable generation of pseudo-random
values.

In spite of the fact that we could use any good PRG to generate cryptographic
material (e.g., keys, nonce), it is worth emphasizing that we introduce a PRG that
works in a seamless way with our strong source of entropy, improving its quality. In
Section 5.2.2, we discuss the specifics of the implementation. We also evaluate the
robustness and level of confidence of our algorithms in Section 5.3.1. A discussion
about the correctness of Algorithm 4 can be found in §B.3 of Appendix B.

5.1.3 System deployment

Currently, ANCHOR is designed to work in a single domain, with single ownership,
such as a data center, enterprise, or university campus network. ANCHOR sup-
ports deployments with multiple controller instances [Kop+10], for scalability and
availability of network control, as is required in production systems [Jai+13]. It is
worth emphasizing it is part of our plan to extend ANCHOR’s features and services
to multiple domains with multiple ownership.

ANCHOR is designed to logically centralize non-functional properties of generic
SDN deployments. As such, it is not restricted to OpenFlow. Other south-
bound APIs can be used, such as Protocol Oblivious Forwarding (POF), For-
warding and Control Element Separation (ForCES), or Programming Protocol-
independent Packet Processors (P4). The ANCHOR connectivity infrastructure,
used for communication between SDN devices (controllers and networking gear)
and ANCHOR, can use traditional in-band or out-of-band mechanisms (for instance,
traditional routing protocols such as Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) or Inter-
mediate System-to-Intermediate System (IS-IS), as is common for control plane
channels [Kop+10]).

In our system we assume the existence of management personnel with two
different roles: the system Administrator, who controls the operation of central
services such as ANCHOR, and the network Manager (a.k.a. network administra-
tor), responsible for the operation of network devices. Every time a new network
device (a forwarding device or a controller) is initialized and added to the network,
it must first be registered, before being able to operate.

In the current practice, the device registration is a manual process triggered by
a network administrator through an out-of-band channel or initiated by a neighbor
proxy device using SNBI and 802.1AR credentials, as is the case of ODL [Ope];
[Sco17]. Given the potentially large number of network devices in SDN, such
a manual process is unsatisfactory: slow and labour-intensive, and error-prone.
Thus, we propose a suite of protocols, described ahead, to fulfill the desire for a
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robust semi-automated setup of the system.
The ANCHOR server is first set up by the system administrator. Then, a

batch setup protocol initiated by ANCHOR ensues, to initialize the managers (Sec-
tion 5.1.4). Before proceeding, encryption and MAC keys are installed into the
new network devices each manager subtends, through some out-of-band channel
under its control. Then the procedure is automatically concluded, with a device
registration protocol, described in Section 5.1.5, whereby devices can be registered
automatically. The network is now about ready for operation.

As a first move to bring security and dependability into control plane operation,
we foresee that no two devices are allowed to communicate without being associ-
ated. This can be done at any time (through the mediation of ANCHOR) while
the system is in service, and it is implemented by a device association protocol,
described in Section 5.1.6.

For simplicity and without loss of generality, in what follows we denote the
IDentification (ID)s of ANCHOR server, Device, network Manager, Controller,
and Forwarding device, as respectively {A,D,M,C, F}. We denote as well EXY ()
an encryption using encryption key KeXY , and we omit decryption operations
not to clutter the algorithm descriptions: whenever an entity in possession of
key KeXY receives EXY (payload), we assume the cleartext ’payload’ elements are
readily available in the next algorithm lines. Likewise, we denote [],HMACXY ,
respectively, a message field inside [], followed by an HMAC over the whole material
within [], using MAC key KhXY , where X, Y 2 {A,Di,M,C, F}. We rely on
ANCHOR to generate strong keys for the system participants — and eventually
distribute them to managers and devices — using a suitable KDF based on the
high entropy random material described in the previous sections.

We now define some functions used in the algorithms:

• generates(data) - generates the cryptographic material specified in ’data’,
using the strong crypto tooling provided in ANCHOR;

• destroys(data) - deletes the items specified in ’data’ from the server;

• offline(data) - safeguards (copies, i.e., these items stay online) the items
specified in ’data’ to some out-of-band storage medium (e.g., a Universal
Serial Bus (USB) stick, smart card, etc.);

• installs(data) - brings the items specified in ’data’ back online to the
concerned machine, from some out-of-band storage medium where they had
been safeguarded.
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5.1.4 Batch setup

Algorithm 5 describes the initial batch setup of ANCHOR, network managers and
associated devices.

anchor setup. In preparation for the optional provision of PCS, which will
be discussed in Chapter 6, two master recovery keys are created for ANCHOR,
namely the master recovery encryption key KeArec and master recovery MAC key
KhArec . As we will present later, the master recovery keys are only used in three
cases, namely (a) upon the initial setup, described below; (b) when a new net-
work administrator is registered with ANCHOR; and (c) when ANCHOR was com-
promised and is reinstated into a trustworthy state (i.e., the semi-automated or
fully-automatic post-compromise recovery processes presented in Chapter 6). In
consequence, these two master recovery keys should not be stored regularly in AN-
CHOR, if they are to recover from a possible full server compromise. We refer the
reader to §B.1 of Appendix B for more information (including a visual represen-
tation) regarding the three phases of ANCHOR, namely setup, normal operation,
and recovery.

So the first steps in Algorithm 5 (lines sa and sb) are a prefix of the main
protocol execution. The system administrador S (controlling ANCHOR) initiates
it. Then, in an offline operation, generates KeArec and KhArec . These keys will then
come online in the ANCHOR server, but will only be present for short moments,
for the actions defined above, (a),(b),(c) 1.

Lines 1-5 illustrate the first actions of A (ANCHOR), to run the batch setup
protocol (initiating all managers). These steps are also the ones used to later
introduce a new manager. All steps are recursed for each M. Line 1, as we had
suggested, copies KeArec and KhArec to the server, from offline (either in the sequel
of offline boot, or later from secure storage). Then (l.2) the manager recovery
key pair (encryption and MAC) are computed, and (l.3) the respective shared
secret key pair for secure communication between A and M is generated (KeAM ,
KhAM). All this material is safeguarded offline (l.4), and made available to the
entity managing M, for later use online, as we explain ahead. In line 5, all recovery
keys are destroyed in the server.

Manager setup. Each network manager (its ID denoted M in the protocols) is
registered with ANCHOR manually, by installing the shared encryption key KeAM

and MAC key KhAM from offline (l.6). This is the only manual process to initialize
a new M. Initialization proceeds with line 7, where M seeks to batch initialize all

1Just to give a real feel, one possible implementation of this principle is: a pristine anchor
server image is created; it boots offline in single user mode; it generates KeArec and KhArec

through a strong KDF as discussed above; keys are written into a USB device, and then deleted
from the server; first online boot proceeds; keys are imported from the USB whenever needed,
and then deleted again.
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Algorithm 5: Batch setup of ANCHOR, M, and initial D1 to Dn.

sa. S (offline) initiates ANCHOR

sb. S (offline) generates(KeArec , KhArec)

{For each manager with ID M and its associated devices with ID {Di}ni=1}}
1. A installs(KeArec , KhArec)

2. KeAMrec=H(KeArec || M); KhAMrec=H(KhArec || M);

3. generates(KeAM , KhAM )

4. offline(KeAM , KhAM , KeAMrec , KhAMrec)

5. destroys(KeAMrec , KhAMrec , KeArec , KhArec)

6. M installs(KeAM , KhAM )

7. M ! A [InitD, M, EAM ({Di,xi
m}ni=1))], HMACAM

8. A for each Di, generates(KeMDi , KhMDi , xi
a)

9. A ! M [InitD, M, EAM ({Di,xi
m,xi

a,KeMDi , KhMDi}ni=1))], HMACAM

10. M 8i 2 [1, n] offline(KeMDi , KhMDi)

{For each device {Di}ni=1}

11. Di installs(KeMDi , KhMDi)

devices it subtends, by sending an ’InitD’ message to A.
Device setup. A device with identity Di is either a forwarding device (F) or a

controller (C), but we do not differentiate them during the set up and registration
processes. The first operation to be made after a device is first brought to the sys-
tem is the initialization or setup, which concerns the establishment of credentials,
for secure management access by the network administrator.

M sends an initialize device(s) (InitD) message to A, with the list of identifiers
(Di) of those devices. ANCHOR replies to the (InitD) message, by generating and
sending back to M (lines 8-9) pairs of keys KeMDi and KhMDi for M to communi-
cate with each device. This message exchange is protected against confidentiality,
authentication and replay attacks, by encryption, MACs and nonces (xi

m,xi
a). M

safeguards this key pair offline (l.10), and the keys are installed through out-of-
band methods in each Di subtended by this M (l.11). This is the only manual
process to initialize a new device D. Afterwards, all devices managed by each M
can be registered with ANCHOR through our device registration protocol, described
next.
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5.1.5 Device registration

The device registration protocol is presented in Algorithm 6. We assume that
KeMDi and KhMDi , described above, are already in place.

Algorithm 6: Device registration

{Bootstrap for devices D1 � Dn }

1. M ! A [Reg, M, EAM ({Di,xi
m}ni=1)],HMACAM

2. A 8i 2 [1, n] generates(KeADi , KhADi , xi
a)

3. A ! M [Reg, M, EAM ({Di,xi
m,xi

a, KeADi , KhADi}ni=1)],HMACAM

4. M installs(KeAMrec , KhAMrec).

{For each device Di}

5. M KeADirec
=H(KeAMrec ||Di); KhADirec

=H(KhAMrec ||Di)

6. M ! Di [Reg, EMDi(xi
a, KeADi , KhADi , KeADirec

, KhADirec
)],HMACMDi

7. Di ! A [M, Di, EMDi(xi
a)],HMACMDi

8. A ! M [M, Di, EAM (xi
a)],HMACAM

9. A tag(Di) = registered;

10. for t 2 {C,F}, if Type(Di) == t, then tList = tList [ {Di}

11. 8i 2 [1, n], if tag(Di) == registered is True

12. KeAM = H(KeAM ); KhAM = H(KhAM ).

13. M ! Di [Di, EMDi(xi
a)],HMACMDi

14. Di KeMDi = H(KeMDi); KhMDi = H(KhMDi).

15. M tag(Di) = registered;

16. destroys(KeAMrec , KhAMrec , KeADi , KhADi , KeADirec
, KhADirec

);

17. KeMDi = H(KeMDi); KhMDi = H(KhMDi);

18. 8i 2 [1, n], if tag(Di) == registered is True

19. KeAM = H(KeAM ); KhAM = H(KhAM ).

The first part concerns the bootstrap of the registration of a batch of devices
with ANCHOR (A), by a network administrator M. Let {Di}ni=1 be the set of n
device identities that the administrator wants to register. M requests (line 1) the
registration to A, by sending it a ’Reg’ message, accompanying each Di ID with a
nonce xi

m. A generates random nonce xi
a and keys KeADi , KhADi , for each Di to

communicate with A, and returns them encrypted to M (lines 2,3). This message
exchange is protected against confidentiality, authentication and replay attacks,
by encryption, MACs and nonces.
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The process then follows for each device Di. In preparation, M starts by in-
stalling its recovery key pair (line 4), KeAMrec and KhAMrec . Those keys are used
to compute the device recovery key pair (l.5). Then M sends Di the relevant cryp-
tographic keys (l.6). Device Di follows-up confirmation to A, which closes the loop
with M, using the original nonce from A (lines 7,8).

A then performs a set of operations (lines 9-12) to commit the registration of
Di, namely by inserting it into the controller or forwarding device list, respectively
CList or FList, and updating (rolling) the A-M communication keys. Continuing,
in line 13, M closes the loop with Di, using the original nonce from A, finally
confirming Di’s registration. In response, Di rolls the M-D communication keys
(l.14). It is now time for M to execute the final commit operations with regard to
the registration of Di (l.15). In line 16, all recovery keys are destroyed, as well as
the A-D communication keys KeADi , KhADi — for which M was a mere mediator.
M synchronizes with A and with Di, by updating (rolling) the respective shared
communication keys as well (lines 17-19).

The reader will note that in Algorithm 6, the update of several shared keys (i.e.,
lines 12, 14, 17 and 19) concerns the achievement of PFS. When a key is updated,
the old one is destroyed. Likewise, the process of generation of the recovery keys
hierarchy from the earliest setup stages is conducent to achieving PCS, discussed
in detail in Chapter 6.

5.1.6 Device association

The association service is required for authorizing control plane channels between
any two devices, such as a forwarding device and a controller. A forwarding device
has to request an association with a controller it wishes to communicate with.
This association is mediated by the ANCHOR. The association process between
two devices is performed by the sequence of steps detailed in Algorithm 7. Reg-
istered controllers and forwarding devices have been inserted in CList and FList,
respectively.
Notation: As previously explained, the registration process has set in place shared
secret key pairs between ANCHOR A and all registered devices, generically denoted
KeADi , KhADi . For simplicity, and without loss of generality, in the following algo-
rithm, ED() or [],HMACD, with D standing for ’C’ or ’F’, denote crypto operations
using those A-D shared keys, identifying one of the registered controllers C or for-
warding devices F.

The device association implemented by Algorithm 7 has the following proper-
ties:

Controller Authorization - Any device F can only associate to a controller C
authorized by the ANCHOR.
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Algorithm 7: Device association

{Of forwarding device F with controller C}

1. F ! A [xfa, F, GetCList],HMACF

2. A ! F [xfa, F, EF (CList(F), xfa)],HMACF

3. F ! C [xfa, GetAiD, F, C, EF (GetAiD, F, C, xfc, xfa)]

4. C ! A [xfa, GetAiD, F, C, EF (GetAiD, F, C, xfc, xfa),

EC(GetAiD, F, C, xca, xfa)],HMACC

5. A ! C [xfa, EF (xfc, AiD), EC(xca, AiD)],HMACC

6. A destroys (AiD)

7. C ! F [xfa, EF (xfc, AiD), EAiD(SEED, xfa)]

8. F ! C [xfa, EAiD(SEED � xfa)]

9. A, F KeAF = H(KeAF ); KhAF = H(KhAF )

10. A, C KeAC = H(KeAC); KhAC = H(KhAC)

Device Authorization - Any device F can associate to some controller, only if
F is authorized by the ANCHOR.

Association ID Secrecy - After termination of the algorithm, the association
ID (AiD) is only known to F and C.

Seed Secrecy - After termination of the algorithm, the seed (SEED) is only
known to F and C.

The algorithm coarse structure follows the line of the Needham-Schroeder (NS)
original authentication and key distribution algorithm [NS78], but contemplates
anti-replay measures such as including participant IDs, and a global initial nonce
as suggested in [OR87]. Unlike NS, it uses encrypt-then-mac to further prevent
impersonation. Furthermore, it is specialized for device association, managing
authorization lists, and distributing a double secret in the end (association ID and
seed). Secure communication protocols running after association can, as explained
in Section 5.1.8, use iDVVs on a key-per-message or key-per-session basis, rolling
from the initial seed and secret association ID.

The association process starts with a forwarding device sending an association
request to the ANCHOR (line 1 in Algorithm 7). This request contains a nonce xfa,
the identification of the device F and the operation request GetCList (get list of
controllers). The request also contains an HMAC to avoid device impersonation
attacks. The ANCHOR checks if F is in FList (registered devices), and if so, it replies
(line 2) with a list of controllers (CList(F)) which F is authorized to associate with.
The list of controllers (and the nonce xfa) is encrypted using a key (set up during
registration) shared between A and F. This protects the confidentiality of the list of
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controllers, and xfa ensures that the message is fresh, providing protection against
replay attacks. A message authentication code also protects the integrity of the
ANCHOR’s reply, avoiding impersonation attacks. Next, F sends an association
request to the chosen controller C (line 3). The request contains a message that
is encrypted using a key shared between F and A. This message contains the get
association id (GetAiD) request, the identity of the principals involved (F,C), a
nonce xfc, and binds to the nonce xfa. The controller forwards this message to
A (line 4), adding its own encrypted association request field, similar to F’s, but
containing C’s own nonce xca instead. This prevents the impersonation of the
controller since only it would be able to encrypt the freshly generated xfa. In line
5, C trusts that A’s reply is fresh because it contains xfa. The controller also trusts
that it is genuine (from A) because it contains xca. As such, C endorses F as an
authorized device and AiD as the association key for F. Future compromise of A
should not represent any threat to established communication between C and F.
To achieve this goal, A immediately destroys the AiD (line 6) and C and F further
share a seed not known by A (line 7).

C forwards both the encrypted AiD message and its seed to F (line 7). The
forwarding device trusts that this message is fresh and correct because it contains
xfa, and xfc under encryption, together with the AiD, only known to F and C,
which it endorses then as the association key. F trusts that C is the correct
correspondent, otherwise A would not have advanced to step 5. That being true,
future interactions will use AiD. F believes that the SEED is genuine, as random
entropy for future interactions, because it is encapsulated by AiD, known only to
C and F. The forwarding device also trusts that the message is fresh because it
contains xfa. Finally (line 8), C trusts it is associated with F (as identified in step
3 and confirmed by A in step 5), when F replies showing it knows both the AiD
and the SEED, by encrypting the SEED XOR’ed with the current nonce xfa, with
AiD.

Seeking PFS, replay and impersonation attacks are avoided because all en-
crypted interactions are dependent on nonces, so will become void in the future.
Likewise, at the end of each device association protocol, all keys shared between a
device (F or C) and ANCHOR will be updated (rolled) to the hash value of this key
(lines 9, 10). All nonces are indistinguishable from random, i.e., not predictable.

A discussion of the correctness of Algorithm 7 can be found in §B.4 of Ap-
pendix B.

5.1.7 Controller recommendation

Similarly to moving target defense strategies [Wan+14], devices (e.g., controllers)
are hidden by default, i.e., only registered and authenticated devices can get in-
formation about other devices. Even if a forwarding device finds out the IP of a
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controller, it will not be able to establish a connection with the controller unless
it is registered and authorized by the ANCHOR beforehand.

Controllers can be recommended to forwarding devices using different parame-
ters, such as latency, load, or trustworthiness. When a forwarding device requests
an association with one or more controllers, the ANCHOR sends back a list of au-
thorized controllers to connect with. The forwarding device will be restricted to
associate itself with any of the controllers on the list. As a result, forwarding de-
vices will not be allowed to establish connections with other (e.g., hostile or fake)
controllers, and fake forwarding devices will be, by default, forbidden to set up
communication channels with non-compromised controllers.

5.1.8 Device-to-device communication

Communication between devices is supported by the iDVV protocol. As explained
in Chapter 4, an iDVV is a unique value generated by device F (e.g., forwarding
device) which can be verified by device C (e.g., controller). An iDVV generator has
essentially two interfaces. First, idvv_setup (seed, secret), which is used to set up
the generator. It receives as input two secret, random and unique values, the seed
and the (higher-level protocol dependent) secret. The source of strong entropy
and the robust PRG are, amongst other things, used to bootstrap and keep the
iDVV generators fresh. Second, the idvv_next() interface returns the next iDVV.
This interface can be called as many times as needed. Starting with the same
seed and secret, the iDVV generator will generate, for example, at both ends of a
controller-device association, the exact same sequence of values. In other words, it
is a deterministic generator of authentication or authorization codes, or one-time
keys, which are, however, indistinguishable from random. The importance of this
property is explained below.

Communication between any two devices happens only after a successful asso-
ciation. Consider the end of an association establishment, as per Algorithm 7, e.g.,
between a controller C and a forwarding device F: at this point, both sides, and
only them, have the secret and unique material (SEED,AiD). Using them, they
can bootstrap the iDVV protocol, which from now on can be used at will by any
secure communication primitives. As explained earlier, and detailed in [Kre+17],
iDVV generation is flexible and low cost, to allow the use: (a) on a per message
basis; (b) for a sequence of messages; (c) for a specific interval of time; or (d) for
one communication session.

NaCl [BLS12], as mentioned in previous sections, is a simple, efficient, and
secure alternative to OpenSSL-like implementations, and is thus our choice for
secure communication amongst devices. Indeed, researchers have shown that it
is resistant to side channel attacks [Alm+13] and that its implementation is ro-
bust [BLS12]. Different from other cryptographic libraries, NaCL’s API and im-
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plementation is kept very simple, justifying its robustness. Through ANCHOR, the
SDN communication channels are securely encrypted using symmetric key ciphers
provided by NaCl, with the strong cryptographic material required by the ciphers
generated by our logically centralized security mechanisms, allowing secret codes
per packet, session, time interval, or pre-defined ranges of packets.

5.2 Implementation

A prototype of ANCHOR has been implemented as envisioned in Figure 5.1. To
strengthen our confidence in the effectiveness of deployment of ANCHOR in a pro-
duction environment, we have implemented two versions of the system. The first
uses the POX controller and CBench2 (OpenFlow switches emulator). This ver-
sion has approximately 2k lines of Python code and 700 lines of C code (inte-
gration with CBench). It uses Google’s protobuf (https://developers.google.
com/protocol-buffers/) for defining the protocols and efficiently serializing the
data. The second is a slightly modified version using the Ryu controller and Open
vSwitch. In this section, we give an overview of the most relevant implementation
details. The evaluation of the different components of the architecture is presented
in Section 5.3.

5.2.1 Source of strong entropy

We have 32 pools of events fed by four different sources, (1) incoming packet rate
sent by controllers; (2) incoming packet rate of ANCHOR; (3) network statistics of
forwarding devices; and (4) random bytes from local systems. Each of the sources
feeds the pools in its own way. Sources (1) and (3) use a round-robin approach,
whereas sources (2) and (4) randomly select the next pool to put the new event
in. In this way, we have a diversity of approaches for feeding the pools of noise,
making the “guessing task” of an attacker harder. Each pool needs to store only
the digest of the SHA512 hashing function. The current digest and the newly
arrived events are used as input of the hashing function. Lastly, once the pool has
been used by the source of strong entropy, it is reset to a new initial state, which
consists of the digest of a hash function using as input random bytes of a local
entropy source such as /dev/urandom.

To implement the entropy_update() function (see Algorithm 3), we can use the
pools of noise circularly (e.g., P0 and P1, P2 and P3, and so forth), in a combined
circular and random way (P0 and P7, P1 and P31, and so forth), or in a completely
random fashion. The number of pools (32) and this diversity of approaches for

2CBench is the default and most widely used tool for benchmarking control plane perfor-
mance [KAI14]; [ZIR15].
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using the pools make it very hard for an attacker to enumerate the possible values
for the events used to update the generator’s internal state [FSK11].

Even if an attacker is controlling two or more external sources in a timely
manner, it will be hard to guess the new state of the external entropy. First, the
attacker needs to enumerate the events of the pools being used on each update.
This, by itself, is something hard to achieve since the attacker does not know
the update sequence of these pools, i.e., which external sources are being used,
in which sequence, to update each pool. In other words, he/she would have to
know all sources of noise, and the sequence in which they are being used to update
the pools. It is also worth emphasizing that the external sources need to have a
predefined maximum rate for sending the heartbeats, i.e., compromised sources
cannot send data at a higher frequency to influence subsequent updates of the
external entropy. Second, the attacker would need to have additional knowledge
regarding the internal entropy.

5.2.2 Pseudorandom generator

Our pseudorandom generator combines the implementation strengths of different
solutions such as the Pseudo Random Function (PRF) of SPINS [Per+02] (which
is based on an HMAC function), provably secure constructions for building robust
PRGs [Dod+13]; [FSK11], and unbounded state spaces through cryptographic
primitives [Sta17].

As HASH function we have chosen SHA512. As HMAC function, we have cho-
sen the one time authentication function crypto_onetimeauth() from NaCl [BLS12].
This function ensures security and performance while generating outputs of 16
bytes that are indistinguishable from random.

PRG at the devices. As the controllers and forwarding devices do not have
a source of strong entropy, we implemented a slightly modified version of the
algorithm for these components to use this logically-centralized security service
provided by the ANCHOR. Essentially, we replace the entropy_get() function by
entropy_remote(). Instead of using local data, this function makes an entropy
request to the ANCHOR to obtain a source of strong entropy. This function is
essential to provide recovering security by refreshing, improving the resilience of
the PRG.

5.2.3 Secure cryptographic key generators

Based on the algorithm proposed in [Kre+17], we have implemented an iDVV-
based secure cryptographic keys generator that supports seven different crypto-
graphic primitives. Specifically, we use each of these primitives as input to the
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idvv_next(primitive_id) function that is used to generate the next key. In our im-
plementation, we used the following primitives: MD5, SHA1, SHA512, SHA256,
poly1305aes_ authenticate, crypto_onetimeauth, and crypto_hash. While the first
four functions are provided by OpenSSL, the last three are provided by an inde-
pendent implementation of Poly1305-AES and NaCl. As MD5 and SHA1 are
deprecated, we use them only for performance comparison purposes.

To understand the rationale for our implementation, we give a bit of context to
clarify the difference between our solution and traditional KDFs. Both solutions
are used to generate secure cryptographic keys that can resist different types of
attacks, such as exhaustive key search attacks [YY05]. KDFs have common design
characteristics, such as strong hash functions to compute digests for the raw key
material. A secure KDF can be defined as H(c)(p||s||c) [YY05]. H is a strong hash
function such as SHA256 or SHA512. The exponent C represents the number of
iterations used to make the task of the attackers harder. A common value for
C is 216. This exponent is particularly necessary if the entropy of the input p
(e.g., password, seed, key) is unknown. In practice, the input of the KDF is likely
to be of low-entropy [YY05]. While in some use cases a high exponent C might
be necessary to increase the cost of an attack trying to recover the key, it also
significantly increases the cost of the key derivation function for high performance
latency-sensitive applications.

Differently from a traditional key derivation scheme, our implementation using
the iDVV generator in the context of ANCHOR uses high-entropy values. In other
words, we do not need to recur to the exponent C as a means to compensate a
potentially low-entropy p. By using by default two 32 bytes indistinguishable from
random values in our generator, we make the task of an attacker very hard. It is
also worth mentioning that iDVVs are essentially used in an association basis, i.e.,
they have a relatively short lifetime.

5.2.4 Implementation using Ryu and Open vSwitch

We have implemented a second, simplified version of the system, focused on the
essential registration and authorization functions of ANCHOR. We have used the
Ryu controller [Ryu19] for the control plane, and Open vSwitch (OVS) (https:
//www.openvswitch.org/) for the data plane. Ryu fully supports all versions
of OpenFlow, including Nicira Extensions, and is officially integrated into Open-
Stack Networking (Neutron). OVS is the main software switch used in virtu-
alized data centers (e.g., VMWare NSX [VMw20], OpenStack [The19b], Open-
Shift [Red18]). In addition, physical switches such as the Pica8 family [Pic19] rely
on PicOS [Pic18], a user-space application running on top of an unmodified Linux
kernel, providing OpenFlow support (version 1.0 to 1.4) through integration with
standard OVS. This second implementation further strengthens our case for the
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effectiveness of deployment of ANCHOR in production SDN systems that include
both software and hardware data planes.

Some key building components have made Pica8 attractive for both industry
and academia. For example, the unmodified Debian Linux distribution in Pica8
enables faster updates, keeps up with the latest kernel innovations, and allows
users to use standard Linux. Virtual application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC)
technology is another example, which is a hardware abstraction layer to support
multiple hardware and ASICs without modifying any of the PicOS tools. Other
examples include the support to traditional switching and routing protocols, and
hardware-accelerated Open vSwitch. Some of the key building components, that
have made Pica8 attractive for both the industry and academy, are the unmodi-
fied Debian Linux distribution (enabling faster updates, keeping up with the latest
kernel innovations, and allowing users to use standard Linux), virtual ASIC tech-
nology (vASIC®), which is a hardware abstraction layer to support multiple hard-
ware and ASICs without modifying any of the PicOS tools, support to traditional
switching and routing protocols, and hardware-accelerated Open vSwitch. The
later is achieved by modifying the OVS Userland implementation to interact with
the PicOS vASIC to download OpenFlow states to ASICs. The same approach can
be used by switching devices relying on the Open Network Linux (ONL) [Big20].
ONL is a specific Linux distribution designed for open hardware switches, i.e.,
forwarding devices built from commodity components. ONL supports a variety of
switching devices such as Mellanox Switches (SN2700, SN2100 and SN2410), Ac-
cton AS5512 (Nephos/MediaTek switch), Dell Z9100-ON, Quanta LY6 and LY8,
and Wedge 100.

Additionally, as shown by previous research [LHM10]; [YJ15]; [De +14]; [Wan14];
[KSG14]; [Fon+15]; [Bar+17]; [Lan19], emulated OpenFlow-based networks, using
Mininet [Lan19] and OVS, provide the requirements and the quality needed to re-
alistically emulate and, afterward, deploy the exact same solutions in production
environments.

We modified Open vSwitch (v2.10.0) and Ryu (v4.28) to support the registra-
tion and association functions provided by ANCHOR. To evaluate our solution on
a realistic scenario, using the Mininet emulator (https://github.com/mininet/
mininet) [LHM10]; [YJ15]; [De +14]; [Wan14]; [KSG14]; [Fon+15]; [Bar+17] (fur-
ther details in Section 5.3.4), we modified the behavior of the core hub module
(ryu/lib/hub.py) of Ryu. Similarly, we changed the behavior of the communica-
tion stack (ovs/lib/stream) of OVS. Specifically, instead of just opening a new
communication channel with the controller, our modified OVS registers itself with
ANCHOR (having obtained the network administrator’s authorization), and sends
an association request to the controller. In Section 5.3.4 we present the results of
ANCHOR providing network protection against a rogue switch that is added to the
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network by an attacker, as an example use case.

5.3 Evaluation

In this section we evaluate the essential security mechanisms and services of our
architecture.

For the performance measurements, we used machines with two quad-core Intel
Xeon E5620 2.4GHz, with 2x4x256KB L2 / 2x12MB L3 cache, 32GB DIMM at
1066MHz, with hyper-threading enabled. These machines were interconnected by
a Gigabit Ethernet switch and ran Ubuntu Server 14.04 LTS.

5.3.1 Source of entropy and PRGs

We empirically evaluate both the source of strong entropy and PRGs through
statistical methods and tools, following state of the art recommendations [Bas+10].
To achieve our goal, we used NIST’s test suite [NIS18]. We generated one file
containing 50MB of random bits per generator. These files were used as input for
the test suite tool Statistical Test Suite (STS) [NIS18]. In the end, our generators
passed the absolute majority of tests and subtests: they failed only 2 sub-tests out
of 188 (passed 146 out of 148 non-overlapping template matching), as summarized
in Table 5.2. This gives a high level of confidence in our generators.

5.3.2 On the performance of key generation

In this section, we analyse the performance of our key generator, which is essential
to provide low latency and high throughput control plane communication at a low
cost.

Figure 5.2 shows the latency of the seven cryptographic primitives we used with
our generator. We tested each primitive by generating keys of different sizes (16,
32, 64, and 128 bytes). The best performance is achieved by the implementations
based on SHA1 and MD5, as expected. However, these two implementations have
also the worst serial correlation coefficient, as shown in [Kre+17]. The generators
that use SHA512 or Poly-OTP have good performance, achieving a good security-
performance tradeoff.

5.3.3 Device-to-device communication performance

Connection establishment. While a TLS connection takes around 19ms to be
established, a device association using the ANCHOR takes less than 0.06ms. This
means that ANCHOR can easily support large-scale data centers (e.g., 1k switches
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Test Result

Frequency X
Block Frequency X
Cumulative Sums (forward) X
Cumulative Sums (backward) X
Runs X
Longest Run of Ones X
Binary Matrix Rank X
Discrete Fourier Transform X
Non-overlapping Template Matching 146/148

Approximate Entropy X
Random Excursions 8/8

Random Excursions Variant 18/18

Serial (first) X
Serial (second) X
Linear Complexity X

Table 5.2: STS: results of the single tests

and 100k hosts [Gre+08]; [ALV08]; [BAM10]) while being orders of magnitude
more efficient than traditional solutions for this particular metric. The scale of
the improvement of our connection setup process when compared to the TLS
handshake is due to three main factors. First, our algorithm has half the number
of steps. Second, we use symmetric cryptography only. Third, we use the fast
ciphering provided by NaCl.

Communications overhead. Figure 5.3 shows the results of control plane com-
munications using OpenSSL, TCP, and two versions of ANCHOR. For communi-
cation of up to 128 forwarding devices, sending 10k control messages each, our
solution requires (while offering stronger security guarantees - see below) only half
of the resources and time of an OpenSSL-based implementation using AES256-
SHA, the most widely available cipher suite.

We can also observe the overhead of confidentiality (TCP-ANCHOR-EMAC)
in Figure 5.3. In contrast to providing only authenticity and integrity (TCP-
ANCHOR-MAC), confidentiality incurs an overhead of around 15%.

It is worth emphasizing that we achieved these results by ensuring also much
stronger security, as we generated one secret key per packet. On the other hand, the
OpenSSL-based implementation used a single key (for the symmetric ciphering)
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for the entire communication session.

5.3.4 Attack prevention

A type of attack that is recurrently presented as an important security threat in the
context of SDN is the introduction, by an attacker, of rogue switches in the network
(see [KRV13]; [AAS14]; [Chi+15]; [KF15]; [CL17]; [LMK16]). A set of switches
under control of an attacker can be used for a DDoS attack, for instance, negatively
affecting SDN control. We use this type of attack as an example use case that
shows the logical centralization of security services in ANCHOR to enable attack
prevention. The defence against this type of attack consists of a switch having
to register itself to ANCHOR before being able to associate with the controller. If
either the registration or association process fails, the switch connection with the
controller is automatically dropped.

To demonstrate this functionality, we set up an experiment using the sec-
ond version of our system (the one with OVS and Ryu as the data and control
planes, respectively). We emulated a small network with Mininet, comprised of
five switches (s0 to s4) and five hosts (h0 to h4), following a tree topology with
s0 at the root. Each network host is connected to one switch (e.g., host h4 is
connected to switch s4). To emulate the attack, we assumed s2 to be a rogue
device introduced to the network by an attacker. As the network manager has not
registered s2 into the system, this switch should not be able to associate itself with
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the controller. As a result, host h2 should not be reachable by any other host, and
vice-versa.

The outcome of the experiment was as follows. Once the mininet network was
up and running, we have run the pingall command to verify the reachability of
all hosts. We observed an overall packet loss of 40% – the result of 1 out of 5
unreachable hosts (h2, in this case). Each host executes a reachability test for
all other four hosts. However, the reachability test for host h2 fails. In case of
h2, all reachability tests fail. In a closer inspection, we verified that while the
simulation was running, switch s2 periodically tried to associate itself with Ryu,
without success, as expected.

5.3.5 Traditional solutions versus anchor
In Table 5.3 we provide a summarised comparison between a traditional solution
and our ANCHOR. As traditional solutions we considered the EJBCA (http:
//www.ejbca.org/) and OpenSSL, two popular implementations of PKI and TLS,
respectively. As we have shown before, our bootstrap process (device registration
and association) is much faster and our connection latency is also significantly
lower. In addition, our solution has nearly one order of magnitude less LOC and
uses four times fewer external libraries. This makes a difference from a resilience
perspective. For instance, to formally prove more than 717k LOC (EJBCA +
OpenSSL) is by itself a tremendous challenge. Moreover, it gets considerably
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worse if we take into account eighty external libraries and eleven programming
languages.

Table 5.3: Traditional solutions versus anchor

Functionality Traditional solutions anchor

Typical
Software

EJBCA (PKI) + OpenSSL
(TLS)

anchor + iDVV + NaCl

Device
Identifica-
tion

based on certificates; costs =
issue a certificate

based on unique IDs con-
trolled by the anchor; costs
= register the device (assign
a unique ID)

Device Reg-
istration

based on certificates; costs =
certificate installation + se-
curity control policy/service

registration protocol; costs =
register the device + iDVV
bootstrap

Device As-
sociation &
KeyGen

12 step mutual handshake +
DH for session keys (incl.
certificate validation - any
two device can establish an
association)

6 step trust establishment
with anchor + iDVVs per
message, session, interval of
time, ... (anchor has to au-
thorize association)

Security
Properties

Authenticity 3 3

Integrity 3 3

Confidentiality 3 3

PFS 3(*) 3

PCS 7 3

PQS 7 3

Communications symmetric cryptography (ci-
pher: AES256-SHA)

symmetric cryptography (ci-
pher: Salsa20)

TLS stack highly configurable and com-
plex (717k LOC)

easy to use, simple (85k
LOC), and efficient

Our proposed architecture offers a functionally equivalent level of security with
respect to properties such as authenticity, integrity and confidentiality, when com-
pared to traditional alternatives. Additionally, ANCHOR offers a higher level of
security by providing post-compromise security and post-quantum security. While
the former is ensured through post-compromise recovery, the latter is a conse-
quence of using only symmetric cryptography. Further, the lightweight nature
of our mechanisms, such as the iDVV, make them amenable to be used on a
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per message basis to secure communication, increasing cryptographic robustness.
Moreover, by having fewer LOC, we significantly reduce the threat surface.

Finally, it is worth emphasizing that the PFS (*) of traditional solutions, such
as those provided by the different implementations of TLS, is not easy or sim-
ple to enforce. First, in spite of TLS providing ciphers that offer PFS, in practice,
different cipher suites do not feature it [SHS15]. This means that not all implemen-
tations and deployments of TLS offer PFS, or provide it with very low encryption
grade [Hua+14]; [Dig17]; [Nam19]. To give an example, widely deployed web
servers, such as Apache and Nginx [Dig17] and most DHE- and ECDHE-enabled
servers suffer from weak PFS configurations [Hua+14]; [Adr+15b]; [SDH16].

5.4 Discussion

We briefly discuss the identified gaps discussed in §3.2. We also show, in §B.5 and
§B.6 of Appendix B, to which extent these solutions cover eleven of ONF’s security
requirements and provide a thorough security analysis of ANCHOR’s algorithms.
We conclude the section with a critique of our choices and results.

5.4.1 Meeting the challenges

Security vs performance? Control channels need to provide high performance (high
throughput and low latency) while keeping the communication secure. However,
as it has been shown, security primitives have a non-negligible impact on perfor-
mance. To mitigate this problem, we selected appropriate cryptographic primitives
(SHA512), libraries (NaCl), and key generation mechanisms (iDVV) to ensure the
security of control plane communications maintaining high performance. By logi-
cally centralizing the fundamental aspects of these mechanisms in the ANCHOR, the
performance overhead introduced in forwarding devices and controllers is limited,
as they require only minimal functionality to ‘hook’ to the ANCHOR instructions.

Complexity vs robustness? Traditional implementations of SSL/TLS, such as
OpenSSL, have a large, complex code base, that recurrently leads to vulnerabilities
being discovered. Similar problems are observed in PKI subsystems. It is known
that an effective means to achieve robustness is by reducing complexity. Hence
our choice for the NaCl and iDVV mechanisms to help fill the gap, since they
are respectively lightweight (small code base), efficient, yet secure alternatives
to OpenSSL-like implementations. As such, they are a robust solution to provide
authentication and authorization material for the secure communications protocols
we propose. They are also amenable to verification mechanisms aimed to assure
correctness, which are much harder to employ in very large code bases. Again, the
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centralization of the non-functional mechanisms introduced in our solution is the
key to reduce complexity of networking devices, improving their robustness.

Global security policies? We have argued that controllers and network devices
often employ suboptimal network authentication and secure communication mech-
anisms, despite recommendations from ONF and other such organizations for the
opposite. This problem is very similar in nature to the state of affairs in net-
working before SDN. In traditional networks, enforcing relatively “simple” policies
such as access control rules [Cas+07] or traffic engineering mechanisms [Jai+13]
was either very hard or even impossible in practice. Given the current undesirable
state of affairs, we believe the same to be true for non-functional properties, with
security as a prominent example. Our logically centralized ANCHOR architecture
addresses this gap by providing a means for making centralized policy rules and
the necessary mechanisms to enforce them, permeating the SDN architecture in a
global and coherent way.

Resilient roots-of-trust? We debated that there is a (probably reduced) number
of functions which should not be left to ad-hoc implementations, due to their criti-
cality on system correctness. The list is not closed, but we hope to have shown that
strong sources of entropy and resilient indistinguishable from random number gen-
erators are clear examples of difficult-to-get-right mechanisms that benefit from
such logically centralized approach. ANCHOR addresses this issue, by providing
the motivation to design and verify careful and resilient once-and-for-all imple-
mentations of such root-of-trust mechanisms, which can then be reinstantiated in
different SDN deployments.

5.4.2 Devil’s advocate analysis

Doesn’t the logical centralization of non-functional properties create a single point
of failure? The results of this thesis already go a long way to improving robustness
of a single root-of-trust, compared to the state of the art: lowering failure proba-
bility; mitigating and recovering from the consequences of failure. The logical next
step would be to try and prevent failures in the first place. However, the failure
of a simplex system of reasonable complexity cannot be prevented.

Nevertheless, note that logical centralization is not necessarily physical cen-
tralization. And indeed, our plan for future work (and the way we drafted our
architecture paved the way) is to leverage state-of-the-art security and dependabil-
ity mechanisms using replication. For instance, to achieve tolerance of Byzantine
faults, we can readily enhance ANCHOR by replication, taking advantage of state
machine replication libraries such as BFT-SMaRt [BSA14], replicating and diversi-
fying components to prevent failure of this logically central point, with the desired
confidence. These concepts have been applied to root-of-trust like configurations
similar to ANCHOR [ZSV02]; [CS04]; [Kre+14]. Furthermore, systems designed
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with state machine replication in mind can also handle different types of threats,
such as DoS, without compromising the operation of the service [Kre+16].

Won’t the natural hardware evolution be by itself enough to reduce the penalty
imposed by cryptographic primitives? The recent reality seems to contradict this
assertion – hardware evolution does not seem enough, for several reasons. First,
new hardware architectures can benefit from different existing software-based so-
lutions. For instance, both NaCl and OpenSSL take advantage of hardware-based
AES accelerators. Second, and as is well known, the fixed price of advancements
in hardware seems to be coming to an end [IEE15]. This is made clear by most
of the major IT companies, such as Google and Microsoft, redesigning existing
software as a response to cope with this problem [Liv+15].

Aren’t traditional PKI and TLS implementations enough? Following what is
becoming recurrently advocated by many in the industry and in the security com-
munity, we have tried to argue that the simplicity and size of software and IT
infrastructure matters [Cis14]; [Ver15]. Higher complexity has been shown to
lead inevitably to an increased likelihood of bugs and security incidents in soft-
ware. Indeed, different implementations of PKI and TLS have been recently used
as powerful “weapons” for cyber-attacks and cyber-espionage [PwC14]; [BOC15],
leading to concerns about their robustness. Contrary to what this argument may
suggest, that does not mean PKI and TLS are “broken”. We believe they remain
fundamental to various IT infrastructures. However, as the main challenges of se-
curing SDN are usually relatively constrained to within a network domain, we have
come to understand that simpler, domain-specific solutions seem to be preferable
in this environment when compared to complex infrastructures such as the PKI,
and large code bases such as OpenSSL.

Wouldn’t the use of out-of-band control channels solve most problems? Out-
of-band channels may be useful in some contexts, but they are not “intrinsically”
secure. It is a recurrent mistake to consider physical isolation, per se, as a form
of security. Several studies have indeed argued the opposite: that out-of-band
channels worsen the problem, by making control plane management more complex
and less flexible, endangering control plane communications [Edw14]; [ME15]. We
do not take a stance in this discussion, but the fact is that real incidents, such
as National Security Agency (NSA) sniffing of Google’s cables between data cen-
ters [Sch15], seem clear examples that out-of-band channels are not, per se, enough.

5.4.3 Other use cases of anchor
Using ANCHOR beyond control plane communications. As already alluded to in
Section 3.1, ANCHOR can be extended to support other use cases. For instance,
one application running on top of the SDN controller could be required to provide
proper credentials to identify itself. Once successfully authenticated, it should have
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access to a specific set of system attributes defined by the operator during reg-
istration (e.g., read, write, notify, among other system calls [Fer+13]; [ABA17]).
Towards this goal, different controllers could rely on authentication and autho-
rization attributes globally enforced by ANCHOR. Another interesting use case for
ANCHOR would be to offer security support for controller clustering. This is a
timely problem. To give an example, previous and current releases of OpenDay-
light do not provide encryption or authentication of control messages exchanged
among controller instances [Ope18b]; [Ope20]. Since each controller instance would
need to be registered with ANCHOR, it would be possible to provide the same se-
curity mechanisms and services we grant to the southbound connection, to ensure
security in east-west communication between controllers.

Addressing other non-functional properties of SDN. The design of ANCHOR is
generic enough to accommodate non-functional properties beyond security, such
as dependability or quality of service. With respect to the former, ANCHOR could
help in modularizing the problem of replicated control. Specifically, ANCHOR could
be responsible for coordination between controller replicas, for instance by guar-
anteeing a strongly consistent view of the network across all instances. Similar to
our security use case, the additional modularity of such design would allow a clean
separation of concerns that could simplify the design of the various components.
Recent proposals [Bot+16] have indeed started following a similar design choice.
ANCHOR could also provide trusted measurement services for ensuring a certain
level of service even in the presence of malicious forwarding devices. For instance,
once a malicious forwarding device were detected [MTG18]; [KF15], ANCHOR could
automatically remove it from the list of legitimate devices, forcing the disconnec-
tion of those devices by the controllers of the network, which would be registered
to receive such events. The subsequent topology updates on the controllers would
trigger automatic traffic re-routing to ensure the quality of service of applications.

Final remarks

ANCHOR is the blueprint of an architectural framework addressing the problem of
enforcing non-functional properties in SDN, such as security or dependability. Re-
iterating the successful philosophy behind the inception of SDN itself, we advocate
the concept of logical centralization of SDN non-functional properties provision.

Taking ‘security’ as a proof-of-concept use case, we have shown the effectiveness
of our proposal. We made a gap analysis of security in SDN, and populated the
ANCHOR middleware with crucial mechanisms and services to fill those gaps and
enhance the security of SDN.

We evaluated the architecture, especially focusing on the security-performance
analysis tradeoff, giving proofs of the algorithms, cryptographic robustness analy-
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ses, and experimental performance evaluations. By resorting to recent primitives,
lightweight albeit secure, like NaCl and iDVV, we outperform the most widely
used encryption of OpenSSL by 50%, with a higher level of security. Our solution
also fulfills eleven of the security requirements recommended by ONF.

The mechanisms we propose are certainly not the final answer to SDN security
problems. That is not our claim. However, we believe that an architecture that
logically centralizes the non-functional properties of an SDN, has the potential to
address some of the most prominent unsolved problems regarding the robustness
of the infrastructure.
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Chapter 6

r-anchor: Robust and Resilient

anchor

In this chapter, we review our approach to the systematic mitigation of the risk
of logical centralization. As we show, from the initial ANCHOR design present-
ing a high level of robustness, we evolve to R-ANCHOR, providing resilience in
several steps, towards a more effective solution against the single-point-of-failure
syndrome of ANCHOR. Whilst the resilience approach of this thesis concerns the
management aspects, further research avenues towards a fully resilient architecture
beyond this thesis — management, control and date planes — are suggested in
Chapter 7. First, we shortly review the status quo before and after ANCHOR in Sec-
tion 6.1. Then, in Section 6.2, we review baseline robustness mechanisms included
in the design of ANCHOR. The remainder of the chapter focuses on additional,
more effective measures, complementing the baseline ones. In §6.2.1, we present a
semi-automated approach to achieve post-compromise security, which can readily
be applied to instantiations of the baseline architecture discussed in Chapter 5.
Then, we evolve to a more ambitious design, based on some architectural evolutions
materialized by the R-ANCHOR resilient management architecture, introduced in
Section 6.3. In Section 6.4, we present the system setup and protocols. The
reader will observe that the level of automation is dramatically increased, includ-
ing the algorithmic steps to achieve fully automatic restart for PCS after a full
compromise; and mitigation of insider threats. With regard to the latter, reports
have recurrently shown that insiders are responsible for approximately 50% of all
reported security incidents [IBM18]; [Obs18]; [LBL16]; [Sec19]. Recent findings
unveil that nearly 90% of organizations feel vulnerable to insider threats [Cyb18];
[Sec19]. The system can be configured optionally with or without these additional
measures, since they obviously incur a cost in complexity that must be justified
by the criticality of the application.
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6.1 Before and after anchor
Before ANCHOR, as we have shown, adversaries could deploy their attacks through
the multiplicity of threat vectors specific to SDN security, which we recapitulated
in Section 3.3, and hit on the multiple vulnerable points in order to progressively
compromise and control the system. ANCHOR modifies the scenario, as we have
shown and evaluated in Chapters 4 and 5, by shrinking the threat plane. ANCHOR
becomes then the target to attack par excellence, and indeed a SPoF: the failure
or compromise of ANCHOR would not bring the whole system down at once, but
would compromise the availability of the security services it provides to the net-
working devices. While the temporary unavailability of such services might not
be a problem for smaller or non-critical networks, it might have a non-negligible
impact on the operations of mission critical or large-scale networks. This calls
for a range of mechanisms of incremental strength to handle possible failures of
ANCHOR.

6.2 Baseline measures for hardening anchor
The compromise of a root-of-trust is of great concern, since crucial services nor-
mally depend on it being secure and dependable. As we stated before, we have a
long-term strategy towards the resilience of ANCHOR. It starts by improving the
inherent reliability of its simplex (non-replicated) version, by hardening it in the
face of failures. For instance, different from existing traditional security services
such as Kerberos and RADIUS, we still provide some security guarantees even
when ANCHOR has been compromised.

This section recapitulates the prevention and assurance mechanisms promoting
robustness, already incorporated in the baseline designs of ANCHOR and KISS, as
described in the previous chapters. Firstly, the design was hardened by several
measures: incorporating robustness into all basic functions (e.g., sources of entropy,
random number generators); using symmetric cryptography for performance and
post-quantum security, systematic informal proof of correctness of all algorithms
and services, and machine-assisted formal verification of the more critical ones, for
increased assurance.

Second, we propose protocols to achieve two security properties guaranteeing
respectively, the security of past (pre-compromise) communications, and of future
(post-recovery) communications. This provides a significant improvement over
existing root-of-trust infrastructures.

The first property is perfect forward secrecy, namely, the assurance that the
compromise of all secrets in a current session does not compromise the confiden-
tiality of the communications of the past sessions. The enforcement of PFS is
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systematically approached and discussed in the algorithms we presented in Chap-
ters 4 and 5.

The second property is post-compromise security. While PFS considers how to
protect past communications, PCS considers how to reinstate and re-establish the
secure communication channels, for future communications. This security prop-
erty had so far been considered only in specific scenarios such as secure messaging
[YR15]; [YRC18]. The algorithms of the baseline architecture presented in Chap-
ter 5 already include the necessary variables to prepare for and enable a form PCS,
with manual recovery (initiated by system administrators), which we explain next.

6.2.1 Post-compromise recovery

As previously explained, when ANCHOR is reinstated after a compromise, it would
be extremely useful to have a way to re-establish the secure communication chan-
nels between ANCHOR and all participants in the simplest and fastest way possible,
thus reducing the time the system is in a compromised state and/or unavailable for
correct service. In what follows, we propose a semi-automated way of reinstating
the system after a compromise.

We recall that the algorithms of the baseline architecture already left in place
the necessary ’recovery keys’:

• ANCHOR master recovery keys KeArec and KhArec

• Manager recovery keys KeAMrec and KhAMrec

• Device recovery keys KeADirec
and KhADirec

The ANCHOR master recovery keys are strong random keys, the Manager and
Device recovery keys are deterministically generated from the former — although
indistinguishable from random — in a logical sequence KxArec ! KxAMrec !
KxADirec

. This reduces the number of uses of the master recovery keys. All of
them live essentially off-line, and exist on-line for the short periods of setup, reg-
istration, or recovery. The threat model is thus that these keys are trusted not to
be compromised, unlike all the other keys in the system.

Algorithm 8 presents our solution to re-establish the secure communication
channels when ANCHOR is compromised. Intuitively, since ANCHOR’s master re-
covery keys KeArec and KhArec are stored securely offline, they are unknown to an
attacker who has stolen all secrets from the ANCHOR server. To initiate recovery,
the entity managing the ANCHOR server A (the system administrator) manually
intervenes and gets it reinstated, installs these recovery keys from offline (line 1),
with which it computes the KxAMrec recovery key pair for each manager M (l.2). To
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Algorithm 8: anchor basic post-compromise recovery

{For each manager M and its associated devices {Di}ni=1}

1. A installs(KeArec , KhArec);

2. KeAMrec=H(KeArec || M); KhAMrec=H(KhArec || M);

3. generates(Ke’AM , Kh’AM , {Ke’ADi , Kh’ADi}ni=1);

4. Mk=(Ke’AM , Kh’AM , {Ke’ADi , Kh’ADi}ni=1).

5. A ! M [Recovery, A, M, EAMrec(Mk)],HMACAMrec

6. A destroys(KeArec , KhArec , KeAMrec , KhAMrec)

7. M installs(KeAMrec , KhAMrec);

8. KeAM = Ke’AM ; KhAM = Kh’AM ;

{For each device Di}

9. M KeADirec
=H(KeAMrec ||Di); KhADirec

=H(KhAMrec ||Di).

10. Ml=(Ke’ADi , Kh’ADi).

11. M ! Di [Recovery, A, M, Di, EADirec
(Ml)],HMACADirec

.

12. M destroys( KeAMrec , KhAMrec , KeADirec
, KhADirec

, Ke’ADi , Kh’ADi);

13. KeMDi = H(KeMDi); KhMDi = H(KhMDi).

14. Di KeADi = Ke’ADi ; KhADi = Kh’ADi ;

15. KeMDi = H(KeMDi); KhMDi = H(KhMDi).

continue the recovery process, ANCHOR generates new random keys to be shared
with all Ms, and all Di (l.3).

Then, ANCHOR sends to each M (line 5) a ’Recovery’ message to re-share the
just-generated keys (contained in Mk created in l.4) with the devices under the
network administrator’s control. The messages are encrypted and MAC protected
with the corresponding recovery keys of each M. The new shared keys will be
used to protect future communications. The recovery keys in A are immediately
destroyed (l.6), i.e., as soon as they are not needed anymore.

Each M implements the recovery operation with each of the devices it manages.
In preparation, M starts by installing its recovery key pair (l.7), KeAMrec and
KhAMrec . Those keys will be used to decrypt the ’Recovery’ message from A, as
well as to compute the recovery key pair for each device (l.9). The new shared
secret key pair for secure communication between A and M (sent by A) replaces
the possibly compromised keys at M (l.8).

The process continues with the recovery of devices subtended by this M. Using
the key material recovered from the ’Recovery’ message sent by A, M sends in turn
to each D (line 11) a ’Recovery’ message to re-share those keys (Ke’ADi , Kh’ADi),
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encapsulated in Ml created in line 10. These keys, for A-D communication, will
be installed by each Di (l.14), replacing the old keys. M destroys, in line 12, all
the recovery keys, as well as the new A-D communication keys Ke’ADi , Kh’ADi

— for which M was a mere mediator. Finally, all keys shared between M and its
subtended devices will be updated (rolled) to their hash value, on both extremities
of the M-Di channel (lines 13 and 15). As mentioned previously, this key update
is used to provide perfect forward secrecy.

If one or more network administrators M get compromised, they can be re-
covered using a slightly modified run of Algorithm 8. For simplicity, and without
loss of generality, we give just the modified lines in the algorithm below, for the
Manager post-compromise recovery protocol. First, M is reinstated, and gets the
recovery keys through an out-of-band channel (KeAMrec , KhAMrec), so that it can
get the new keys sent by A under the latter. Essentially, M will re-establish and
re-share its secrets with the help of ANCHOR, in a similar way as described in
Algorithm 8. Now, only new M-D keys are involved, Ke’MDi , Kh’MDi , for all Di

subtended by M (generated by A in line 3). The algorithm proceeds as the original,
until it is time for M to share keys with each Di. However, now Ke’MDi , Kh’MDi

are shared, instead of Ke’ADi , Kh’ADi (line 10). The algorithm finalizes, with the
update of shared M-D communication keys, this time not a key roll-up, but the
installation of new keys Ke’MDi , Kh’MDi on both sides of the M-D channel (lines
13 and 15). The operation in line 14 is no longer needed, for obvious reasons. All
the lines of the original Algorithm 8 not mentioned in the paragraph above remain
the same for the modified Manager post-compromise recovery protocol.

Algorithm: Network manager M post-compromise recovery - modified steps

{For each manager M and its associated devices {Di}ni=1}

...

3. A generates({Ke’MDi , Kh’MDi}ni=1);

...

{For each device Di}

...

10. M Ml=(Ke’MDi , Kh’MDi).

...

13. M KeMDi = Ke’MDi ; KhMDi = Kh’MDi .

14. Di no operation;

15. KeMDi = Ke’MDi ; KhMDi = Kh’MDi .

In the following sections, we elaborate on more sophisticated mechanisms, in
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the way of promoting resilient management of ANCHOR, achieving fully-automatic
PCS recovery and insider threat mitigation (an important threat vector as we have
explained earlier [Hom+19]).

6.3 r-anchor Resilient Management Architecture

R-ANCHOR builds on ANCHOR, retaining all its properties and aiming at addressing
some of its limitations, namely in the management scope: the syndrome of SPoF
of the management site, manual PCS recovery, vulnerability to malicious insiders
(managers).

The incremental architecture shown in Figure 6.1, shows one of the fundamental
changes. We re-factor ANCHOR’s architecture using architectural hybridization. As
we will detail later, this means that ANCHOR has now two parts, a major one,
the ’payload’ (i.e., where the main services of ANCHOR reside) and a trusted-
trustworthy subsystem (the ’hybrid’, a.k.a. ’wormhole’ [Ver06]). The ’wormhole’,
and its interface to the payload, the wormhole gateway (WG), are designed and
verified so as to provide very high assurance about the capacity of unconditional
provision of correct albeit simple functions/services, whilst being tamperproof.
These services should be provided to payload components through the wormhole
gateway, even in face of the total failure of the system by accidental faults or
malicious compromises [Ver06].

As we explain ahead, this architectural enhancement allows evolving the man-
ual recovery, as previously discussed, to fully-automated post-compromise recov-
ery, alleviating the syndrome of SPoF. It also opens avenues for more ambitious
resilience mechanisms to be discussed as future work, such as fault and intrusion
tolerant replicated ANCHOR server sets powered by efficient hybrid BFT proto-
cols [Ver+13].

The other fundamental change is discussed ahead, and is concerned with modi-
fied protocols following a new trust/threat model, in order to address the problem
of insider threats: malicious network managers (M).

6.3.1 System model

The system model of R-ANCHOR follows that of the baseline ANCHOR, with ex-
tensions that we describe below. Recapitulating: we are concerned with software-
defined networking fabrics, where a main characteristic is the segregation of system
activity between what are called the data and the control planes.

Baseline components. As explained earlier, in the context and focus of this
thesis, the ’system’ is the control plane part. Thus, the basic system components
are: devices (D), i.e., forwarding devices (F) or controllers (C), and the ANCHOR
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Figure 6.1: Overview of r-anchor (anchor’s modifications in red color)

server (A), interconnected by a network that channels the control-plane activity
(Figure 6.1).

Network. We assume fair First In, First Out (FIFO) reliable channels (e.g.,
TCP/IP) between devices, network managers and ANCHOR. Forwarding devices
and controllers can communicate with all controllers and ANCHOR. The commu-
nication between any two elements can happen through different paths (or out-of-
band channels) depending on the network topology, built-in redundancy, and so
forth.

Architectural Hybridization. In R-ANCHOR, one additional albeit important
modification in the system model is introduced: architectural hybridization [Ver06].
So the components just listed now form the ’payload’ part, following a system
model consistent with the expected characteristics of the environment where the
system is deployed. This payload coexists with ’hybrids’, or ’wormholes’, which
in hybridization lingo mean well-defined and self-contained subsystems following,
by construction, system model and fault assumptions differentiated from the rest
of the architecture, i.e., the ’normal’ or ’payload’ part (fault assumptions are dis-
cussed just ahead). For example, it is typical in secure and/or dependable hybrid
system designs that whilst the normal part is asynchronous and subject to arbitrary
faults, the ’hybrids’ are trusted to be synchronous and not to fail, behaviors en-
forced by construction. Under such favorable conditions, these trusted-trustworthy
components can reliably provide simple but effective services such as failure de-
tection, counters, ordering, keys and signatures, random numbers, or reliable and
timely execution of simple pre-defined functions. That is, they offer, for a very re-
stricted set of services, stronger properties than would be possible in the payload
part (normally subject to the security, dependability and performance impair-
ments of systems of reasonable dimension and/or openness). The paradigm has
been gaining increasing acceptance and traction in the design of secure/dependable
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systems [Ver06]; [Chu+07]; [Lev+09]; [Kap+12]; [Ver+13]; [BDK17].
Hardware-Assisted Anchor of Trust. Figure 6.1 depicts the specific wormhole

used in R-ANCHOR, the HAAT, denoted T in what follows, which holds critical data
(e.g., master and recovery keys), and executes simple functions (e.g., error, intru-
sion or failure detection, forced reset, recovery and rejuvenation), crucial to our
objective of management resilience. The data and function results are made avail-
able to payload subsystems through the wormhole gateway (WG in the figure),
as described next. In R-ANCHOR, using a hybrid model enables, amongst other
things, a simple and effective solution to achieve automated post-compromise re-
covery. The detection functions it can host also contribute to improve error and
failure recovery, alleviating the syndrome of SPoF. Recapitulating the baseline AN-
CHOR PCS process, described in §6.2.1, the recovery keys are computed through
master recovery keys. However, in R-ANCHOR, instead of being stored offline and
manually processed upon failure, those keys are stored in HAAT. In case of a dis-
aster, the master recovery keys are readily used to compute the recovery keys and
install them in ANCHOR, by means of a protocol executed through the wormhole
gateway. The protocol provides a way to recursively share new keys between AN-
CHOR, network managers and devices. After the recovery, the recovery keys are
“forgotten” by the payload system.

Wormhole Gateway (WG). The payload ANCHOR server and the HAAT are
connected by a special link, the WG. The link and the endpoints of the worm-
hole gateway interfacing between ANCHOR and HAAT are designed so as to provide
very high assurance about: (i) the tamper-proofness of HAAT to ilegal accesses
through ANCHOR and/or the link; (ii) the unconditional provision of the pre-
defined HAAT services (such as forced reset), in face of faults and attacks. These
include the general failure of the payload system by accidental faults or malicious
compromises [Ver06]. The simplest implementation is that both ANCHOR and the
HAAT should be inclosed in an isolated vault or room with strong physical access
control (e.g., as recommended by Hardware Security Module (HSM) manufactur-
ers, specialized security companies, and security experts [Saf12]; [Vau18]; [Bar19];
[ASG19]). The HAAT is only accessible by a local interface when the vault is open;
the ANCHOR is accessible both locally, and remotely through secure session proto-
cols (e.g., Secure Shell (SSH)) by authorized users 1. Table 6.1 summarizes HAAT’s
API. The function GetRecKeys() returns the recovery keys of ANCHOR. It must
be used by ANCHOR when it rejuvenates after a compromise. It is worth empha-

1Just to give a real feel, here is one possible implementation of this principle. The anchor
server is closely connected to the haat through a bus-level interface, allowing haat to follow
and check anchor’s activity, and/or perform unconditional actions on the anchor machinery,
such as forced reset. The haat can be implemented through available COTS small computer
technology (e.g., Raspberry Pi or other), capable of tight interface to the Personal Computer
(PC)-level technology in the anchor server implementation.
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sizing that GetRecKeys() will only work right after a hard reset command, as
described in Section 6.4.2. Failure detectors can send error, failure or compromise
messages to HAAT using the SendWarning(E|C|F). Assuming that HAAT receives
one or more compromise (C) messages from reliable failure detectors, it sends a
HardReset message to ANCHOR. As soon as ANCHOR’s WG receives the message
(WaitForHardReset()), it starts a hard reset of the server, rejuvenating ANCHOR.

Table 6.1: haat’s API

Function Operation

GetRecKeys() Returns anchor’s recovery keys stored in haat.

SendWarning(E|C|F) anchor’s detectors send error E or compromise C or failure
F to haat’s oracle.

WaitForReboot() Waits for haat’s reboot signal, forcing anchor to recover
in case of warning E or F.

WaitForHardReset() Waits for haat’s hard reset signal, forcing anchor to reju-
venate in case of warning C.

Synchrony. We assume partial synchrony [DLS88], i.e., the system can behave
asynchronously for some time, but it becomes synchronous with a certain prob-
ability, allowing the system to have processing and communication time bounds.
Likewise, we assume that the clocks of ANCHOR and HAAT are loosely synchro-
nized.

Social-technical components. We assume there is one logical entity perform-
ing the system administrator function (S). The system administrator is the only
one entitled to: operate and manage ANCHOR, remotely or locally; manage HAAT
locally. Our definition englobes both the human operator(s) and the machine(s)
implementing S. In the following sections, we discuss the trust issues concerned
with S. We assume there are several logical entities performing the network man-
ager function (M). The network manager is entitled to: manage devices (C and
F), remotely or locally. Our definition englobes both the human operators and the
machines implementing M. We discuss the trust issues concerned with M below.

6.3.2 Trust and Threat model

We assume that the adversary does not have any access, physical or other, to the
HAAT internals. We assume that the adversary does not have physical access to
the ANCHOR, but may manage to remotely access it.
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We assume that an unlimited number of forwarding devices and controllers in
the system, or ANCHOR itself, can fail on account of accidental faults or attacks at
any given time t. We consider as well that an attacker can obtain all knowledge
of the victim device(s) or ANCHOR, including all stored secrets and the session
status. However, the modified R-ANCHOR protocols continue to guarantee PFS.
While we do not do anything directly about failed or compromised devices, which
will be recovered from scratch, we provide an automated post-compromise recovery
protocol for ANCHOR.

Our modified fault model for R-ANCHOR presents a framework for mitigating
insider threats in the management umbrella, by restricting the actions of network
managers. We assume that up to f out of n network managers entities M can be
malicious. Besides the obvious configuration condition of n > f , in the algorithms
that follow, we rely on this assumption to enforce that any critical operation in the
system performed by network managers, such as registering or associating a new
device, should require the intervention of at least f +1 network managers entities
to be deemed correct.

However, we assume that the system administrator entity S (as defined in the
last section) is trusted. Consequently, in the algorithms described next, any critical
operations in the system by S, are always deemed correct. Given the rareness of
the intervention of S in the system operation, we can afford to substantiate the
coverage of this assumption in a socio-technical manner, for example through a
four-eyes policy (involving at least two human operators of S, for e.g. opening the
vault, handling HAAT or the ANCHOR server, or the registration of a new network
manager).

We assume an extended Dolev-Yao [DY83] threat model for the control-plane
communication network, amongst ANCHOR, devices, network managers and sys-
tem administrator. In consequence, an attacker may: (i) arbitrarily delay, drop,
reorder, insert, or modify messages; (ii) log all messages; (iii) compromise any
network device (e.g., a controller or a forwarding device) at any time. However,
we assume the security of the used cryptographic primitives, including HMACs
(e.g., HMAC-SHA256), hash functions (e.g., SHA-256), and symmetric encryption
algorithms (e.g., AES), as well as of the strong hash functions and high entropy
and randoms described earlier for ANCHOR. We also assume that an attacker can
have control of the network for some time, but cannot control the entire network
for the whole time. This is a reasonable assumption for this kind and scale of
infrastructure.

We assume that an attacker can reach full control over the ANCHOR server and
remaining payload system during a limited time (e.g., from t to t0, t < t0). During
this time, s/he has full control of the payload system and can access all locally
stored secrets. However, short of a last-resort human detection of malfunctioning,
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we expect a much earlier and time-bounded latency in automatic error detection,
made possible by the ANCHOR-HAAT interaction mechanisms through the WG
which, as we have postulated (and design accordingly), are unconditional despite
any compromise of ANCHOR. Namely, we are talking about host-based failure or
intrusion-detection mechanisms, and automatic reset and recovery. As such, up
to time t0 ANCHOR’s payload (server and devices) rejuvenation is automatically
started, with the help of HAAT.

As hinted previously, the HAAT, besides synchronous, fails only by crashing,
and its internals are completely shielded from external interaction. Substantiation
of these assumptions should entail thorough verification. It should also be able of
operating non-stop for some bounded time, even in case of power failures.

6.4 Setup and protocols

In this section, we discuss R-ANCHOR in detail. We start with the system roles and
setup. Following, we delve into the technical and operational specifics of deploying
and maintaining the correct operation of R-ANCHOR.

Before starting, for simplicity and without loss of generality, we denote EXY ()
an encryption using encryption key KeXY , and we denote [],HMACXY , respectively
a message field inside [], followed by an HMAC over the whole material within [],
using MAC key KhXY , where X, Y 2 {T,S,Mi,A,Di}. It is worth emphasizing that
the system can generate strong keys using a suitable KDF based on the high en-
tropy random material provided by ANCHOR’s source of entropy [Kre+19]. In Ta-
ble 6.2, for the comfort of the reader, we recapitulate the notations of Table 5.1 and
add new ones (e.g., T, S, and Mi) used for describing the algorithms discussed in
the following sections. Finally, in the hybrid architecture, communication through
the control network, interfacing the payload subsystem with the wormhole HAAT

through the wormhole gateway (WG), is denoted WG��! in the protocols.

6.4.1 System roles and setup

The system has four main types of components: forwarding devices, controllers,
ANCHOR, and HAAT. While network managers are responsible for controlling the
operation of network devices, system administrator are accountable for managing
the operation of crucial parts of the system such as the HAAT. Each time a new
network device (e.g., forwarding device, controller) is added to the network, it
must be registered within ANCHOR before being able to connect to other devices.

haat (T) setup. The system administrator, in control of HAAT, generates and
deploys ANCHOR’s master recovery keys KeArec and KhArec in HAAT.
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Table 6.2: Summary of notations

Notation Description
T Hardware-Assisted Anchor of Trust (haat)
S System administrator
Mi Network Manager i

Di Device i (e.g., controller C or Forwarding device F)
H Cryptographic hash function
MAC Message Authentication Code algorithm
X,Y One entity belonging to {A, Di, Mi, C, F}
KeXY Encryption secret key. XY denotes: referring to X and Y entities

sharing; or the usage the key refers to
KhXY MAC/HMAC secret key. XY denotes: referring to X and Y enti-

ties sharing; or the usage the key refers to
EXY Encryption primitive using secret key KeXY

[],HMACXY keyed-Hash MAC of message [] using secret key KhXY

KDF Key Derivation Function

ANCHOR’s payload setup. To start its operation, the payload system will need
the recovery keys KeArec and KhArec , both during setup, registration and for the
post-compromise recovery steps described ahead. Like happened when manually
handled in the basic algorithms, they live essentially off-line, now inside HAAT, and
exist on-line for the short periods of setup, registration, or recovery. In R-ANCHOR,
they are transacted through the secure ANCHOR to HAAT interface, through the
control channel implemented by the wormwhole gateway (WG). When they are
needed on-line, HAAT sends them to A through the WG.

The steps of the setup protocol are similar to the basic batch setup protocol
presented in the Algorithm 5 , except for the prefix lines, which are now executed
within HAAT and ANCHOR interactions, including the master recovery keys, which
are installed in ANCHOR through the HAAT. The modified prefix lines are described
in the algorithm below. All the remaining lines of the original Algorithm 5 remain
the same. Note that [InitA, GetRecKeys()] causes T to create new keys.

Network manager setup. Each network manager (denoted Mi) is registered by
the system administrator. Each network manager receives a pair of recovery keys
computed by A.

Device setup. The first operation to be made after a device Di is first brought
to the network is the setup concerns the establishment of credentials, for secure
management access by the network manager. For further details, see the device
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Algorithm: Batch setup of r-anchor, M, and initial {Di}ni=1 - modified steps.

sa. T WG��! A [InitA, WaitForHardReset()].

sb. A WG��! T [InitA, GetRecKeys()].

sc. T WG��! A [InitA, KeArec , KhArec ].

{For each manager Mj and its associated devices {Di}ni=1}

... execute Algorithm 5 from lines 1 to 11.

registration Algorithm 12.
Protocols. In what follows, we discuss the modified protocols required for post-

compromise recovery and device registration.

6.4.2 Fully-automatic post-compromise recovery of anchor
As previously explained, when ANCHOR is reinstated after a compromise, it is cru-
cial to have a way to automatically re-establish the secure communication channels
between ANCHOR and all participants. Also, one streamlined enough to reduce the
window of unavailability of ANCHOR, i.e. to achieve recoverable operation, in terms
of fault-tolerance (see Part II of [VR12]).

In particular, we consider that when ANCHOR has been compromised by an at-
tacker (e.g., through the exploitation of software vulnerabilities), and has been re-
instated by the operator (e.g., by applying software patches and rebuilding servers),
the system should have a way to automatically re-establish secure communications
between ANCHOR and all other participants, without having to reinstate these com-
ponents (controllers and forwarding devices in this case, whose shared secrets have
become compromised). Though out of the context of the current thesis, this ar-
chitecture lays the ground for further automation of the image regeneration steps,
and even diversification of image sequences for resilience enhancement, in the line
of the work of [Sou+10].

Algorithm 11 presents our solution to automatically re-establish the secure
communication channels when ANCHOR is compromised. The change lies in that
the manual operations and interactions between S and the ANCHOR server are now
automated, represented by the prefix lines to the main recovery protocol.

First, once the compromise has been detected, HAAT (T) immediately sends a
’Rejuvenate’ command to A (line sa) prompting it to the forced hard reset that will
ensue under the control of HAAT. Rejuvenate is harder than Reboot: it implies the
reinstantiation of ANCHOR from a reliable system image (secure and clean-state
read-only). Since ANCHOR’s master recovery keys KeArec and KhArec are securely
stored in HAAT, they are unknown to an attacker who has stolen all secrets from
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Algorithm 11: r-anchor fully-automatic post-compromise recovery

sa. T WG��! A [Rejuvenate, WaitForHardReset()].

sb. A WG��! T [Rejuvenate, GetRecKeys()].

sc. T WG��! A [Rejuvenate, KeArec , KhArec ].

{For each manager M and its associated devices {Di}ni=1}

... execute Algorithm 8 from lines 1 to 15.

the ANCHOR server. Once rejuvenated, A requests the master recovery keys KeArec

and KhArec to T (line sb). T sends those keys to ANCHOR (line sc). Note that
[Rejuvenate, GetRecKeys()] causes T to reuse and return the existing master keys
(unlike the setup protocol where they are created anew). The following steps of
the recovery process are the same as presented in lines 1 to 15 of Algorithm 8, as
described in Section 6.2.1.

6.4.3 Device Registration

The device registration protocol is modified to fulfill the objective of mitigating
insider threats. Having worked on the resilience of ANCHOR, we now turn our
attention to the Managers. We recall that we assume that at most f Managers
can be compromised at any time.

In the modified device registration protocol we present in Algorithm 12, the
ANCHOR serves as a trusted third party (TTP), to vet any registration request
made by any network Manager Mk, through an additional f network managers. A
set of positive acks from a total of f+1 network managers (including the requester),
is sufficient evidence that the devices to be registered are legitimate. As shown in
the prefix lines, s1 initiates the registration request from an Mk as usual. ANCHOR
broadcasts the reference of the request through all network managers (line s2).
From the set of answers, if not enough positive confirmations exist, the protocol
is exited in abort (lines s3 - s5).

Otherwise (A receives at least f + 1 ACKs), the device registration protocol
proceeds as originally described in Algorithm 6 of Section 5.1.5. The protocol
ensures resilience to insider threats perpetrated by malicious network managers:
no group of up to f , even colluding, malicious managers will be able to register
fake devices in the network.
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Algorithm 12: r-anchor device registration

{Bootstrap for devices D1 �, Dn, using a quorum from Managers M1 � Mm }

s1. Mk ! A [Reg, Mk, EAMk({(Di,xi
m)}ni=1,xa

m)],HMACAMk

{A as Trusted Third Party, seeks correct acks from Mf
j=1 }

s2. A ! Mj 8j 2 [1,m] [Ack, A, EAMj ({(Di)}ni=1,xj
a)],HMACAMj .

{For set R of collected ack(Mj) from Managers M1 � Mm }

s3. if #R  f then

s4. A ! Mk [Reg, A, EAMk(Reject,xa
m)],HMACAMk ;

s5. A Abort registration and leave.

{(else:) Bootstrap for devices D1 � Dn (contd.)}

... execute Algorithm 6 from lines 2 to 19.

6.5 Final remarks

In summary, even though ANCHOR as a root-of-trust, is by design a single-point-
of-failure in our system, we have been mitigating the associated risks through
Chapters 5 and 6, by guaranteeing:

• Robustness: the probability of component failure is reduced by basic hard-
ening of the design of all mechanisms, functions and algorithms.

• PFS: the compromise of ANCHOR in the current session does not expose past
communications.

• PCS: the full compromise of ANCHOR does not expose future communica-
tions, after the recovery of communication channels.

• PQS: ANCHOR will stand up against an attacker with quantum computers,
since it only uses symmetric key cryptography.

• Resilience: insider threat mitigation by requiring a quorum of network man-
agers for critical operations such as device registration and association; au-
tomatic recovery for fast turnaround and post-compromise security after full
compromise or failure.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

In this closing Chapter, we start by giving a global perspective of the main contri-
butions of our work. Then we discuss some of its limitations, and point to avenues
for future work.

7.1 Summary of Contributions

We recapitulate and briefly elaborate, in hindsight, the main results and contribu-
tions of our work:

1. We tested with success the innovative conjecture of using logical centralized
services to enforce non-functional properties in SDN. First, by proposing
an architectural blueprint of the concept, the generic ANCHOR architecture.
Second, by designing, implementing and evaluating a specialization of the
architecture for security, probably the hardest of the non-functional property
bodies, besides dependability, safety, or QoS. What we have learned from the
design process allows us to conjecture that the concept is easily re-applicable
to other non-functional property categories.

2. In preparation for the ’security’ target, we performed a thorough and sys-
tematic study of the main threat vectors of SDN ecosystems, providing the
first input towards the existing gaps to fill by the forthcoming architecture.
We are also pleased to see that this study has also been of considerable use
to the community and fellow researchers.

3. We have designed, implemented and evaluated the ANCHOR architecture spe-
cialized to logically-centralized security, providing mechanisms and protocols
for essential security services, such as strong entropy, resilient pseudo-random
generators, secure device registration, association and recommendation.
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4. We have designed, implemented and evaluated KISS, an infrastructure stim-
ulating the generalization of highly-secure control plane communications.
By introducing cryptographic mechanisms outperforming widely used alter-
natives, we have shown that it brings simplicity and performance to the
provision of integrity, authenticity and confidentiality.

5. Through several steps, we have embedded mechanisms and protocols for the
systematic and incremental mitigation of the risk of logical centralization,
from baseline mechanisms — design hardening with robust functions, sym-
metric cryptography for post-quantum security, embedding of perfect for-
ward secrecy measures in all algorithms, post-compromise security through
manual measures — to additional more sophisticated ones in the path of
resilience, materialized by the R-ANCHOR extension — mitigation of insider
threats, automatic recovery for fast turnaround and post-compromise secu-
rity after full compromise or failure.

We have shown that, compared to the state-of-the-art in SDN security, our
solution preserves at least the same security functionality, but achieves higher levels
of implementation robustness, by vulnerability reduction. Even though we prove
our point with security, it is worth emphasizing that our contribution is generic
enough to inspire further research concerning other non-functional properties (such
as dependability or quality-of-service).

7.2 Limitations

Next, we summarize some of the limitations of our work.

1. The ANCHOR architectural concept, albeit perfectly tailored to SDN fabrics,
may face some barriers to the application in traditional networks, due to the
heterogeneity of the infrastructure and the vertical integration of control and
data planes in forwarding devices.

2. Some device deployments may exhibit backward compatibility issues with
regard to black-box cryptographic libraries, being hostile to the integra-
tion of our high-performance cryptographic libraries such as NaCl. There
is however broad enough market offer of devices with white box implemen-
tations [SDx14]; [Dri20].

7.3 Future Work

This thesis opens several avenues for future work, which we exemplify below.
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1. Investigate how ANCHOR could be used in SDN-based vehicular (V2X) and
Internet of Things (IoT) networks.

2. Extended resilience through full Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT) and re-
covery in the entire architecture of ANCHOR. This will help to tolerate any
kind of arbitrary fault, including stealth malicious attacks. It is especially
important when using ANCHOR in extremely critical IT infrastructures.

3. Analyze ANCHOR’s cyclomatic complexity metrics and methods as proposed
in [TK14]; [EC16].

4. Even if our results are encouraging in terms of an increase in robustness — an
order of magnitude reduction in the number of LOC, and thus of the implied
cyclomatic complexity — and some algorithms were formally verified, one
future goal should be the formal specification and verification of the whole
set of protocols.
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Appendix A

Correctness of algorithms of KISS

In this appendix, we introduce the correctness of the iDVV Algorithms 1 and 2
of the KISS framework for secure control plane communications.

A.1 Correctness of Algorithm 1

Theorem 1. If the initial values of seed and key are indistinguishable from random,
then the resulting initial idvv (line 2) is indistinguishable from random.
Proof: The seed and key are, by assumption (Section 4.1) of the availability of
robust sources of pseudo-random number generators in the central services (which
generate the former), indistinguishable from random. In consequence, and assum-
ing that H is a strong hash function, the output of H(seed || key) will thus be
indistinguishable from random. ⇤
Theorem 2. Any execution of the function H(seed || key) with the same input
values seed and key, produces the same output value (idvv in line 2).
Proof: Proof that Algorithm 1 is deterministic follows trivially from the determin-
istic nature of hash functions. ⇤

A.2 Correctness of Algorithm 2

Lemma 1. If the seed and idvv are indistinguishable from random, then the re-
sulting new seed (line 2) is indistinguishable from random.
Proof: We start by proving the result of the run with the initial values of seed
and idvv. The initial seed is, by assumption (Section 4.1) of the availability of
robust sources of pseudo-random number generators in the central services (which
generate the former), indistinguishable from random. Theorem 1 states that the
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initial idvv is indistinguishable from random. In consequence, with a similar ar-
gumentation of the proof of Theorem 1, and assuming that H is a strong hash
function, the output of H(seed || idvv) will be indistinguishable from random.

Now we recurse the argumentation, to show that the proof is valid for any input
values of seed and idvv. A new seed was just proven to be indistinguishable from
random. A new idvv is proven below in Theorem 3 to be indistinguishable from
random. Feeding these into the argumentation above, we generalise the proof 8
seed and idvv. ⇤
Theorem 3. If the seed and key are indistinguishable from random, then the re-
sulting new idvv (line 3) is indistinguishable from random.
Proof: Lemma 1 establishes that seed, output by line 2 and thus used as input
in line 3, is indistinguishable from random. The key is, by assumption of the
availability of robust sources of pseudo-random number generators in the central
services (which generate the former), indistinguishable from random.

We start by proving the result of the run with the initial value idvv. Theorem 1
states that the initial idvv is indistinguishable from random. In consequence, with
a similar argumentation of the proof of Theorem 1, and assuming that H is a
strong hash function, the output of H(seed || key) will be indistinguishable from
random.

Now we recurse the argumentation, to show that the proof is valid for any values
of idvv. Any new idvv was just proven to be indistinguishable from random. In
some next run, it will pair with key, by nature indistinguishable from random,
and with any new seed, proven by Lemma 1 to be indistinguishable from random.
Feeding these into the argumentation above, we generalise the proof 8 key, seed
and idvv.

In other words, the newly generated iDVV is an indistinguishable from random
value that can be safely used as an authentication or authorization code, secret
key, random nonce, and so forth. ⇤
Lemma 2. Any execution of the function H(seed || idvv) with the same input
values seed and idvv, produces the same output value (seed in line 2).
Proof: Proof that the function is deterministic follows trivially from the determin-
istic nature of hash functions. ⇤
Lemma 3. Any execution of the function H(seed || key) with the same input
values seed and key produces the same output value (idvv in line 3).
Proof: Proof that the function is deterministic follows trivially from the determin-
istic nature of hash functions. ⇤
Theorem 4. Any execution of Algorithm 2 with the same input values seed, idvv
and key produces the same output value (idvv in line 3).
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Proof: Proof that Algorithm 2 is deterministic follows trivially from Lemma 2
and 3: since the two functions are executed in a row, and the seed output of line
2 used as input in line 3 is deterministic (Lemma 2), it satisfies the conditions of
Lemma 3 for determinism. ⇤
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Appendix B

Operations and security analysis of

anchor

In this appendix, we introduce the stages of ANCHOR in Section B.1 and the
correctness of algorithms in Sections B.3 and B.4. Following, we also discuss the
conformance of ANCHOR to security requirements of SDN, as proposed by ONF,
in Section B.5.

B.1 The three stages of anchor
Figure B.1 illustrates the three stages of ANCHOR, namely, setup, normal opera-
tion, and post-compromise recovery. After setup and post-compromise recovery,
it goes to normal operation. The details of normal operation (e.g., device registra-
tion and association) are discussed in Section 5.1.5.The complete post-compromise
recovery protocol is presented in Section 6.4.2.

ANCHORNetwork AdminOff-line device

a. Off-line single mode user boot 

b. Store master recovery keys 
c. Proceed normal boot 

a. Compute the keys off-line 

b. Boot ANCHOR and copy the keys 

First boot (setup) 

Normal operation 

Recovery after a compromise 

Normal operation 

Figure B.1: Setup, normal operation and PCR
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B.1.1 Setup

During the setup, three things happen:

1. Off-line single mode user boot. The first boot should be off-line to generate
the master recovery keys safely. These keys need to be generated a single
time and stored in a safe place.

2. Store master recovery keys. The network admin should store the master
recovery keys, for future use in case of a compromise, in an offline device
(e.g., USB stick). This device should be kept as secure as possible.

3. Normal boot. After generating and safely storing the master recovery keys,
the network admin can proceed with the normal boot of ANCHOR. This boot
is going to bring up all services and functionalities of ANCHOR and put it
online, ready for use.

B.1.2 Normal operation

The normal operation represents the phase in which ANCHOR should be most of the
time, i.e., online and fully operational. The normal operation phase can happen
after a first boot (setup phase) or after a recovery from a compromised state.

B.1.3 Recovery after a compromise

To recover ANCHOR after a compromise, the network admin has to:

1. Compute the keys off-line using the master recovery keys. The network admin
must recursively generate the network manager recovery keys and the device
recovery keys. These are special purpose keys used to automatically and
safely recover communications between ANCHOR and all other entities, i.e.,
without needing additional procedures such as device re-registration. For
more details on how it works, see Section 6.4.2.

2. Boot ANCHOR and copy the keys. After recursively computing the master
recovery keys of managers and devices, the network admin should proceed
with a normal boot of the system and copy these keys into ANCHOR.

B.2 Correctness of Algorithm 3

We argue about the properties of Algorithm 3, as a source of strong entropy.
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Lemma 4. If the initial values of rand_bytes() and H(data) are indistinguishable
from random, then the resulting initial external entropy (e_entropy - line 2) is
indistinguishable from random. Then, the initial internal entropy (i_entropy -
line 3) will be also indistinguishable from random.
Proof: Assuming that rand_bytes() uses one of the strongest pools of entropy
of an operating system, such as /dev/urandom, the outcome of this function call
will be indistinguishable from random. Assuming that H is a cryptographically
strong hashing function, the output of H(data) will be indistinguishable from ran-
dom for every different input data. Consequently, the XOR operation between
rand_bytes() and H(data) will result in an indistinguishable-from-random initial
e_entropy. Following, the XOR operation between rand_bytes() and e_entropy
will result in an indistinguishable-from-random initial i_entropy. In other words,
both internal and external entropy are initialized with indistinguishable-from-
random values. ⇤
Lemma 5. If Pi, Pj, and i_entropy are indistinguishable from random, then the
updated external entropy (e_entropy - line 5) will be indistinguishable from ran-
dom.
Proof: As discussed before, the pools of entropy Pi and Pj contain unpredictable
events of external sources of entropy, such as network traffic and idleness of links.
Thus, assuming that H is a cryptographically strong hashing function, then the
output of H(Pi||Pj) will be indistinguishable from random. Lemma 4 shows that
the internal entropy (i_entropy) is indistinguishable from random. In consequence,
the updated external entropy (e_entropy - line 5), which is the output of an XOR
operation between two indistinguishable-from-random values, will be indistinguish-
able from random. ⇤
Lemma 6. If the initial value of rand_bytes() is indistinguishable from random,
then the resulting internal entropy (i_entropy - line 7) is indistinguishable from
random.
Proof: The proof of Lemma 4 establishes that the output of rand_bytes() is in-
distinguishable from random. Additionally, E_counter is an internal counter not
known by external entities. Therefore, assuming that H is a cryptographically
strong hashing function, then i_entropy output by H(rand_bytes()||E_counter)
will be indistinguishable from random. ⇤
Theorem 5. If e_entropy and i_entropy are indistinguishable from random, then
the resulting entropy returned by entropy_get (line 8) will be indistinguishable
from random.
Proof: Lemmata 4 and 5 show that the initial and updated external entropy are
indistinguishable from random. Lemma 6 has shown that the internal entropy
generated in line 7 is indeed indistinguishable from random. As a consequence,
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entropy, as the output of an XOR operation between i_entropy and e_entropy
(line 8) will be indistinguishable from random. This proves that Algorithm 3
satisfies the property Strong Entropy. ⇤

B.3 Correctness of Algorithm 4

We argue about the properties of Algorithm 4, as a source of indistinguishable-
from-random pseudo-random values.
Lemma 7. If entropy_get() returns an indistinguishable-from-random value, then
the initial seed (line 2), counter (line 3) and pseudo random value (nprd - line 4)
will be indistinguishable from random.
Proof: Theorem 5 establishes that the output of entropy_get() is indistinguishable
from random. Thus, both the seed and the first nprd will be indistinguishable from
random. Similarly, the function long_uint() (using as input entropy_get() - line
3), which, on most architectures, uses 64 bits to represent an unsigned long int,
will return the value counter, indistinguishable from random. ⇤
Lemma 8. If entropy_get() returns a value indistinguishable from random, then
the refreshed PRG internal state (lines 6-8) will lead to indistinguishable from
random values for seed, counter and nprd.
Proof: The proof follows the same argumentation of the proof of Lemma 7, for
seed and counter. As for nprd, assuming that neither the seed or counter are
known outside the PRG, and assuming that H is a cryptographically strong hashing
function, then the output of H, having as input a concatenation of the new seed,
current nprd, and new counter, will be indistinguishable from random. ⇤
Theorem 6. If seed and nprd are indistinguishable-from-random values, then the
next nprd returned by PRG_next (line 12) will be indistinguishable from random.
Proof: Lemmata 7 and 8 established that both the seed and nprd are always
indistinguishable from random, since the initial state. Assuming that HMAC is
a cryptographically strong message authentication code primitive, and that the
counter is not known outside of the PRG, then the output of HMAC, keyed by seed
and having as input a concatenation of nprd and counter, will be indistinguishable
from random. This proves that Algorithm 4 satisfies property Robust PRG. ⇤

B.4 Correctness of Algorithm 7

We now formalize and prove the properties of Algorithm 7.
As a result of the registration process, ANCHOR keeps lists of registered devices

and controllers, and lists of the controllers each device is authorized to associate
with.
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Proposition 1. Any device F can only associate to a controller C authorized by the
anchor.
Proof: Forwarding devices will be able to associate only to controllers listed in
the CList(F) provided by A (step 2 of Algorithm 7), since if F tries to associate
with a non-authorized controller (for F), A will not proceed past step 4 after being
contacted by that controller, aborting the association. On the other hand, a rogue
controller posing to F as authorised in reply to step 3, cannot jump to step 6 and
invent an association key AiD that convinces F, since it does not know xf . This
proves that Algorithm 7 satisfies property Controller Authorization. ⇤
Proposition 2. Any device F can associate to some controller, only if F is authorized
by the anchor.
Proof: Only if a device F is legitimate, i.e. it is in the list of registered devices, will
it be able to associate to some registered controller. A will not proceed past step 1
of Algorithm 7 after being contacted by a rogue device, aborting the association.
On the other hand, a rogue device posing to C as legitimate and authorised in
step 3, will make C proceed with step 4, indeed, but the request will be rejected
by A, since EF () is not recognisable by A, corresponding to no shared key with a
legitimate device. The replay of an old (but legitimate) encrypted EF () request
in step 3 will also fail, since it is bound to the (current) nonces. This proves that
Algorithm 7 satisfies property Device Authorization. ⇤
Proposition 3. At the end of Algorithm 7 execution, the association ID (AiD) is
only known to F and C.
Proof: A creates AiD in step 5, and forgets about it after sending it to C (see
Section 5.1.6). AiD is sent from A to C, encrypted both by KeAF and KeAC ,
keys shared by A only with F and C respectively. C trusts it came from A, due to
the HMAC, so the two encrypted blocks should contain the same AiD value, and
sends the AiD under KeAF encryption to F. So, at the end of the execution of the
algorithm, both F and C, and only them, hold AiD. This proves that Algorithm 7
satisfies property Association ID Secrecy. ⇤
Proposition 4. At the end of Algorithm 7 execution, the seed (SEED) is only
known to F and C.
Proof: C creates SEED in step 7. SEED is sent from C to F, encrypted by KAiD,
association key known only to C and F, as per Proposition 3. C trusts that F, and
only F, has the same SEED sent, when it receives back from F the XOR of SEED
with the current nonce xg encrypted with AiD, since (as per Proposition 3) only
F could have opened the encryption of SEED with AiD in the first place, and
encrypt the reply. This proves that Algorithm 7 satisfies property Seed Secrecy. ⇤
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B.5 Meeting ONF’s security requirements

Several security requirements should be fulfilled in control plane communications.
Most of these requirements are enumerated in ONF’s best practice recommenda-
tions [ONF15]. In this appendix we go through the eleven (out of twenty four)
such requirements that are addressed by the ANCHOR, iDVV and NaCl.

Both communicating devices should be authenticated (REQ 4.1.1). Using our
ANCHOR, all devices have to be properly registered and authenticated before pro-
ceeding with any other operation.

Operations (e.g., association) of components should be authorized (REQ 4.1.2).
The ANCHOR needs to explicitly authorize associations between any two devices.
Each association has a unique identification.

Devices should agree upon the security (e.g., key materials) associations (REQ
4.1.3). By using the ANCHOR and its mechanisms, such as the source of strong
entropy, we ensure strong key materials. The iDVV mechanism is initialized by
the two communicating devices once the association has been authorized by the
ANCHOR.

Integrity of packets should be ensured (REQ 4.1.4). We provide integrity and
authenticity of packets through message authentication codes. By default, we
generate one iDVV per packet, providing strong security.

Each device should have a unique ID and other devices should be able to verify
the identity (REQ 4.2.1). Devices are uniquely identified by the ANCHOR. The
unique IDs are associated to the devices as soon as they are registered within the
ANCHOR.

Issues related to the lifecycle of IDs should be managed, such as generation,
distribution, maintenance, and revocation (REQ 4.2.2). The ANCHOR provides
the services required for managing device IDs. IDs are assigned to devices during
the registration phase. Revocation can be done by network administrators at any
time.

Devices should be able to verify the integrity of each message (REQ 4.4.4). Any
two communicating devices are able to verify the integrity of each message through
message authentication codes.

Amplification effects should be taken into account, i.e., attackers should not be
able to perform reflection attacks (REQ 4.4.5). We use requests and replies of the
same size between devices and the ANCHOR, which avoids reflection attacks.

Automated key/credential management should be implemented by default, al-
lowing generation, distribution, and revocation of security credentials (REQ 4.8.3).
We have in place automated mechanisms for refreshing credentials, such as refresh
the iDVV’s seed using the ANCHOR’s source of strong entropy.

Data confidentiality, integrity, freshness and authenticity are ensured by the
integrated device verification value. iDVVs are used to encrypt data and generate
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message authentication codes. Additionally, iDVVs can also be used as nonces,
ensuring data freshness.

Availability is ensured by recommending multiple controllers to the forwarding
devices. This is one of the essential tasks of the ANCHOR.

Lastly, it is also worth mentioning that whilst we do not meet all security
requirements of ONF’s guidelines, we do meet the fundamental ones with regard
to security. For instance, requirements such as REQ 4.4.2, REQ 4.4.3, REQ 4.7.1,
REQ 4.7.2, and REQ 4.7.3 [ONF15] are not yet covered by our architecture and
protocols. However, most of these requirements are related to rate control of
messages, additional signaling messages for dealing with future network attack
types, and accountability and traceability. Such kind of requirements can be added
(in the future) without impairing our conceptual architecture. In fact, some of
these requirements, such as rate control of messages, are technical, rather than
conceptual, which can be addressed with the right amount of engineering.

B.6 Security Analysis of anchor

Disclaimer:
The content of this Section is mainly a contribution from Jiangshan Yu.

We provide formal machine-checked verification of the core security properties
of ANCHOR, using the Tamarin prover. In particular, we formalise the core
protocols of ANCHOR, including device registration protocol, device association
protocol, and post-compromise recovery protocol, through symbolic modeling. In
addition, for each of the protocols, we verify its correctness, message confidentiality,
and perfect forward secrecy (PFS). Moreover, we additionally verify the post-
compromise security of ANCHOR with the post-compromise recovery protocol.

The full model contains 1712 lines of code. In total, we have proved 33 proper-
ties — 23 of them are helper lemmas for the theorem prover to understand ANCHOR
better; 4 lemmas are sanity proofs which check the correctness of our protocols
and their formalization; and 6 main security properties that ensure the message
confidentiality, perfect forward secrecy, and post-compromise security of ANCHOR.
We provide all input files and complete formal model required to understand and
reproduce our security analysis at [Yu18].
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B.6.1 Security properties

ANCHOR achieves both classical security properties and novel security properties.
In a classical sense, the confidentiality of communications between any two devices
is guaranteed. In particular, ANCHOR also provides perfect forward secrecy, namely
if a device is compromised, then all communications of this device in the past are
still secure.

For the novel security guarantee, as mentioned before, rather than assuming
the trusted party cannot be compromised, such as CAs in X.509 PKI or the KDC
in Kerberos, we also consider that ANCHOR might be compromised. In this case,
we assume that there are means to detect that the compromise has happened, and
then the system can be recovered through our post-compromise recovery protocol,
which also guarantees perfect forward security, when ANCHOR is compromised and
recovered.

B.6.2 Formal analysis

We analyze the security properties of the protocol using Tamarin [Mei+13]. The
Tamarin prover is a symbolic analysis tool that can prove properties of security
protocols for an unbounded number of instances and supports reasoning about
protocols with mutable global state, which makes it suitable for our protocols.
Protocols are specified using multi-set rewriting rules, and properties are expressed
in a guarded fragment of first order logic that allows quantification over timepoints.

Tamarin is capable of automatic verification in many cases, and it also sup-
ports interactive verification by manual traversal of the proof tree. If the tool ter-
minates without finding a proof, it returns a counter-example. Counter-examples
are given as so-called dependency graphs, which are partially ordered sets of rule
instances that represent a set of executions that violate the property. Counter-
examples can then be used to refine the model, and give feedback to the imple-
menter and designer.

B.6.3 Modeling aspects

As explained, we consider four protocol roles in ANCHOR, namely A (ANCHOR), M
(network Manager), F (Forwarding device), and C (Controller). To simplify our
model, we consider an additional role D (Device) to represent any kind of network
device, when it is irrelevant to distinguish its type (i.e., F or C).

We model the above protocol roles by a set of rewrite rules. Our modeling
of the roles follows the typical Tamarin models, and directly corresponds to the
algorithm descriptions in the previous sections. Specifically, each rewrite rule
typically models receiving a message, taking an appropriate action, and sending
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a response message. Tamarin provides built-in support for a Dolev-Yao style
network attacker, i.e., one who is in full control of the network. We also specify
rules that enable the attacker to compromise ANCHOR and/or any device in the
network, and learn all of their session keys.

B.6.4 Proof goals

We state several proof goals as specified in Tamarin’s syntax. Since Tamarin’s
property specification language is a fragment of first-order logic, it contains logical
connectives (|, &, ==>, not, ...) and quantifiers (All, Ex). In Tamarin, proof
goals are marked as lemma. The #-prefix is used to denote timepoints, and “E @
#i” expresses that the event E occurs at timepoint i. Due to the space limitation,
we only present a set of examples selected from our full model, to explain the core
ideas. We refer the reader to the full model and detailed proof results available at
[Yu18].

The first example goal is a check for executability that ensures that our model
allows for the successful transmission of a message. The following example, which
is a correctness lemma in the device registration protocol, shows how it is encoded
in our proof.

lemma protocol_correctness [use_induction]:
exists-trace
"Ex A D Did k keAD #i1.

SendSec(A, D, Did,k, keAD) @ i1"

The property holds if the Tamarin model exhibits a behaviour in which a
device D of any type with unique identity Did can successfully exchange with
ANCHOR A a message k encrypted by using a secret keAD shared between D and
A. This property mainly serves as a sanity check on the model. If it does not
hold, it would mean our model does not model the normal message flow, which
could indicate a flaw in the model. Tamarin automatically proves this property
and generates the expected trace in the form of a graphical representation of the
rule instantiations and the message flow. We additionally proved several other
sanity-checking properties to minimize the risk of modeling errors.

The second example goal is the core secrecy property with respect to a classical
attacker. When a controller C is associated with a forwarding device F, then the
following expresses that unless the attacker compromises either C or F, he cannot
learn any messages exchanged between them. Note that K(m) is a special event
that denotes that the attacker knows m at this time.

lemma message_secrecy [use_induction]:
"All C F Did1 Did2 k seed #i.
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/* If a message k is exchanged */
( SendSec(C, F, Did1, Did2, k, seed) @ #i &

/* without the adversary compromising any device */
not (Ex #j.

Compromise_Device(C, F, Did1, Did2, seed) @ #j)
) ==>

/* then the adversary cannot know k */
not ( Ex #j. K(k) @ #j) "

Tamarin also proves this property automatically. The above result implies
that if a forwarding device F with identity Did1 and a controller C with identity
Did2 has exchanged a message k encrypted under a shared seed, and the attacker
did not compromise any device at any time, then the attacker will not learn k.

Similarly, the following example expresses the PFS for the communications
between two devices.

lemma message_forward_secrecy [use_induction]:
"All C F Did1 Did2 k seed #i.

( SendSec(C, F, Did1, Did2, k, seed) @ #i &
not (Ex #j seed2.
Compromise_Device(C, F, Did1, Did2, seed2) @ j &

j<i)
)
==>
( /* then the adversary cannot know k */

not ( Ex #j. K(k) @ #j)
)

"

Tamarin proves this property automatically, and the result additionally im-
plies that the message is secure if the attacker did not compromise any device
before the current communication session.

The final example property encodes the post-compromise security guarantees
provided by ANCHOR. In this example, if ANCHOR was compromised, and then re-
covered through our protocol, then the confidentiality of communications between
ANCHOR and forwarding device F is guaranteed.

lemma message_secrecy_after_recovery [use_induction]:
"All A M F C Did k enckey #i1 #i2 #i3.

(Comppromised_A(A) @#i1 &
Recovery_Done(A,M,F,C)@ #i2 & i1<i2 &
SendSec(A, F, Did, k, enckey) @ #i3 & i2<i3)

==>
/* then the adversary cannot know k */

not ( Ex #i4. K(k) @ #i4)
"
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The property states that if ANCHOR was compromised at session i1, and the
recovery action has been completed afterwards at session i2, then the confidential-
ity of message k exchanged in a later time between A and forwarding device F is
guaranteed.

The above properties are all proven automatically by the Tamarin prover on
a PC1 within 15min.

1Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6700 CPU @ 3.40GHz, 16GB memory.
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